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ABSTRACT

A new finite volume algorithm has been developed to solve a variety of flows by using large
eddy simulation and direct numerical simulation. This finite volume algorithm was developed
using a dual time stepping approach with a preconditioning technique and a new factorization
implementation. The method takes the advantage of pressure-based and density-based meth
ods. Thus, it provides an efficient way to numerically solve the Navier-Stokes equations at the
low Mach numbers. The implementation of the numerical scheme was validated by obtain
ing solutions to a number of flows including turbulent boundary layers with or without heat
transfer, turbulent boundary layers subjected to free stream turbulence, and supersonic adia
batic turbulent boundary layers. Good agreement between the present results and benchmark
results in the literature was achieved.
In order to generate the inflow conditions for the simulation of turbulent boundary layers,
a dynamic recycling method was proposed. It is an improvement over the recycling method
proposed by Lund et al., and dramatically reduces the starting-transients of the numerical sim
ulations. In addition, a characteristic boundary condition method was suggested for the outlet
boundary conditions of external wall shear flows. Such a non-reflecting boundary condition is
a modification of the method introduced by Poinsot and Lele (1992).
With the new numerical method and boundary condition technique it is possible to investi
gate the statistics of turbulence with greater accuracy. Thus, the fluid physics of three different
turbulent boundary layers are discussed. These are a turbulent boundary layer without heat
transfer, a turbulent boundary layer on a heated wall, and an adiabatic supersonic turbulent
boundary layer at Mach number 1.8. The three-dimensional two-point correlations and the
one-point turbulent structure tensors of a incompressible turbulent boundary layer have been

www.manaraa.com

XX

investigated and formulated. The results indicate the influence of Reynolds stress and the
hairpin vortices on two-point correlations of spanwise or normal velocities. Moreover, the re
sults revealed that the turbulent production makes the major contribution to the anisotropy
of the anisotropic tensor bij compared with turbulent dissipation and transport. The com
pressible turbulent boundary layers study, that is, the low Mach number turbulent boundary
layer with strong heat transfer and the supersonic turbulent boundary layer, is concerned with
the strong Reynolds analogy, Van Driest transformation, and the applicability of Morkovin's
hypothesis. The results showed that the Van Driest transformation and the strong Reynolds
analogy are approximately satisfied for both of the flows, and the local properties collapse to
the incompressible statistical curves: the law of the wall and the defect law.
In addition, a numerical algorithm was proposed to calculate a turbulent boundary layer
subjected to the free stream turbulence. To reveal the influence of free stream turbulence
level on the statistics of the turbulent structure in the boundary layers, turbulence levels of
Tu=0%, 5%, and 7.5% were imposed. The influence of the free steam turbulence on the first
and second-order statistics has been studied.
Large eddy simulation is applied to an example discrete hole film cooling configuration.
The computational domain included the coolant supply tube as well as the main mixing re
gion. A tube L/D of 8 and an injection angle of 35 degrees was employed for two different
simulations: one was with a blowing ratio of 0.5 and a density ratio of 2, and the other was with
a blowing ratio of 0.362 and a density ratio of 1.6. The numerical results and a comparison
with experimental data are presented.
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CHAPTER 1.

1.1

INTRODUCTION

Motivation and Outline of the Research

The advance of turbine engine technology has led to higher turbine inlet temperatures.
This requires active cooling in order to maintain the blades of the turbine engine at a safe
temperature, since the excessive high temperature levels will reduce the life of blades and can
even cause failure of those blades. Film cooling is a widely used technique to achieve this
goal. A number of experiments (Ligrani et al. (1994a), Ligrani et al. (1994b), Sen et al. (1996),
and Schmidt et al. (1996)) have been reported that examine the performance of film cooling.
The purpose of this study is to develop a numerical technique to calculate the film cooling
of the turbulent boundary layers. In this configuration, both the external and internal flows
need to be simulated, as well as the interaction of the external and internal flows. Since the
thermal effectiveness of the heat transfer is considered, the fully compressible Navier-Stokes
equation should be calculated. To successfully solve this numerical problem, the numerical
method should:
1) robustly establish the turbulence,
2) accurately achieve the statistical results,
3) efficiently converge the residual errors,
4) be flexible to the numerical mesh, initial data, and boundary conditions.
In other words, an efficient and accurate solver is desired for the simulation of the turbulent
boundary layers including the cases with or without heat transfer or subjected to free-stream
turbulence. Moreover, the solver should be able to deal with the internal flows, external flows,
and interaction between them.
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For the lower Mach number flows, the flow is nearly incompressible and the condition
number for the Jacobian matrix J is extremely large. This presents a stiffness problem. In
order to achieve a steady convergence of residual errors, this dissertation introduces a new
scheme suggested by Liu and Fletcher (2006) which combines the SIMPLE method introduced
by Patankar and Spalding (1972), the fractional step method developed by Kim and Moin
(1985), and a preconditioning technique by Turkel (1999).
Currently, there are two widely utilized pressure-based methods; the fractional step method
(Chorin (1968), Kim and Moin (1985)) and SIMPLE method (Patankar and Spalding (1972)).
Both methods solve the pressure Poisson equation instead of the continuity equation to avoid
the singularity of the numerical solver. Recently, to simulate the compressible Navier-Stokes
equations at the low Mach number limit, a semi-implicit scheme based on the traditional
fractional step method has been formulated by Wall et al. (2002). However, a fully-implicit
solver is desired.
A typical density-based method for the simulation of low Mach number flows is the pre
conditioning method. Unlike the pressure-based methods which adjust the eigenvalues of the
Jacobian matrix by using a left multiplier, the preconditioning methods cluster the eigenval
ues of the Jacobian matrix by using a right multiplier. More details on the preconditioning
technique can be found in Turkel (1999).
By a preconditioning technique along with a new factorization, the distribution of eigenval
ues of the Jacobian are adjusted to cluster near one, which enables the resolved submatrices to
be positive definite and hence accelerates the numerical convergence. When the precondition
ing is applied, the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the Jacobian will be modified. To control the
numerical instability and the spurious wave reflections at the numerical boundaries, the new
characteristic boundary conditions consistent with this method should be formulated. This
numerical method and boundary conditions extend the traditional fractional step method to
the calculation of the compressible Navier-Stokes equations.
As we know, the inflow conditions have a dramatic effect on numerical simulations of tur
bulent boundary layers due to the strong convective characteristic of flows with a displacement
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thickness Reynolds number as high as 2000. The fluid structures present in the inflow will be
transported downstream, but some information may be modified or lost during this transport
process so that a finite length, or buffer zone, is required immediately downstream of the inlet
for the establishment of realistic turbulent structures. Such a buffer zone adds to the cost of
the simulation in terms of CPU resources. In order to establish the downstream turbulent
boundary layers robustly, a dynamic recycling method is suggested.
To validate the numerical method and the boundary conditions, a number of turbulent
boundary layers were calculated, which were:
1) A turbulent boundary layer with the Reynolds number 2000 based on inlet
displacement thickness and Mach number 0.02.
2) A turbulent boundary layer with the Reynolds number 2000 based on inlet
displacement thickness and Mach number 0.04.
3) A turbulent boundary layer with the Reynolds number 2000 based on inlet
displacement thickness and Mach number 0.06.
4) A turbulent boundary layer with the Reynolds number 2000 based on inlet
displacement thickness and Mach number 0.1.
5) A turbulent boundary layer with the Reynolds number 2000 based on inlet
displacement thickness and Mach number 0.8.
6) A turbulent boundary layer with the Reynolds number 2000 based on inlet
displacement thickness and Mach number 1.8.
7) A turbulent boundary layer with the Reynolds number 2000 based on inlet
displacement thickness and Mach number 2.2.
8) A turbulent boundary layer with the Reynolds number 2000 based on inlet
displacement thickness, Mach number 0.1, and heated wall Tw = 1.3Te.
9) A turbulent boundary layer with the Reynolds number 2000 based on inlet
displacement thickness, Mach number 0.1, and heated wall Tw = 1.4Te.
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10) A turbulent boundary layer with the Reynolds number 2000 based on inlet
displacement thickness, Mach number 0.06, and heated wall Tw = 1.58Te.
11) A turbulent boundary layer with the Reynolds number 2000 based on inlet
displacement thickness and subjected to the free stream turbulence Tu = 5%. The
Mach number is 0.06
12) A turbulent boundary layer with the Reynolds number 2000 based on inlet
displacement thickness and subjected to the free stream turbulence Tu = 7.5%.
The Mach number is 0.06
13) A turbulent boundary layer with the Reynolds number 1000 based on inlet
displacement thickness and subjected to the free stream turbulence Tu = 5%. The
Mach number is 0.06
The selection of the cases was based on the concern about the influence of Mach number on
the numerical stability and accuracy and the influence of heat transfer or free stream turbulence
on the statistics of turbulent boundary layers.
The success of the numerical method enables us to investigate and analyze the fluid
physics of turbulent boundary layers. Several fundamental concepts and mechanisms have
been explored, which included the concept of the local homogeneity, the influence of the strong
anisotropy on the global homogeneity, the two-point correlations of turbulent boundary layers,
and the mechanism of anisotropy of turbulent boundary layers. The research was dedicated to
provide the detail information to answer the following question:
(1) Can the strong fully developed anisotropic turbulence be global homogeneous
without the external forcing?
(2) Must the small scale structures for turbulence with high Reynolds number
satisfy the incremental homogeneity?
(3) What is the three-dimensional structure of two-point correlations and the onepoint turbulent structure tensors?
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(4) What is the cause of anisotropy for the strong anisotropic turbulence in the
turbulent boundary layer?
(5) What is the probability density function (PDF) of the velocities for the turbulent
boundary layer, and what causes the non-Gaussian distribution of velocities?
The first question relates to the weak non-homogeneity theory of turbulence which will
be introduced in a later chapter. The second question is fundamental to Kolmogolov's K41
theory. Recently, the concept of the local homogeneity was argued by Frisch et al. (2005). It is
worthwhile to discuss it in order to understand the concept of turbulence. It is known that the
hairpin vortices are relevant to turbulent wall shear flows. But the detailed information about
this influence on the two-point correlations has not been documented. That is why we asked
the third question. The fourth question arises from Lumley's return-to-isotropy theory. In
order to understand how the turbulence returns to isotropy, we must know firstly that what is
the cause of anisotropy. The last question is central to the statistical theory of the turbulence.
The detailed arguments about above questions will be presented in later chapters.
Also, some pure and applied mathematical research about the existence and regularity
of the strong solution of a class of nonlinear parabolic equations including the Navier-Stokes
equation has been conducted. The original goal of this study was to seek a numerical algorithm
which is able to control the numerical instability relative to the nonlinear terms. This research
included two aspects: what is the method and how to prove the convergence of the method.
It is easy to know that the existence problem is associated with the convergence problem. In
other words, if we can construct a Cauchy sequence to converge to a function which holds the
equation, then we get the proof of existence. In this sense, the major problems relevant to this
study become: (1) What is the method? (2) How to prove the Cauchy-Dirichlet problem of the
system? (3) Which space is the solution in? The method was discovered and was examined
by the calculation of driven-cavity flows. But the mathematical proofs took the author three
years. Finally, the Cauchy-Dirichlet problem for some nonlinear parabolic system was proved.
This part is collected into the Appendix.
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1.2

Dissertation Organization

Chapter 2 contains the numerical algorithm for the LES and DNS of the full Navier-Stokes
equations. The finite volume formulation is used for both schemes. The non-dimensional
Navier-Stokes equations for the LES were Favre filtered. In this manner, this algorithm is
a fully implicit finite volume method and a combination of the pressure-based and densitybased method. A couple of theorems concerning the theoretical foundation of the method are
proposed. Numerical procedures are presented in detail.
In Chapter 3, the details of a dynamic recycling method and the boundary and initial
conditions are given. This includes a discussion of the inlet buffer zone, the starting transient,
and the numerical treatments for the inflow conditions. In addition, a characteristic boundary
condition is formulated, which will be utilized as the outlet boundary condition.
The theoretical and numerical results about the fluid physics of turbulent boundary layer
are presented in Chapter 4. The three-dimensional two-point correlations and the one-point
turbulent structure tensors are formulated. The mechanisms relevant to the anisotropy of the
anisotropic tensor bij are discussed. A proof in this Chapter indicates that the small scale
structures of higher Reynolds number turbulence hold the incremental homogeneity. This
answers Frisch et al. (2005)'s paradox to the concept of the local homogeneity. In addition, in
this Chapter, it is also proven that the strong fully developed anisotropic turbulence cannot
be globally homogeneous without external forcing.
In Chapter 5, a comparison between two turbulent boundary layers is presented. One is an
adiabatic supersonic adiabatic turbulent boundary layer at a Mach number 1.8, and the other is
a subsonic turbulent boundary layer with constant wall temperature Tw = 1.58T^. The strong
Reynolds analogy, Van Driest transformation, and the applicability of Morkovin's hypothesis
are tested in this Chapter. The influence of compressible effects on the first and second order
of the statistics and the turbulent kinetic energy budget are discussed and reported.
The probability density function (PDF) of the velocities for the turbulent boundary layer
are discussed in Chapter 6. The distribution of streamwise, normal, and spanwise velocities is
formulated. The major cause of the non-Gaussian distribution of velocities is addressed.
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Chapter 7 reports the numerical simulation of turbulent boundary layers subjected to freestream turbulence. Results with three different free-stream turbulence levels are presented.
Comparisons are made with available results in the literature. The effects of free-stream
turbulence on the structure of turbulent boundary layers are discussed. Numerical methods
used to calculate the turbulent boundary layer are presented.
The calculation of the film cooling of turbulent boundary layers is described in Chapter 8.
This includes the numerical configuration, vortex structure, and the thermal effectiveness.
The dissertation is summarized in Chapter 9. The significant contributions of this work
are outlined. Recommendations for future study are given.
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CHAPTER 2.

A NEW FRACTIONAL STEP METHOD FOR

COMPRESSIBLE NAVIER-STOKES EQUATION

In order to decouple the temperature, velocity, and pressure in the compressible NavierStokes equations, a novel fractional step method is suggested in this dissertation, by which
the traditional fractional algorithm has been extended to the simulation of compressible flows.
This improvement provides a new way to calculate compressible Navier-Stokes equations. For
the simulation of lower Mach number flows, the advantage is outstanding.
The main idea of this method is to adjust the eigenvalues of the Jacobian matrix by using
the preconditioning method and a factorization matrix. The preconditioning technique is a
widely used applied mathematical method. However, preconditioning is not enough to achieve
the diagonal dominance of the Jacobian matrix. Therefore, this dissertation formulates a
factorization process. By using this factorization together with the preconditioning method,
the Jacobian matrix was decomposed into four parts. And these submatrices can be positive
definite, regardless of the Mach number. This provides a robust and efficient way to calculate
compressible Navier-Stokes equations.
One of the highlights of this chapter is a theoretical proof of the Kim and Moin (1985)'s
suggestion of replacing the inverse operator ^

1

by At. The proof indicates that it is a

second-order accurate approximation. When the time step At is small, the validation of this
substitution can be explained by perturbation theory (Lee et al. (2001)). However, Choi and
Moin (1994)'s numerical simulation showed that the fractional step scheme proposed by Kim
and Moin (1985) can work fairly well even when At is 0.4. This feature cannot be explained
by the perturbation theory. Thus, a theory to explain this phenomenon is desired.
For the convenience of mathematical proof, a subspace of R3, Favre space, was introduced.
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It is the material volume which is invariant under the Favre average. In this space, the
inverse operator of the material derivative was formulated. This inverse operator enables us
to explicitly factorize the Jacobian matrix. Although the Favre average was designed for
compressible flows, for constant density incompressible flows, the velocity is invariant under
the Favre average.
The other purpose of this chapter is to formulate a fractional step method for compressible
flows, and deduce an efficient numerical algorithm to solve the compressible Navier-Stokes
equations for a wide range of Mach numbers.

2.1

Introduction

Traditional fractional step or projection methods for the incompressible Navier-Stokes equa
tions were introduced by Chorin (1968) and Temam (1969) in the late 1960s. The reformulation
of these methods by Kim and Moin (1985) was a milestone in the development of computational
fluid dynamics. From then on, the fractional step method has enjoyed widespread popularity
in the simulation of incompressible flows since it provides an efficient way to decouple the pres
sure and velocities, which helps to remove most of the computational difficulties arising from
the requirement of a divergence-free velocity. The main idea of the fractional step method is to
replace the singular matrix with some proper submatrices by using a factorization technique.
These submatrices can be solved easily since they have a better eigenvalue distribution, thereby
increasing the speed of numerical convergence. The success of the fractional step method in
incompressible flows inspires us to seek an analogous algorithm to improve the calculation of
compressible Navier-Stokes equations.
In low Mach number flows, the influence of density fluctuations on the turbulent boundary
layer is negligible as long as the mean density remains constant across the boundary layer
(Bradshaw (1977)). Therefore, such flows can be treated as incompressible flows and tradi
tional fractional steps method for incompressible flows can be applied. However, the density
varies with the distance from the wall once heat transfer is involved, which greatly affects
the turbulent structures. As a result, the mean velocity profiles will eventually be deformed
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even though the Mach number is small (Nicoud and Bradshaw (2000)). Huang et al. (1993)
and Nicoud and Bradshaw (2000) suggested using some density-weighted transformations to
modify the velocity profiles so that the similarity laws of incompressible flows can be applied to
compressible turbulent boundary layers. To accurately capture these phenomena, the overall
compressible Navier-Stokes equations should be solved.
In the compressible Navier-Stokes equations, the threefold correlations among temperature,
pressure and velocities may produce numerical difficulties at low Mach numbers due to a
singularity as the Mach number approaches zero. To be more specific, the coupling between
the pressure and velocity in such flows slows the convergence at low Mach numbers. Moreover,
the temperature is coupled with the pressure and the velocity through the equation of state and
the energy equation. The variation of temperature is associated with the variation of pressure
or density, and a sudden change of the temperature in a local region caused by turbulence may
induce a large gradient of pressure or density. This tends to slow the numerical convergence,
or even worse, cause divergence. Therefore, a decoupling technique is desired for this purpose.
Currently, there are two distinct treatments for low Mach number compressible NavierStokes equations: pressure-based methods, and the density-based methods. The pressure-based
methods (Karki and Patankar (1989), Bijl and Wesseling (1998), and, Wall et al. (2002)) are
analogous with the fractional step method for incompressible flows. The difference between
them are twofold: firstly, the pressure is determined from a Poisson equation for incompressible
flows, but is governed by a Helmholtz equation for compressible flows. Secondly, the tradi
tional fractional step method does not account for the coupling between the temperature and
the other two quantities: velocity and pressure. For the incompressible flows, by using the fac
torization technique, the velocities and pressure are decoupled. Hence, one can determine the
velocities and pressure through the fractional-staged schemes. However, for compressible flows,
particularly for the flows with strong heat transfer, the coupling between the temperature and
velocities makes a major contribution to the compressible effects of flows. How to deal with
these compressible effects and handle the stiffness associated with lower Mach number limit
has remained elusive. Wall et al. (2002) proposed a semi-implicit scheme, which focused more
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on the stiffness. The other idea, the density-based method, attempts to cope with both the
compressible effects and stiffness.
The density-based methods contains two classes: the preconditioning schemes and the
asymptotic schemes. Asymptotic schemes decomposed the pressure into thermodynamic pres
sure and hydrodynamic pressure by using a perturbation method (Tomboulides and Orzag
(1998)). This treatment will accelerate the convergence if the pressure fluctuations are small.
As the heat transfer increases, the pressure fluctuations could be the same order of magni
tude as the temperature and velocity fluctuations. Thus, perturbation cannot be applied.
In this circumstance, preconditioning schemes offer a better way. Unlike the pressure-based
methods which adjust the Jacobian matrix by using a right multiplication, a factorization ma
trix, the preconditioning methods optimize the Jacobian matrix by using a left multiplication
(Fletcher and Chen (1993) and Turkel (1999)). A well-designed preconditioning matrix will
cluster the eigenvalues, which eventually causes the acceleration of convergence. However, for
the simulation of the lower Mach number flows, pressure-based methods give a better numeri
cal performance compared with the density-based methods because of their different pressure
solvers.
Furthermore, according to the Ostrowski-Reich theorem (Varga (2000)), the Gauss-Seidel
scheme or SOR scheme converges if and only if the Jacobian matrix is positive definite. How
ever, this situation cannot be guaranteed because the eigenvalues corresponding to the continu
ity equation or the energy equation may be negative or extremely large somewhere, particularly
for the low Mach number flows or incompressible flow. The negative eigenvalues will give rise
to the divergence of some iterative schemes such as the Gauss-Seidel scheme, Newton GaussSeidel scheme, or SOR scheme. In order to overcome this problem, this dissertation proposes a
method to optimize the distribution of eigenvalues of the Jacobian matrix by using a right mul
tiplier and a left multiplier. In other words, the method deduced by this paper is a combination
of a preconditioning method and a factorization treatment, or a combination of pressure-based
and density-based methods.
Precisely, the fractional step method is a kind of factorization treatment to the Jacobian
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matrix. Perot (1993) represented the traditional fractional step method for incompressible flow
as
A G
D

0

vn+1

r

pn+1

+

0

b.c's
(2.1)

b.c's

where submatrices A contains components from the time discrete derivative, convection and
diffusion if the implicit scheme is applied (Perot (1995)). The splitting of the matrix requires
the explicit representation of the inverse of A. Unfortunately, such a representation is still
unavailable. Kim and Moin (1985) suggested an approach whereby A-1 is replaced with At/,
and I is an identity matrix. This idea works fairly well in a variety of simulations (Kim
and Moin (1985), Choi and Moin (1994)), but it has not been proved rigorously. Theoretical
research is desired to explain why and how it works.

2.2

Governing Equations for Large Eddy Simulation

In this section, variables in the compressible flows are normalized as follows,
Xi =

P

ULi —

Lref
P"
PrefUref

k = k*
W

C"

U:
u,ref

t=
(Lref /Uref)

Pref
M= M
ftref

e=

T=
Tref

Uref

R*
R=
"
(V%,IT rcl )

(2.2)

*

Cp
f

—

(U? cf /T„,)

The reference Mach number is M r e f = U r e f / ^7R * T r e f . As usual, the fluid is assumed to be
an ideal gas and the non-dimensional equation of state is: p — pRT. The non-dimensional
coefficients of viscosity and thermal conductivity were evaluated as: fi — Tn, where n is
assumed to be 0.71. The specific heats, cp and cv. and Prandtl number were treated as
constant.
In compressible flow, fluid properties may be variable temporally and spatially due to the
simultaneous fluctuations in dilatation, heat transfer and mass transfer. A m ass-weighted
averaging is recommended for the scaling of properties carried by fluid elements which keep
the mass conservation. Favre-filtered average (Favre (1983)) was utilized for this purpose.
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Consequently, the Favre-filtered compressible Navier-Stokes equations are

d{pûj)
dt

d^pûjûj)
dxj

a[(pÊ+p)ûj]
sr + —aï,—

dôii _ dTij_
dxj
dxj

=

dxi

a(ûiô-ij)

%

op,

_

_

=

(

'

The tilde, *, stands for the Favre-filtered average. For instance, à = Ë=-. E = cvT + \ùiûj, and
&ij = T^{Sij — \Skk&ij)- Moreover, the equation of state becomes
P

= RpT

(2.6)

The effects of the small-scale motions are represented in the above equations through the
subgrid-scale (SGS) stress tensor, r^, in the momentum equation as
T ij — p(UiUj

ÛiÙj )

(2.7)

and the SGS terms that are the last four terms on the right hand side of Eq. 2.5 as
Qj = ~pc v (Tuj — Tûj)

(2.8)

7 = i ,|a

(2.9)

<210>
E

-

(2'n)

~

where Qj is the SGS heat flux vector. The terms

7,

TT

and s were neglected in the low Mach

number flows (Vreman et al. (1995)). But in high Mach number flows, these terms must be
modeled. Unfortunately, current research results give little guidance on how to model

TT

and

£. Since the target of this chapter is to present an improvement to a numerical scheme, we
neglect those terms and assume low Mach number flows here.
The filtered dimensionless viscous stress and heat flux vector are approximated by assum
ing that the correlations between the fluid properties and the derivatives of the velocity or
temperature are weak (Cebeci (1974)). The approximations are
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and
_
where the strain rate tensor is

.

Cpfi
Re re f P r dxj

s=

(2.13)

+ë)

"

(2'14)

To close the equations, the SGS stress tensor and heat flux vector in the Favre-filtered
equations need be modeled. A dynamic model proposed for compressible turbulence by Moin
et al. (1991) and recommended by Lilly (1992) is implemented.
The anisotropic part of SGS stress tensor based on the grid filter was modeled as
T ij

— ~^ T kk^ij = —^CdpA 2 \S\ (§ij — -Skk^ij^j

(2.15)

So the isotropic part of SGS stress tensor, T&&, becomes
TW = 2C;^A^|^

(2.16)

The isotropic part of SGS stress tensor is neglected because it has a lower order of magnitude
than the thermodynamic pressure (Moin et al. (1991)). The coefficient, Cj, is computed
dynamically by
(.

LijMij)

c < = w%>

(Z17)

where
^

(2.18)

P
Mij = —2pÂ2\S\(Sij — -Skk^ij) + 2A2p\S\(Sij — -Skk^ij)

(2.19)

A procedure similar to the modeling of the SGS stress tensor is followed to represent the SGS
heat flux vector. Considering the modeling for the eddy diffusivity SGS model, the subgridscale heat flux vector can be modeled as
_
^ -

CpPt
Pr, ckc,
Pr,

ok,

I '

J
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where Pr t is the turbulent Prandtl number and calculated dynamically as
Pr, = -CpCd^-^

(2.21)

H, = C; (pî/î - )

(2.22)

where

^=?A2|i^-A2(^C)
2.3

(2-23)

Governing Equations for Direct Numerical Simulation

The direct numerical simulation (DNS) is also an important numerical tool widely utilized
in the simulation of turbulence. Clearly, the governing equations of DNS are different from the
that of LES even if the same reference system is used. The governing equation for the DNS
follows:

dt
dt
Here, E — c v T + \ u i U j ,

dxj

+

xZ
dxj

— -^{Sij

2.4

dxi
= —5"
dxj

I S ^ S i j ) , and q j —

dxj '
(Z-2b)

KTdxj
CyH

dT

R e P>f !pPri dxj •

Quasi-Newton Iteration

The best-known and widely applied method for solving nonlinear equations is the Newton
method. There are two main types Newton-like methods; the locally convergent Newton
method and the globally convergent Newton method. When the initial guess is sufficiently
close to the solution, the locally convergent Newton method, e.g. Kantorovich method (Dennis
and Schnabel (1996)), has a quadratic convergence rate. Its convergence strictly depends on an
appropriate initial guess, but such a guess is almost impossible for the simulation of complex
flows. Alternatively, the quasi-Newton method, which offers a global convergence advantage,
enables us to calculate the complicated flows with a rough initial guess. But the price paid is
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the convergence rate. Unlike the local method, the quasi-Newton method holds a superlinear
convergent rate (Dennis and Schnabel (1996)). For the simulation of complicated flows, like
turbulence, superlinear should be a satisfactory convergence speed since the long time behavior
of the residual error decays faster than any other linear function. With the quasi-Newton
method, the Jacobian matrix will be adjusted by some factorization techniques. In order to
achieve the global convergence, a new algorithm is proposed here.
When using a Newton-like method, governing equations can be represented as:
JSv = -F

(2.27)

where J is the Jacobian matrix. Usually, for the discretized Navier-Stokes equations, it is hard
to guarantee a diagonally dominant Jacobian matrix . The condition number may be extremely
huge, unless a very tiny time step is utilized. But the small time step implies a geometrical
increase of the cost in terms of CPU time. Moreover, the small time step is not a resolution
for incompressible flows due to the singularity of continuity equation. Therefore, the Jacobian
matrix must be adjusted. The main idea of this chapter is to determine an appropriate left
multiplier P and right multiplier M so that the resolved matrices can be diagonal dominant
and positive definite. Thus, an improved solver follows:
PJMM~ l 5v = -PF

(2.28)

Actually, the left multiplier is essentially a preconditioning matrix while the right multiplier
provides a factorization.
There are two ways to obtain these Jacobian matrix equations. Without loss of generality,
we consider the governing equation for DNS. The first way is to take a variation ô to the left
hand side of equations (2.24)~(2.26). The second way is to replace P, u\, u%,

113,

and, T with

P + SP, ui + ôui, U2 + 6U2, U3 + 5us and T + ÔT on the left hand side of equations (2.24) (2.26)
respectively. And then neglect the higher order variances. The second method is based on the
idea of perturbation. Both method give the following of equations:
dp
dt

d( p u j )
dxj '

(2.29)
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is(pu.) + A 5(wUj) +
dt
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dij

dxi

+

dxj '
%
dxj

dx-j

(2.30)
(2.31)

Note that, in this study, viscous terms are treat explicitly. In the other words, the Jacobian
matrix does not contain the viscous terms. The reason for this is twofold: firstly, keeping
the viscous terms in the Jacobian matrix will cause difficulty in the analysis of eigenvalues.
Secondly, for the simulation of turbulence, which is usually associated with high Reynolds
numbers, the influence of viscous terms on the numerical stability is negligible particularly for
the Newton method. With the quasi-Newton method, the Jacobian matrix shall be adjusted
by a preconditioning and a factorization technique.

2.4.1

Preconditioning

The preconditioning matrix proposed by Fletcher and Chen (1993) is utilized in this chap
ter. It is
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Left multiplying both sides of equation (2.27) with this preconditioning matrix, yields
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where b = ^

cv

T, and vector / = PF. For simplification, it is represented as
a

bD
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/ 4P ^
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(2.33)

where G is the gradient operator, D is the divergence operator, a =
-l
,B = T R d T R d T R d
) fi = h h fi
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x

(2.34)

'Wt 1

& /

is a material derivative and I is the identity matrix. Such a preconditioning matrix

offers us two advantages: firstly, it transfers the large off-diagonal terms into the diagonal
part so that the numerical scheme becomes more robust regardless of how small the Mach
number is. Secondly, this preconditioning technique enables us to decouple the temperature
and velocities. Clearly, the threefold correlations among temperature, pressure and velocities
produce some numerical difficulties especially in the low Mach number flows.
A perturbation analysis could also be performed so that
SP = RpôT + RTôp
Under the reference system used in this chapter, R = *yM f M f
re
re

This implies that the small

perturbation on temperature will be greatly magnified by R, and be brought into the momen
tum equations by 5P. This dynamic procedure slows convergence. Moreover, the eigenvalues
after preconditioning are U and
[Z7(l + R)± \/U 2 (R — l)2 + ARa 2 }/(2R)
where R =

(2.35)

and a is non-dimensional acoustic speed, a = sJ^/RT. Obviously, these

eigenvalues cluster near 1. Before preconditioning, the eigenvalues are U and U ± a. But
it is still possible to have zero or negative eigenvalues in the solver regardless of the Mach
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number. In subsonic flows, U < a, then U(1 + R) < \fU 2 (R — l)2 + 4Ra 2 . In supersonic
flows, the local velocity U must be less than the acoustic speed a somewhere near to the
wall. In this region, U(1 + R) < y/U2(R — l)2 + 4Ra2 certainly. The appearance of negative
eigenvalues results in the loss of the positive definite condition. Such non positive eigenvalues
produce the numerical difficulty of the quasi-Newton solver, and even cause the divergence of
the iterative scheme. Therefore, a proper factorization technique needs to be applied.

2.4.2

Fractional Step Factorization

Denote the matrix M_1 in equation (2.28) as
/ aM

=

0 0^

C-ieG

(2.36)

7 0

-E^BC^eG 0 1
where I is an identity matrix. Hence, the Jacobian matrix in equation (2.33) can be decomposed
into
z 1 bD
0

C

( a - bDC~ 1 eG
0 X
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C-ieG

0 0 X / jp X
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(2.37)
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-E~ l BC- l eG 0 I
/
/ V
This factorization offers a way to decouple 5 P , S u i , and S T . Essentially, this decoupling is

V

0

B

E

a kind of fractional step procedure.
Resolving equation (2.37) requires the formulation of the operator C~ l . According to
equation 2.34, the inverse of the operator C implies the inverse of the material derivative.
But, unfortunately, there is no explicit representation of such an inverse operator of material
derivative currently. That is the reason that Kim and Moin (1985) suggested substituting the
operator A-1, which is the advection-diffusion part of momentum equation and corresponds to
the operator C-1 in this chapter, with At in their fractional step method for incompressible
flows. Choi and Moin (1994) found that such a time difference At can be up to 0.4 without
reducing the accuracy in their simulation of turbulent channel flow. Perot (1993) analyzed this
splitting procedure for incompressible flows.
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When At is small enough,
< 2 - 38 >

where ^ + u- t

is the discretization of the operator A. But this idea cannot explain the fact

that At can be up to 0.4 without loss of the accuracy (Choi and Moin (1994)).
In the later part of this section, we will focus on the questions why such a substitution can
work well even when At is up to 0.4, how we can formulate this inverse operator C-1 explicitly,
and what is the relationship between the submatrices C-1 and Atl.
In order to answer these questions, we need define a subspace of Euclidean space R3, firstly.
Definition 1 Let U be a compact subset of 3 dimensional Euclidean space R3, the set {r^t)}
is called fluid element partition of U, FEP, if (rj(t)} is a partition of U, {-71 (t)} are pairwise
disjoint, and f T .^ pdr is independent on t. i.e.
FEP = {tî(t) |tî (t) fi T j (t) = 0 when i ^ j, U — UjT, and — f
pdr = 0}
dt J Ti (t)

(2.39)

Definition 2 Let p,(f>j,p4>j G L l (U). Denote Favre space, FS, as
FS =

f m drp<f) i
= y*)
\ /or oZZ n(t) E FEP}

(2.40)

Clearly, FEP covers U, since U is compact in R3. Furthermore, FEP is a Lagrangian
decomposition of U.

Tj (t)

is a closed volume moving with the fluid so that r, is a function

of time. It is the volume maintaining mass conservation. And the fluid elements are of the
Lagrangian type. It is also called material volume (Pope (2000)). In the other words,

i/,(/T"= 0
The preceding definition implies that elements of FS is invariant under the Favre average on
FEP. Recall the governing equation (2.3), (2.4), and (2.5), the resolved variable are ùj and p.
i.e. These variables are all invariant on the Favre average.
Lemma 1 Favre space FS is an Abelian ring associated with algebraic addition, +, and mul
tiplication, x.
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Proof. Let Ti(t) G FEP,

</>2 G FS,, and constant a, b G M, t/ien,

L

=

irçmi+

L

This implies that a<t>± + b(fti G FS. So Favre space is closed on addition, and the identity for
addition is 0.
Since U is compact in R 3 , and {Tj(i)} is a partition of U, then there exists a Hprojection-value measure Ti(t) —> P Ti (t) • Without loss of generality, let

G FS, and

p,(j)j,p<f)j G L l (U). Considering that

By the mass conservation, i.e. f T .^ pdrj — const.

=

I"^'iP)dP

Since P is an H-projection-valued measure,

#)

ab

J

<J

-

JT(W

=

JTlW M, (l> pdr, ./W.Mp/fPW"-

=

f um fin f rAt> P^r,

= CL(j>i

X

I p4'idK',') frtsipr,m

b(j>2

Thus, Favre space is closed on multiplication, and the identity for addition is 1. It is easy to
prove that the Favre space is commutative. Consequently, Favre space is an Abelian ring. •
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Theorem 2 Let Ti(t )

G

FEP,

(1), if (f>i £ FS, then the right inverse S of material derivative

0*'

S =

(2), if (j) i

G

is

(2 ' 41)

FS and ^(to) = 0, then S is the inverse of material derivative.

& E Fs, «f
— o Scj) i = fa
where

(2.42)

= §i + u i~£

Proof. (1), Vfa

G

FS, let

fT,(t)

pdr = M ( t ) .

£i° s *< - imL d t '
dM(t)
=

i

-t

r

-wv <AM(<,+ w*/ l( ,, dTp *

Due to t/ie mass conservation, i.e.

dM

d^

= 0, and

^

0

(2 - 43)

FS,

^ G

S<t>i = <f>i

(2-44)

Therefore, S is the right inverse of material derivative.
(2), According to Batchlor (1993) and Aris (1989), f Ti ( t >) d,Tp(t')j^t =

d T p4>i-

This implies that
dTp(f')-^
ft

d

r

dt'— /
$Ti(t) P d T J to
=

1

r

,

[/

dt'

drpfa
î{t')

dTp<t>S)-

Jn(t) MT
Recall that

[

dTPfa{t0)}

Vn(to)

is invariant on the Favre average in FEP, so
S 0

f

TT+fa = 7— [
P dT - 4>i(to)
pdr]
^
-Wt)
A,(to)

(2.45)

by mass conservation, i.e. f r ^ pdr = f T ^ pdr
S

0

= 4>i{t) —

°)

(2.46)
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Thus, S is the left inverse of

if fa(to) = 0. Combined with part (1), consequently, S is the

inverse operator of material derivative if <7^(to) = 0.
(3), If fa

G

FS, by the proof above, we get (2.42) for free. Conversely, if (2.4-2) is held, by

mass conservation and equation (2.43),

thus, combine with equation 2.42,
(2.47)
This implies fa

G

FS. •

The formulation of right inverse operator of material derivative will bring us benefits not
only on the factorization of Jacobian matrix of equation (2.36) and (2.37), but also on the
theoretical proof and numerical simulation. Theorem 2 provides an explicit formulation for
the representation of the inverse operator of the material derivative.
Regardless of 4>i(to), if and only if <f>i

G

S< t>i

x 4>

Thus, (j^)

i

FS, equation (2.42) turns out:
(2.48)

1( t ) i

- (~Fû)

can be replaced by 5%. Unlike operator (j^)

1,

operator S can be calculated

numerically.
Furthermore, it is clear that S is the unique representation of the inverse of
fail, then there exists a operator
And for ^

G

5*i

such that

FS, S\4>j ^ Scfrj. But for any fa

o
G

Si4> i = S\ o

= 4>i for any ^

G

G

FS.

FS
(2.49)

^ ° -pi: °
This implies S = Si for any fa

Assume

FS. Thus S is the unique inverse of

on FS.
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Due to theorem 2, the substitution of

with S only works when fa <G FS. Clearly,

the resolved variations SP, Sui and 8T are in FS, but the operator eG o 5P and eG o ST which
are represented by equation (2.37) may not be in the space FS.
In the manner of discretization, we substitute the gradient operator G with its discretiza
ai

tion G', where G' :=

such that ||GZ -

G o fa\\ < ch n

tf' .G' is the nth order

discretization of the gradient operator and h is the diameter of r,(t). Hence, equation (2.37)
can be approached by
/ 1 bD 0^ I o - 6DC-W
0

G

0

0

BE

0 0

G'^eG'

f

—E~ l BC~ l eG'

0

— fi

0 I

V

\ST /

Since FS is an Abelian ring, due to lemma 1, eG'SP = 4# X)j=i a rfP

e

J
^S, where R and a,

are constant. By this fact and theorem 2, above equation reduces to
/ 1 bD

0 ^ / a - bDSeG' 0 0^

0

G

0

SeG'

7 0

Q

B

E

-SBSeG'

0 7

/

<^P ^
—

f-/^
-fi

(2.50)

ST j

If matrix
/ 1 bD

V

0 ^

0

G

0

0

BE

/
is invertible, then the error between equation (2.37) and equation (2.50) is

Err 3x3 =

( I

bD

0^ (

0

G

0

0

BE
0

/

-6DG-ie(G' - G) o JP

0 0

G-^e(G' - G) o 6P

0 0

I -G-igG-^e(G' - G) o ^P 0 0 /
0 0

e(G'-G)o&P 0 0
0

\
(2.51)

0 0
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Theorem 3 if e G L 2 ,SP G H n (ri) and matrix

(1

bD

0 ^

0

C

0

Q

B

E

is invertible then discretization error represented by equation (2.51) holds:
||Err||^<ci^||e||^
Proof. For any SP G H n+2 ,by definition of G',
7:= ||(G'-G)oaf||^<ci%

(2.52)

Equation (2.51) says:
||Err||^ = ||e(G'-G)oJP||^

(2.53)

by Holder inequality,
\\Err \ \

L2

< \\e \ \ 2 ||(G' - G) o 5P\\L2^
L

< cih n \\e\\ L2 \ \ S P \ \ H n { T i )
Now, we finish the proof. •
In theorem 3, h represents the size of the

Tj (t).

Providing that equation (2.37) has a

uniform solution, in the other words, the eigenvalues of the matrix of the left hand side of
the equation (2.37) are all nonzero, we can always find a small enough h such that ||Srr||L2
is small enough, which implies that by adjusting h the quasi-Newton methods can keep the
descant direction during the iterative process.
By replacing the inverse of material derivative with operator S in equation (2.37), yields
/,
in
1 bD

V

0n \ / a — bDSeG'

0 0

0

C

0

SeO'

7 0

0

B

E

-SBSeG'

0 7

— fi
\ST j

(2.54)

-h

The above equation can be solved by a fractional step method.
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Since velocities, pressure, and temperature of flows satisfy the Navier-Stokes equations, this
means the velocities, pressure, and temperature must be in C1(to, t; r,). This feature enables
us to deduct the relationship of At and operator S.
Lemma 4 if

6 FS (~l C^to, t; T { ) , then there exists a constant c such that
\S o (f> - At ( f >(t 0 , T i (t 0 ))\ S c(At) 2

(2.55)

where At = t — toProof. Since <fr(t , T i (t)) G FS,
Sod> =
•fri(t) P(t)dT Jto
= -j

dt' /
drptf)
Jn(t')

/ 4>d£ /

drp

by mass conservation, f T .^ p(t)dr = J T .^ p{t')dr — const.
So^,= /

(2.56)

Jto

hence
'to

Since ( f >(t , T i ) G C'1(to, t\] T i ) , and

T{

is a function oft. Then there exists a positive constant c

such that
(2.57)
Pt Ji
dt
'to M

< c

dt
Jto

= cAt
Hence
|So 0 - 0((o,Ti(to))At|
< cAt / dt'
•Jto

—

cAt 2

Thus, the proof is accomplished.•
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Lemma 4 shows that At is the second order approach of operator S. This verifies that Kim
and Moin (1985)'s suggestion of replacing the advection-diffusion part of momentum equation
with At actually is a second order approach. When a small enough At is chosen, the descant
direction can be held. This increases the convergence rate. In the above, c is identified by the
mesh, boundary condition and initial conditions. In the case At — 0.4, the error is less than
0.16c. When a small enough At and a fine enough mesh are chosen, c can be small enough.
Therefore, Choi and Moin (1994) can obtain fairly good results even with At — 0.4.

2.4.3

Numerical Procedure

The discretization of identity (2.37) follows
1H

1

0

0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0

0

G

0

0

0

0

0

G

0

0

D \-l
(AW

0 1 0 0

0

0

0

G

0

let J

0 0 1 0

0
where

c~àr

C —Q—

D
-(&)

G

C&Z3
5 ( D
nt)
'6xi (v Dt

corresponds to the discretization of

' Sxi

5v = —PF

(2.58)

0 0 0 1

and the operator G corresponds to the

discretization of the material derivative. According to the preceding section, (-^)

1

o <fi is

equivalent to So0. And Socj) can be approached by Atcf) with the second order accuracy. (See
Lemma 8). As a result, the resolved equations suggested by this dissertation are given by:
1

0

0

G

0

0

0

0

0

G

0

0

0

0

0

G

0

0

ÔXi

C ^L

SW, = —PF

(2.59)

G
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and
±G - Atb£-e-£- 0 0 0 0
1

0

0

0

0 1

0

0

0 1

0

0

S v = SW{

o o o i
Such a decomposition, essentially, is a fractional step procedure. The corresponding numerical
procedure follows:
(New Fractional Step Method)
1: Solve equations
P = S p
1
<%
P

=

1+1

ô(puj)
St

5(pE)
St

FR

+

S(puj)
dZj

ô(pujuj)
ôxj

5[(pE+p)uj\
Sxj

(2.60)
Sp_ _ ô u j j
ôxi
dxj

5{uiGij)
Sxj

+

5qj

(2.61)

(2.62)

for the residual errors F , where S stands for the discretization of space and time.
And then, calculate / by / = PF. Decide to go to the next time step or not
according to the modulus of /.
2: Determine SW2, SW% and 5\A'\ by solving the equation

/G 0 0

V

Z

- /

2

X

0

G

0

6W3

~h

0

0

G

W4

\~ J

(2.63)

h

by using an iterative scheme, where G is the discretization of material derivative
D
Df

3: Calculate SWi and SW$ by
= (-/i-b—6W{)

(2.64)
(2.65)

03%
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4: Determine S P by solving the parabolic equation
(^G R

(2.66)

dxi oxi

5: Calculate the velocity variance Sui by
- Ate-^-JP
OX-I

(2.67)

6: Calculate the temperature variance ST by
= W5 + A^c-^-e-^-JP
OZ,

(2.68)

7: Renew Ui,p,and T with Wj + Sui, p + SP, and T + ST respectively. And go back
to step 1.
As a seven-step procedure, the resolution of step 2 and 4 requires some iterative procedures,
but the rest can be solved by only one step. In step 2, since G is the material derivative, a
small enough time step At can ensure diagonal dominance, which essentially guarantees the
convergence of the iteration.
Considering that the determinant of the preconditioning matrix P is

, which is bounded

above and below for the turbulent boundary layer, the convergence of matrix PF is equivalent
to the convergence of F. In this sense, either F or PF can be used to determine the stop of
the iterative procedure in the step 1.
In the traditional fractional step method, the governing equation for the pressure correction
is a Poisson equation as
A^P =

(2.69)

But in the compressible flow, shown by equation (2.66), it is a parabolic equation. Recall that
b=

+ {rj,

e

= ^ and a —

equation (2.66) approximates:

DSP

P

r d ï - ^ R

P
+

C ^

TR

T V S P ) = ÔP '

(270)

It can be reduced to
dSP
TR
ci — - AdP - (VJP) - (V-T-) + ci (u - V)<SP = C2&P'

where c\ = -—^

P(R+Cv)At

(2.71)

and c% — — _RC«

P(R-\-C v )At
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2.5

Validation of Numerical Method

In order to demonstrate this numerical method, the LES simulations of compressible tur
bulent boundary layers with or without heat transfer were obtained at several Mach numbers.
The calculated Reynolds number was from approximately 1800 to 2200 in terms of inlet dis
placement thickness. The Prandtl number was 0.71.
A second-order central difference finite volume scheme was applied. The second-order Euler
backward scheme was utilized for the time difference. A fully implicit scheme was implemented.
The numerical procedure included two loops: a inner loop and an outer loop.
A recycling and rescaling inlet condition proposed by Lund et al. (1998) and Kong et al.
(2000) was utilized for the velocities and temperature. The inlet pressure was extrapolated
from the interior. On the upper boundary, pressure and temperature were specified as free
stream. The numerical domain was 726^ x 325^ x 165^ in the streamwise, normal and spanwise
directions, respectively, where ôd was the inlet displacement thickness. A 240 x 80 x 100
numerical mesh, which was uniform in the streamwise and spanwise directions, was applied,
where Ay+in = 0.56, Ay+ax = 65.
A random function was used to generate the initial fluctuations. The Blasius profile was
used as the initial mean profile. The characteristic boundary conditions proposed in this paper
were applied at the outlet.

2.5.1

Casel: Adiabatic Turbulent Boundary Layer

The first case is a flow at a Mach number of 0.06, a level at which a traditional compressible
scheme would experience very poor convergence or even divergence.
The first and second order statistics at Re^ = 2000 are shown in Fig.2.1 - 2.4. The results
were compared with the DNS results calculated by Spalart (1988) and the experimental data
reported by DeGraaff and Eaton (2000). Fairly good agreement of our LES results with
previous data is achieved.
Figures 2.5 - 2.6 show the downward view of streamwise velocity contours at Y + = 23 and
Y+ = 200, respectively. Those plots illustrate the different turbulent structures existing at
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different distances from the wall. At Y + = 23, the length of the streaky structure was about
10 ~ 155^, and experiments by Smith et al. (1983) reported that the streaky structure extends
over a streamwise distance of AL+ > 1000. In this case, AL+ > 10^. Y+ = 200 is located in
the logarithmic layer. In this region, the eddies are extended in the spanwise direction.

2.5.2

Case2: Turbulent Boundary Layer with Heat Transfer

In this case, a turbulent boundary layer developing over a heated wall was simulated. The
non-dimensional wall temperature, Twau, was fixed at 1.3. The calculated Mach number was
0.4. Wall properties were used to normalize the quantities. A density-weighted transformation
proposed by Huang et al. (1993) was utilized to compute a modified velocity, which was
Uc = VB[sin-1(^-^) - sin-1(^)]
where

subscript w stands for the wall property, and subscript œ stands for the free stream property.
Figure 2.7 shows the comparison of the modified velocity Uc and u+ with experimental re
sults from an incompressible turbulent boundary layer. This figure verifies that in the heated
boundary layer the velocity profiles are deformed due to the change of the density across the
boundary layer. Such a deformation causes the u+ to depart from the law of the wall. But the
modified velocity Uc maintains the law of the wall for the incompressible flow. These numerical
results match the theoretical and experimental conclusions of Huang et al. (1993).
The calculated mean temperature profile for the turbulent boundary layer with T w /T^ =
1.3 is presented by Fig. 2.7 also. The square symbols indicate the empirical mean temperature
profile suggested by Kadar (1981), which followed:
9+ = Pr%+exp(-r) + {2.121n[(l + 3/+)^^^] +/?(Pr)}exp(-r)
where 0+ = ^
F=

and,
/?(Pr) = (3.85(Pr )-1/3 _

L3 )2 + 2 .12InPr
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The present result agrees with the formula given by Kadar (1981) in the viscous sublayer and
logarithmic layer.
Since the density and temperature varied with the distance from the wall, in order to
describe the influence of the temperature on the statistics of the turbulent fluctuations, we
normalized the rms of the streamwise velocity fluctuations in three different ways. Figure 2.8
shows the comparison of the rms of the streamwise velocity fluctuations. The results shown by
the dash-double-dotted line were normalized by the wall properties, where U+ms =
Y+ =

and

It matches with the experimental data of DeGraaff and Eaton (2000), which

were obtained in an incompressible flow, in the viscous sublayer region, but deviates in the
buffer zone and the outer part of the turbulent boundary layer. The dash-doted line results
were normalized by the global properties, where U^ms — lyrns, and Y+ = Y^p22-. This curve
is close to experimental results of DeGraaff and Eaton (2000) in both the viscous sublayer and
the outer part of turbulent boundary layer, but deviates in the buffer zone and the logarithmic
layer region. The solid line results were normalized by the local properties. More precisely,
rms

= UYT irms
and Y+ — YUviocal
j/ocal. These results °give the best match with the rpeak value
iocai

of the experimental data. By using the local properties, the U+ms of the heated turbulent
boundary layer collapses to the U+ms of incompressible turbulent boundary layers.
The same turbulent boundary layer flow (T w /T 0Q = 1.3) was also calculated by the LUSGS
method of Xu et al. (2005). Figure 2.9 shows the comparison of the average residual errors vs
the iteration number of pseudo-time step loops (or inner loop) by these two different schemes.
The magnitude of the average residual errors drops down 3 orders in just 9 steps by the present
fractional step scheme. But during these 9 steps, the decay in the order of the magnitude using
the LUSGS scheme is no more than 2. The convergence history shows the superior performance
of the fractional step numerical scheme for the simulation of the subsonic flows. But for each
pseudo-time step, the present method will take roughly 60 percent more CPU time than the
LUSGS scheme because of the extra CPU time required for the pressure solver.
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Figure 2.1

Comparison of mean velocity profile in a turbulent boundary
layer R&sd = 2000 over an adiabatic wall : The solid line is LES
results, the dashed line gives a DNS profile by Spalart (1988)
and the square symbols are the experiment data by DeGraaff
and Eaton (2000).
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Figure 2.2

Comparison of rms of streamwise velocity profile in a turbu
lent boundary layer
= 2000 over an adiabatic wall : The
solid line is LES results, the dashed line gives a DNS profile by
Spalart (1988), and the square symbols are the experimental
data by DeGraaff and Eaton (2000).
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Figure 2.3

Comparison of rms of normal velocity profile in a turbulent
boundary layer Resd = 2000 over an adiabatic wall : The solid
line is LES results, the dashed line gives a DNS profile by
Spalart (1988), and the square symbols are the experimental
data by DeGraaff and Eaton (2000).
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Figure 2.4

Comparison of rms of normal velocity profile in a turbulent
boundary layer Re$d = 2000 over an adiabatic wall : The
solid line is LES results, the dashed line gives a DNS profile
by Spalart (1988).
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The downward view of streamwise velocity contours at
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The downward view of streamwise velocity contours at
y+ = 200.
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Exp. (DeGraaff & Eaton 2000)
Empirical (Kadar 1981)
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Figure 2.7

Mean velocity and temperature profiles in the heated turbu
lent boundary layer, Twau = 1.3. The square symbols are the
velocity profile of incompressible turbulent boundary layer by
DeGraaff and Eaton (2000), and the circle symbols are the em
pirical temperature results suggested by Kadar (1981).
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Exp. (DeGraaff & Eaton 2000)
Present (By Wall Properties)
Present (By Local Properties)
Present (By Global Properties)
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Figure 2.8

RMS fluctuation profiles of an heated turbulent boundary layer,
Twaii = 1.3. The circle symbols are the experimental data of
the incompressible turbulent boundary layer by DeGraaff and
Eaton (2000).
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Present Scheme
LUSGS

2

4

6

8

The Iteration Number in the Pseudo-time Loops
Figure 2.9

Convergence history of residual errors vs iteration steps in the
pseudo-time loops. Twau = 1.3, The solid line is the convergence
history by the present scheme and dashed line is by the LUSGS
scheme.
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CHAPTER 3.

BOUNDARY CONDITIONS

3.1

Introduction

The simulation of turbulent boundary layers require quite demanding inflow information
since the resolved flow is unsteady and three-dimensional. Rather than simulating laminar
and transitional regions arising near a leading edge, it is often more computational efficient
to formulate a fully turbulent inflow condition. To date, three types of methods for creating
appropriate inflow conditions have been suggested: the random fluctuation method (Rai and
Moin (1993)), the matching database method (Schliiter et al. (2003)), and the recycling and
rescaling method (Spalart (1988) and Lund et al. (1998)). The classification of those methods
is based on their different treatment of the mean profile and fluctuations at inflow. Among
those methods, the recycling method is the most efficient procedure to establish a turbulent
shear flow with a fairly short inlet buffer zone and accurate downstream profiles.
The recycling method was introduced by Spalart (1988). Lund et al. (1998) further de
veloped this concept, and introduced a rescaling idea. In their implementation, instantaneous
profiles at a specific station were recycled to the inlet at each numerical step after rescaling.
This rescaling was based on the similarity laws of the boundary layer: the law of the wall in
the inner part and the defect law in the outer part of boundary layer.
However, for a simulation not starting from proper initial conditions, the rescaling treat
ment may lead to a decrease of skin friction (Spille-Kohoff and Kaltenbach (2001)) with in
creasing time. This results from the coupling of the initial and inflow conditions. To avoid
this, Lund et al. (1998) suggested making a correction to the resolved velocities during the
early part of simulation. Spille-Kohoff and Kaltenbach (2001) suggested adding a source term
to the resolved equation based on the desired Reynolds stress.
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This chapter proposes an advance to the method of Lund et al. (1998) for the simulation
of turbulent boundary layers subjected to zero pressure gradient. In the present method, the
recycle plane is dynamically selected according to the downstream instantaneous field. And
Lund et al. (1998)'s rescaling method is modified according to the dissipation of the scheme and
modeling. With this inlet generation technique, the first and second order statistics compare
well with recent experimental and DNS results.
In order to control the numerical instability and the spurious wave reflections at the nu
merical boundaries, new characteristic boundary conditions consistent with this method are
formulated.

3.2

A Dynamic Recycling Inflow Condition

The rescaling method has a weak point: initial and inflow conditions are coupled. That
is, it is difficult to rapidly generate correct downstream turbulence to use for recycling if the
initial inflow conditions are not accurate.
By the recycling, the downstream profiles are reloaded to the inlet; this procedure will
couple the initial and inflow conditions in the early part of the simulation. If the initial
condition is not well posed, the interior Reynolds stress may continuously decay. This tendency
toward decay is hard to remedy by the above rescaling treatment. Moreover, if the initial
condition is not proper, i.e. the correct large eddies have not been produced in interior flows at
the right time, the mean profiles and velocity rms profiles may not be correct. Hence similarity
laws cannot be applied. The method of Lund et al. (1998), which is based on an assumption
that the recycling profile and the inflow profile data satisfy the similarity law, will then fail. In
our numerical work, we found that the coupling of initial and inflow condition certainly results
in the decay of skin friction. This decay is encountered at the early part of the simulation.
Thus, the rescaling method proposed by Lund et al. is a promising candidate, but needs
to be modified in the early part of the simulation.
The convective speed of turbulent structures in the turbulent boundary layer with zero
pressure gradient varies with the distance from the wall, and this speed is roughly proportional
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to the streamwise velocity. Therefore, the fluid structures generated by inflow conditions will
take some time to reach the recycling plane. Our numerical results show that the structures
evolving from the initial condition tend to decay, but the structures produced by the rescaled
inflow conditions keep the balance of turbulent production and dissipation quite well. Thereby,
in order to efficiently and accurately establish the turbulent boundary layer, we suggest to
dynamically select the recycling plane so that the recycling plane is kept within the turbulent
region produced by inflow condition as early as possible. The proposed recycling plane is
located by:
X 2 = Xi + m.m{X t a g - Xi, aUbmax (0, (t - io)))

(3.1)

where X<i is the recycling location, X t a g is the desired recycling station when the numerical
domain is occupied by the turbulent structures produced by the inlet conditions, X\ is the
starting location, t is non-dimensional time, Uf, is the bulk velocity, which is an average velocity
across the boundary layer, and to is the time at which the leading edge of the convected flow
generated at the inlet reaches station X\. Equation (3.1) indicates that the recycling plane
stays at station X\ from t = 0 up to t = io, at which time the structures generated by inlet
conditions are supposed to pass through station X\ except for the viscous sublayer, and then
the recycling plane moves downstream with the speed aUb until it reaches the desired recycling
station Xtag- After that, the recycle plane will remain there for the rest of the calculation.
The purpose of this is to keep the recycling plane inside the convective region generated by
the inflow condition to achieve accurate first and second order statistics. In our simulation,
X\ = 10(5^, ot = 0.5, and, to = 10.
Guarini et al. (2000)'s two-point correlation analysis shows that if the recycling station is
far away from the inlet, the recycled profiles will be independent of the inlet profiles. This
feature enables us to set up an inlet condition based on the recycling of downstream profiles
without breaking up the fast moving or slow moving structures by keeping the recycling plane
some distance from the inlet. Experiments conducted by Smith et al. (1983) observed that the
streaky structure extends over a streamwise distance of AL+ > 1000, and Iritani et al. (1985)
found that the thermal streaky structure extends over a streamwise distance of AL+ > 1000
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also. Those studies implied that keeping a large enough distance is necessary when recycling.
Thus, we start the recycling from the station JYi, but not from the inlet.
3.2.1

The Inflow Conditions

The proposed inflow conditions follow:
ECrfet,,) = 7 EWsiU) + 7iV'm,(vtniv
Tinlt

=

(Vinlt)

Z>

iTrecyiVinit) + ll^recyivtnlV

t)

+ 1w,inlt ~ 7Tw,recy

^) + (1 "
T°nu r {linlt) = 7T r e c y {ri in i t ) + l\T' recy {^inlti z, 0 + (1 _ 7 )Tref
Vinlt — Vrecy
where 7 = ^T,m" and

(3.2)

^^inlt — Wrecy

(3-3)

(3-4)
(3.5)
(3'6)

= 1. Since Lund ei al. (1998) applied a fixed recycling plane, 7 is a

function of distance between the recycling station and inlet, which is fixed. Thus, we suggest
the following way to evaluate 7: when the recycling plane is moving, UT^nit is calculated step
by step, and UT<recy is assigned to be the desired inlet skin friction velocity. When the recycling
plane reaches the desired station, Lund et al. (1998)'s

7

is applied. Our numerical simulation

shows that the recycling and rescaling over a long period of time may lead to incorrect levels
of rms fluctuations. Since the dissipation in the numerical simulation contains three parts:
viscous dissipation, the numerical dissipation and modeling dissipation, this feature may result
from modeling, the numerical scheme or both. We find that a well-chosen 7^ can work as a
remedy. We tested different values of 7^, including 7^ =

7.

Our practices show that, when

72 = 1, the rms profiles match with DeGraaff and Eaton (2000)'s experiments better for the
fully implicit LES scheme.
Since the law of the wall is only valid in the inner part of boundary layers and the defect
law is only valid in the outer part, an improper weighting function may deform the profiles
and cause the inflow rescaling to fail. Considering that the law of the wall and the defect law
overlap in the logarithmic layer, we suggest the following weighting function:
W(y + ) — 1.0,

when

y + < 50
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W(y + ) = i[1.0 - tanh{

2 b)q + b ) /

W(y + ) = 0,

when

tanh(a)^

otherwise

y + > 300

where a = 0.5, b = 0.4 and q = (y + - 50)/(250). The above weighting function maintains the
law of the wall or the defect law for y+ < 50 or y+ > 300, respectively. Only in the logarithmic
region are the profiles composite.

3.3

Characteristic Boundary Conditions

An early chapter described a new fractional-step method for the simulation of the com
pressible Navier-Stokes equations. A corresponding boundary condition associated with this
numerical method should be constructed. In the simulation of compressible flows, the char
acteristic boundary condition proposed by Poinsot and Lele (1992) has been widely utilized.
It has been shown to be a remarkably effective in the control of numerical instability and the
spurious wave reflections at the computational boundary. But the traditional characteristic
boundary condition needs to be improved as long as preconditioning is applied because the
preconditioning matrix changes the eigenvalues and eigenvectors. In the present section, we
propose a new characteristic boundary condition for the present numerical method.
Now, let us consider a boundary located at x\ — L. Multiplying the governing equations
(2.3)"(2.5) by the preconditioning matrix (2.32), yields
™+AW+BW
ut
dXi
OX 2

+

C ™ - V i . .= 0
ŒFg

where Vis. is the viscous term, W = [P, ûi, ù 2 , Û3, T"]-1,

( ik
R
A=
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0

0
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0
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Referring to appendix A, the eigenvalues of A follows:
Ai = [&i(l + A) -

R
_ 1)2 + 4^2^(1 + —)]/(2^)

A2 = [ûi(l + A) +

- 1)2 + 4#T(1 + ^-)]/(2A)

A3 = ûi, A4 = ûi, and A5 = «1. Define a 5 x 5 diagonal matrix A by
A = diag[Xi, Ag, A3, A4, A5]
Thereby, A can be split as
A = QAP
where
^ 9n

/

912 0 0 0 ^

921 922 0 0 0
Q=

V

0

0

10 0

0

0

0 1 0

1

10 0 1

Pu P12 0 0 0
P21 P22 0 0 0

f : = Q-1

J

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

y P51 P52 0 0 1

J

The definitions of the entries are given by appendix A.
If we denote AP|^ by Li, it yields
(3.7)
,
. , aF
%i.
Z,2-A2(P21^-+P22^-,
L3 = A3

<%2
dx\

(3.8)
(3.9)
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u=

(3.10)

axi

(3.11)
where Li are the amplitude of the characteristic waves associated with each characteristic
velocity

Unlike the traditional characteristic system, the propagation waves corresponding

to L\ and L2 are not the acoustic waves any more. By using these L;,
QuLI + 912-^2
921-^1 + 922-^2
A s^ =

L3
u
L$ + £4 + L5

It is known that the upstream-propagating waves are associated with the negative eigenvalues,
and the downstream-propagating waves are associated to the positive eigenvalues. In order to
control the spurious wave reflection and achieve numerical stability, the forward scheme is rec
ommended for the downstream-propagating waves and the backward scheme is recommended
for the upstream-propagating waves. Without loss of generality, assume Ai < 0 and

> 0.

Thus,
^

Axi

^ +pi2

u h+ij,k

~ "1ij,k
Axi

and
Aa;i

Azi

'

Since the numerical boundary condition must be given in order to calculate Li, Poinsot and
Lele (1992) suggested a series of methods to evaluate those Li- But those need to be modified
since the preconditioning is applied.

3.3.1

Outlet Characteristic Boundary Conditions For Subsonic Flows

We discuss the outlet boundary condition for the subsonic flows here. Clearly, A%, A3, A4,
and, A5 are positive. Hence, L2, L3, L4, and, L5 are calculated by a backward difference. But
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L\ must be specified. Poinsot and Lele (1992) suggested applying
6i = <r(l-M2)(P-Pco)c/6
where M is the maximum Mach number in the flow, c is the acoustic speed, L is the charac
teristic size of the domain, and a is a constant. Clearly, the transfer of numerical information
in the system with preconditioning is not carried by the acoustic waves, but by a upstreampropagating wave with an eigenvalue \ \ satisfying |Ai| < \u\ — c|. Hence, directly using the L\
proposed by Poinsot and Lele (1992) in this system will overestimate the speed of upstreampropagating waves. Certainly, it is not an optimum choice for the compressible system with
preconditioning. For the subsonic flow, R —
Ai

= [&i(l + A) -

> 1,
_ ^2 + 4^22.(1 + ^-)]/(2#)

f - n i + cft)
+ y^ltw)2 + T(1 + gr)
=

1

^ ( 1 + g~)r

~ TR(C V +R)

j

i+yi+f(i+^)/[^(^]
=

^ f (C.+A)A
&i(i + a)c„

where a 6 (0,1). We therefore suggest that

i

_ a(l - M2)(P - .%*,) f°°(C^+B)A
1
&?°(1 + A)C^

where ûf° is the free-stream nondimensional velocity and T°° is the free stream temperature.
a is suggested to be 0.25.

3.4

Results And Conclusions

A second-order central difference finite volume scheme was utilized. The time difference
was represented by a second-order Euler backward scheme. A fully implicit scheme was imple
mented. The numerical procedure included two loops: inner loop and outer loop, (or pseudo
time step and physical time step). Newton iteration was applied in the inner loop. We use
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random fluctuations as our initial fluctuation field and the Blasius profile as our initial mean
profile. The dynamic recycling method was utilized as the inflow condition. The character
istic boundary condition proposed in this chapter was applied at the outflow boundary. A
dynamic subgrid-scale model proposed for compressible turbulence by Moin et al. (1991) and
recommended by Lilly (1992) was implemented.
For evaluating this inflow procedure, turbulent boundary layers ranging from Red = 1850
up to Red = 2250 were calculated, where Red is the Reynolds number based on displacement
thickness. The numerical mesh was 280 x 80 x 120 in the streamwise, normal and spanwise
directions, respectively. The computational domain was 84 x 30 x 19.2 in length normalized
by the inlet displacement thicknesses. The Mach number was 0.06. The numerical time step
was 0.2^-. An adiabatic wall temperature condition was applied.
Figures 3.1 compares the LES rms results with DNS profiles obtained by Spalart (1988),
and experimental profiles by DeGraaff and Eaton (2000). Figure 3.2 shows a comparison of
the mean streamwise velocity profile with the same DNS data and experimental data. The
agreement is generally good.
The comparison of skin friction is shown in Fig. 3.3. In this figure, the solid line was
obtained by the method proposed in this dissertation, and the dashed line shows the results
using the same rescaling treatment but with the fixed recycling station at the downstream
X = Xtag, which is 40ôd, and the empirical curve is the Ludwieg-Tillmann correlation. Both
the solid line and the dashed line are the average from T = 100^ to T = 300^. For the
fully implicit scheme, the starting transient method proposed by Lund et al. (1998) does not
work until T = 500^. Fig. 3.4 shows that even when T < 10^- the accurate skin friction
was established at the region near to inlet. And it shows the evolution of skin friction by the
present inflow methods at different times.
In conclusion, this proposed dynamic recycling procedure is able to establish the correct
skin friction, and it is very efficient at reducing the starting transient. Furthermore, a change
was made to Lund et al. (1998)'s inflow condition regarding the treatment of inflow fluctuations.
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Comparison of rms profiles by present method in a turbulent
boundary layer Regd = 2000 and Tw = Tref with the DNS data
reported by Spalart (1988) and the experimental data reported
by DeGraaff and Eaton (2000).
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Figure 3.2

Comparison of mean streamwise velocity profiles in a turbulent
boundary layer Resd = 2000, Tw = Tref : The solid line is LES
results, the dashed line gives a DNS profile by Spalart (1988),
and the square symbols are experimental data by DeGraaff and
Eaton (2000).
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Evolution of skin friction:
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Evolution of skin friction: Solid line is mean profile of skin
friction from t — 100
to t = 600^-, the square symbol is
the spanwise average skin friction at t = 12^-, the delta symbol
is the spanwise average skin friction at t = 24^-, and the circle
symbol is the spanwise average skin friction at t = 36
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CHAPTER 4.

AN ANISOTROPIC TURBULENCE: A TURBULENT
BOUNDARY LAYER

The purpose of this study is to conduct theoretical and numerical studies to explore the
concept of local homogeneity, the influence of the strong anisotropy on the global homogene
ity, and the two-point correlations and mechanism of anisotropy for the strong anisotropy and
non-homogeneous turbulence. We show that the strong fully developed anisotropic turbulence
cannot be global homogeneous without external forcing. We prove that the small scale struc
tures obey the incremental homogeneity. This answers Frisch et al. (2005)'s paradox about
the concept of local homogeneity. In order to investigate the strong anisotropic effects on the
structure functions, we calculated a two-dimensional fully developed turbulent boundary layer
with a Reynolds number 2000 based on the displacement thickness using direct numerical sim
ulation. The three dimensional two-point correlations and the one-point turbulent structure
tensors are formulated. The results indicate the Reynolds stress and the hairpin vortices cause
the rotation and asymmetry of the two-point correlations of Rww, but such a rotation has
not been found for Rvv. The rotation angle of Rww is a function of normal distance from the
wall. And the tails of the two-point correlations decay faster than the power functions. The
anisotropy of the turbulent boundary layer has been studied. Results show that the turbu
lent production makes the major contribution to the anisotropy of the anisotropic tensor fyj
compared with turbulent dissipation and transport.

4.1

Introduction

Based on the level of homogeneity and isotropy, turbulence can be categorized into 16
parts, which are displayed in the Table 4.2. The concepts of local homogeneity and local
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isotropy were discussed firstly by Kolmogolov (1941) and then described in detail by Monin
and Yaglom (1975) and Frisch (1995). These classic concepts are fundamental to the K41
theory (see Kolmogolov (1941)) and the theory of return-to-isotropy (see Lumley and Newman
(1977)). Moreover, considering the influence of the strong anisotropy on the homogeneity of
turbulence, which will be deduced in the section 4.2.1, the anisotropic turbulence should be
decomposed into two parts: strong anisotropy and weak anisotropy. The definition of the
strong anisotropy follows:
Definition 3 A field Ui(xj\t) is called a strong anisotropy if there does not exist a group of
constant aij and bi such that
j
is obeyed for any x and t in the domain.
Recently, a S0(3) theory (see Arad et al. (1999), Biferale and Toschi (2001), Biferale et al.
(2004), and Jacob et al. (2004)) has been developed for the study of the turbulence. SO(3)
theory discovered a hierarchy law of the structure functions and the self-similarity of the scaling
exponents in the weak non-homogeneous turbulence. It is believed that this hierarchy law and
self-similarity will be modified or even fail when the non-homogeneity becomes strong; for
instance, strong mixing turbulence, and turbulent jets, etc. In this sense, the non-homogeneity
should be decomposed into weak non-homogeneity and strong non-homogeneity.
Table 4.1 The categories of the turbulence in terms of the level of
anisotropy and non-homogeneity

Isotropy
Local isotropy
Weak isotropy
Strong isotropy

Global
homogeneity
region 1 (K41)
region 3 (K41)
region 10 (SO(3))
region 9 (?)

Local
homogeneity
region 2 (K41)
region 4 (K41)
region 14 (EEM)
region 13 (EEM)

Weak
nonhomogeneity
region 5 (?)
region 7 (x)
region 12 (SO(3))
region 11 (SO(3))

Strong
nonhomogeneity
region 6 (?)
region 8 (x)
region 15
region 16
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4.1.1

A Brief Summary of Previous Turbulence Theories

The previous turbulence theories are summarized here. Indeed, there are four different
types of turbulence theories: isotropic homogeneous turbulence theory, K41 theory, SO(3)
theory of turbulence, and the EEM (exact equation method). Some of them have been devel
oped quite well, and the rest still keep developing. We classify them according to the turbulent
regions with which they deal. The theory of turbulence contains various aspects. In this sum
mary, we only focus on the anisotropy, length scale, and structure functions. The purpose of
this summary is to determine the questions for the current and future research.
The region 1 of Table 4.1 is the isotropic homogeneous turbulence. The classic theory of
isotropic homogeneous turbulence, namely TB in this dissertation, has been developed by G.I.,
Taylor and G.K., Batchelor (see Batchelor (1953)) and plays a fundamental role in the analysis
of the one point and two-point statistical behavior of isotropic homogeneous turbulence. The
theory is a powerful archetype offering a way to estimate the length scale and the structure
functions of microscale structures.
Almost at the same time, Kolmogolov (1941) developed a completely different theory called
K41 theory, which was based on the assumptions: (i) at the high Reynolds number, the local
structures are homogeneous and isotropic, (ii) the local scale is dominated by the dissipation.
K41 theory applied to the regions 1, 2, 3, and 4 introduced the concept of local isotropy and
local homogeneity, and anticipated that the anisotropic effect associated with the large scales
will continuously decay during the process of energy transfer toward the small scales. Also,
the anisotropic structure will not be produced by the random forcing associated with the small
scales for the high Reynolds flows (Frisch (1995) and Monin and Yaglom (1975)). The K41
theory together with the theory of isotropic homogeneous turbulence provides us a promising
way to deal with the closure of the turbulent modeling and the analysis of the energy cascade.
To date, two important issues are relevant to the K41 theory: the return of isotropy and
the concept of local homogeneity. The returning of homogeneous turbulence to isotropy has
been studied theoretically and experimentally (Lumley and Newman (1977), Choi and Lumley
(2001)). For anisotropic flows with negative third invariant of the anisotropy tensor bij, the
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restoring of the isotropy is efficient, although the turbulence trajectory may not be linear. But,
the rate of the homogeneous turbulence returning to isotropy is lower when the third invariant
of the anisotropy tensor is positive (Lumley and Newman (1977)). The concept of local isotropy
was described by §21.2 of Monin and Yaglom (1975). The definition immediately follows that
the local isotropy implies the local homogeneity or global homogeneity. In this sense, without
the external forcing, there is no turbulence in region 7 and 8. However, the strict proof of this
assertion does not exist. Recently, the concept of the local homogeneity was questioned by
Frisch et al. (2005); their results revealed that the one-dimensional Burgers equation does not
obey the assumption of the local homogeneity in which the incremental homogeneity should
be independent of

UQ.

Thereby, to understand the fundamental properties of the turbulence,

it is worthwhile to argue the consistency of local homogeneity and local isotropy again.
In the past decade, an anisotropic turbulence theory, namely S0(3) theory of turbulence,
has been developed for the anisotropic homogeneous or week non-homogeneous turbulence,
which deals with regions 10, 11, and 12. The first representation of this theory using the SO(3)
decomposition was traced back to Arad et al. (1999). By using the SO(3) decomposition, a
hierarchy law of the structure functions and the self-similarity of the scaling exponents were
discovered (Arad et al. (1999), Grossmann et al. (2001), Biferale and Toschi (2001), Biferale et
al. (2004), and Jacob et al. (2004)). Nevertheless, the advance of the SO(3) theory of turbulence
is to generalize it. When the data were analyzed by using SO(3) decomposition, a hierarchy
law of the scaling exponents was observed. And such a hierarchy law exists universally among a
number of flows including random Kolmogorov flow and the inertial region of the high Reynolds
turbulent boundary layers (Biferala and Vergassola (2001), Biferale and Toschi (2001), Jacob
et al. (2004), and Kurien and Sreenivasan (2000)).
Region 10 was studied numerically (Pumir (1996)) and experimentally (Jacob et al. (2004)).
The hierarchy law of the scaling exponents was satisfied in this region. Results matched with
the anticipation of the 50(3) formalism of anisotropic turbulence. Also Jacob et al. (2004)
and Kurien and Sreenivasan (2000) 's experiments in the inertial region of the high Reynolds
number turbulent boundary layers indicated that the SO (3) theory works for region 11 since
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the turbulent fluctuations in the log layer of high Reynolds number turbulent boundary layers
are strong anisotropic but weakly homogeneous (because the rms of turbulent fluctuations
change slightly in the streamwise, spanwise, and normal directions (see DeGraaff and Eaton
(2000))). Therefore, it is natural to conclude that the 5*0(3) theory works for region 12.
Recently, the exact equations method (Yakhot (2001) and Hill (2001)), namely EEM, has
been addressed in order to analyze local homogeneous turbulence including the anisotropic
or locally anisotropic turbulence. The exact equations method provides a way to formulate
the structure functions. A standard case in regions 13 and 14 is the high Reynolds number
turbulent boundary layer. When the Reynolds number is high, the small scale structures may
tend to be homogeneous. This will be discussed in section 4.2.2.
The turbulence corresponding to the regions 15 and 16 is of strong homogeneity. The previ
ous research in these regions focused more on the closure and the modeling of anisotropy tensors
including the velocity-pressure-gradient correlation, the dissipation rate tensor, the turbulent
production tensor or the triple correlation (Antonia et al. (1994), Oberlack (1997) and Speziale
(1991) etc.). The detailed information on the nonlinear evolution of two-point correlations and
the integral length scale due to the strong non-homogeneity and strong anisotropy is lacking.
Similarly, very little is known about the formulation of structure functions. In order to observe
the behavior of the structure functions due to the strong anisotropic effects, we calculated a
two-dimensional turbulent boundary layer with Reynolds numbers from 1800 to 2300 based on
the inlet displacement thickness.

4.1.2

Motivation for This Study

Based on the discussion above, this chapter contains two parts: a theoretical part and a
numerical part. In the theoretical part, the influence of the strong anisotropy on the homogene
ity will be deduced. We will show that without the external force, there is no fully developed
turbulence in region 9: the strong anisotropy but global homogeneity. Secondly, the concept of
local homogeneity will be discussed. We will show that the small structures of the turbulence
must be incrementally homogeneous. This answers Frish's paradox to K41 theory (see Frisch
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et al. (2005)) about the local homogeneity. In the numerical part, the anisotropy effects and
the structure functions of a low Reynolds number turbulent boundary layer which corresponds
to region 16 has been studied. The purpose of this numerical study was try to add more
information to the understanding of the fluid physics in this region. The three-dimensional
structure of the two-point correlations will be evaluated.
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows: In section 4.2.1, we will prove that there
does not exist any realistic fully developed turbulence in region 9 without external forcing. In
section 4.2.2, we discuss the local homogeneity. In section 4.3, the numerical algorithm will be
described, and the validation of the numerical simulations are addressed and analyzed. In the
last section, we exhibit the results about the simulation of turbulent boundary layers subjected
to zero pressure gradient.

4.2
4.2.1

Theoretical Analysis and Problem Formulation

The strong fully developed anisotropic flows cannot be globally homoge
neous without forcing

In this section, we will show that without the external forcing, the strong anisotropic flows
cannot be globally homogeneous. Assume that it fails. In other words, there exists a strong
anisotropic flow with the homogeneous distributed structure functions. The turbulent kinetic
energy equation follows
dk

dUjk

I d (ujp)

/ duj d u j \

1 d (ujUiUi)
—

dUi
(

u

' u

}

2
"

v

k

-

( 4

-
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where k = ^ u \ ^. Note that the fully developed turbulence is statistically stagnant, i.e. || =
0. Suppose that the flow is global homogeneous, then the space derivative of the statistical
quantities are all zero. Thus, equation 4.1 can be reduced to

Clearly,

and (UjUi) are constant owing to the assumptions of the global homogeneity

and fully developed flows. Together with (equl3), it turns out that

is a constant. This
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contradicts to the fact of the strong anisotropy in which

is not a constant (see the definition

3).
Indeed, by adding the random force, Benzi et al. (1996) and Biferale et al. (2002) obtained
some strong anisotropic homogeneous flows. Such flows are called a random Kolmogorov flow.

4.2.2

Local Homogeneity

Frisch et al. (2005) found that the second-order structure function (\u(x + r) — u(x)} 2 ^
cannot lose its dependence on the reference point x for the Burgers system, which is equivalent
to the Navier-Stokes equation of isotropic flows. This implies that incremental homogeneity is
not equivalent to the local homogeneity, which is fundamental to the K41 theory. We notice
that such a dependence of the structure functions on the reference point x reported by Frisch
et al. (2005) is produced by the large scale structures. Actually, the K41 theory only requires
that the small structures satisfy the incremental homogeneity. We can prove that small scale
structures in the realistic turbulence always obey the incremental homogeneity if the flows
satisfy the following two assumptions:
(Al) the flow has a smallest microscale not only for velocity u(x) but also for
(A2) the spectrum of

[u(x + r) — u(x)] m is Lipschitz continuous and bounded, where

x, r € R n .
The existence of smallest microscale of isotropic homogeneous turbulence, Kolmogonov
scale, has been proved (See Tennekes and Lumley (1972) and Frisch (1995)). The nonlinear
effects of the convective term will continuously generate the structures with a scale smaller than
the Kolmogonov scale. Such structures are not steady and very easily broken and dissipated
because viscous effects are dominant at these scales. Assumption (A2) relates to the regularity
issue of the solution of the Navier-Stokes equation. It is an open and challenging question for
this century. But, physically, it is believed that most of the solutions should be smooth. This
is the basis of the assumption (A2).
We will show that under the assumptions (Al) and (A2), there exists a scale r/Z max and R
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so that, for any m and s > 0, when

> r/i max and 0 < r < R,

d
[u(x + r) — u(x)] m , e l ^ l X l
dx

<s

(4.3)

where (•, •) stands for the inner product, i = %/—1, m is a positive integer, and (i is the
wavenumber. Clearly, the inequality (4.3) implies the incremental homogeneity of the small
scale.
Let operator F be the Fourier transformation. According to the Plancherel theorem
d_
[u(x + r) — u(x)] m , e^' X i
dx

(4.4)
^^~dx

+

~

_

(^i£iF(Au) <g> F (Au)

Here, ô is the delta "function", Au = u(x + r) — u(x), and <g> is the convolution.
Owing to the condition (Al), we assume that Fuj is nonzero only in an interval [0,
This implies that, for any

max ].

> (Z max, (Fuj, ô(Q — %)) = 0. Hence,
{iK k Fuj <g> Fu k ,S((i - £;)} = 0

(4.5)

for any & >
Due to the condition (A2), we can find a scale

so that, for any e > 0, when (l > r?/
- ^z))| < g/5

max ,

(4.6)

In the same way for the inequality (4.4), we have
< e/5
It is known that uj(x + r)u k (x) — UjU k is nothing but the turbulent energy spectrum, which
has the smallest microscale. Thus,
d
[uj(x +r)u k (x)] ,e l ^ X l
dx

<E/5
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for some small enough Q . Again, the condition (A2) tells us that there exists an R so that
when 0 < r < R,
^ - [ u j ( x + r ) u k ( x + r)]

d_
dx

<s/5

(4.7)

Considering that
d
[u(x + r) — u(x)] 2 , é^ l X l
dx

<

d
u ( x + r )2, e
dx
-^~uix +

+

d
dx

r )u (x ),

<

+
+2

d
—u(x + r)u(x), é^ l X l

we obtains
[u(x + r) — u(x)]2 ,

\ <e

This proves the incremental homogeneity of the small scale in the sector 2. By using the same
computation, we can prove the incremental homogeneity of the small scale for any mth order
order structure functions.
We address here the difference of local homogeneity and weak non-homogeneity. The weak
non-homogeneous is in a global sense, which means the structure functions change slightly
on the space. But the local homogeneity discussed here is in a local sense, which emphasizes
the smoothness of the high frequency part of structure functions. It is possible that the local
homogeneous flow is weakly non-homogeneous. But they are not equal.

4.3

The Validation of the Numerical Method

To investigate anisotropic effects on the structure functions and the three dimensional struc
tures of two-point correlations, a two-dimensional incompressible turbulent boundary layer was
calculated by a direct numerical simulation. The calculated Reynolds number ranged from 1800
up to 2300 based on the displacement thickness 5d- The detailed information of the current
simulation are addressed in this section. The parameters utilized here are compared with the
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simulation of Spalart (1988) and the experiment of DeGraaff and Eaton (2000), which are
described in the table 4.2:
Table 4.2

Comparison of parameters used in the incompressible simulation
of Spalart (1988), DeGraaff and Eaton (2000), and the present
simulations.
Sim.
Nx
Ny
Nz

Red
M
Az+
Az+

Case 1
350
90
192
2000
0.02
20.0
6.7
0.3

Case 2
350
90
192
2000
0.02
16.0
4.7
0.2

SI
432
80
320
2000
0.0
20.0
6.7
0.3

DE
-

-

-

2000
0.02
-

-

-

The length scale for the Reynolds number in Table 4.2 is the displacement thickness, and the
unit of (•)+ components is the wall unit, for instance, y+ = yuTjvw. The numerical mesh was
uniform in the streamwise and spanwise directions, but was stretched in the normal direction.
The non-traditional time step At+ = 0.2^/î^oo where Sj is the inlet displacement thickness.
The comparison of the first two cases is to investigate the grid resolution. We obtained the
same statistical results.

4.3.1

Numerical Method

The fractional step method proposed by this dissertation was employed. The governing
equations are presented by Chapter 3. We solved the compressible Navier-Stokes equations.
Since the evaluated Mach number is low, 0.02, the calculated turbulent boundary layer is
nearly incompressible. A periodic boundary condition was utilized in the spanwise direction.
A characteristic boundary condition proposed in chapter 4 was applied at the outlet and a
dynamic recycling inlet method proposed in chapter 4 was employed to generate the fully
developed turbulent boundary layer.
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4.3.2

Validation of the Numerical Simulations of the First and Second Order
Statistics.

To validate the numerical simulations, the following points need to be established: (1) a
grid resolution study is carried out such that the grid-converged results had been achieved. (2)
the first, second, and higher order statistical results are accurately obtained.
For examining the grid resolution, we calculated the cases 1 and 2, where the case 2 was
computed with a fine mesh. The results indicated that the first and second-order statistics
of both cases overlapped. This indicates that the numerical mesh utilized by the case 1 was
adequate. The comparison of the mean velocity with the DNS profiles reported by Spalart
(1988) and the experimental results reported by DeGraaff and Eaton (2000) was shown in the
Figure 5.1. Figure 5.2 shows a comparison of the rms of fluctuations with Spalart (1988)'s
DNS data and experimental data (DeGraaff and Eaton (2000)). The compared DNS and
experimental results are all with the Reynolds number 2000 based on the inlet displacement
thickness. The agreement is generally good.
The simulation of turbulent boundary layers requires quite detailed inflow information
since the resolved flow is unsteady and three-dimensional. Currently, there are three different
methods to generate the inflow conditions of turbulent boundary layer: the random fluctuation
method Lee et al. (1992), the matching database method Schluter et al (2003), and the
recycling and rescaling method (See Spalart (1988), Lund et al. (1998)). A common point
to those three methods is the existence of the inlet buffer zone because the inflow condition
is not the solution of Navier-Stokes equation, but a guess. It must have some errors. Such
errors can be reduced, but are unavoidable. Owing to the errors in the inflow conditions,
the numerical domain will take a distance to adjust the fluid structures such that the correct
turbulent structure can be generated downstream. The recycling and rescaling method provides
a promising way to reduce the inlet buffer zone. The inflow condition utilized in this study
(Liu and Fletcher (2006)) is a modification of Lund et al. (1998)'s method.
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4.3.3

Reynolds Stress Budget

The governing equation for the Reynolds stress is given by
^

^

+ Hi, -

(4.8)

where Pij is the turbulent production tensor, Tij is the turbulent transport tensor,
viscous dissipation tensor,

is the velocity pressure gradient tensor, and

is the

is the turbulent

dissipation tensor. The representation of those terms are given by,
D _
Pa
Ey

=

Ty

=

Dij

/

2"(af

\^

/

ka£)

-\-&r
1 / dp
dp
+
- "A"'8s "'8^
—

l/A {ill

The trace of the equation (4.8) is the turbulent kinetic energy equation, which follows
dk
dk
"777 + Uk
= Pu + Tu + Du + nii — £ii
where k =

(4.9)

. The Reynolds stress budget reveals the detailed information and mechanism

of the turbulent behavior. The turbulent transport and dissipation terms including the viscous
dissipation and the turbulent dissipation are symmetric, while the turbulent production and
velocity-pressure gradient are asymmetric. In the inertial region, the turbulent production
is balanced with the dissipation. As the local Reynolds number is increased, the dissipation
becomes dominant. In this circumstance, the local structure returns to isotropy. But the
nonlinear effects of the velocity-pressure gradient usually obscure this returning procedure.
Experimental results showed that when the velocity-pressure gradient is not too weak, the
turbulence tends to stay in the anisotropic state rather than returning to isotropy (Choi and
Lumley (2001)). Unfortunately, our knowledge of the velocity-pressure gradient still remains
limited. In order to model the velocity-pressure gradient, recently, Oberlack (1997) deduced
the pressure-stain tensor by using a Green's function method. Although the symmetry does not
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always tend to isotropy or local isotropy, it is reasonable to assume that when the turbulence
returns to isotropy, the Reynolds stress tensor will increase the order of invariant frame. In the
other words, the sector should decrease. If it is true, then the asymmetric tensor like velocitypressure gradient and the turbulent production should decay faster than the symmetric tensor.
This phenomena has been observed in the high Reynolds number but weak homogeneous flows
(Jacob et al. (2004) and Kurien and Sreenivasan (2000)). In order to outline the evolution of
the Reynolds stress tensor in terms of the Reynolds number, it is worthwhile to observe the
behavior of the turbulence production, dissipation, transport and velocity-pressure gradient
tensor in the low Reynolds number turbulent boundary layer.
For this purpose, we calculated the Reynolds stress tensor at the Reynolds number 2000.
Fig. 4.3-4.6 gives the Reynolds stress budget of (u2), (v2), {w2) and (uv) with the correspond
ing components reported by Spalart (1988). The agreement is fairly good. Without making
confusion, the exhibited results starting from this section to the rest of this chapter are all
from case 1.

4.4
4.4.1

Results and Discussion

Anisotropic Tensors

As we described above, return-to-isotropy is fundamental to the K41 theory. In order
to understand the mechanism relevant to the return-to-isotropy, we need to figure out the
cause of anisotropy firstly because there is no return-to-isotropy without the anisotropy. We
are interested in finding out the major cause of the anisotropy in the turbulent boundary
layer, and its evolution with respect to the Reynolds number. The anisotropy of turbulence is
described by the Reynolds stress anisotropic tensor b^ defined by b^ =
the turbulent kinetic energy given by K =

, where K is

By using the Reynolds stress equation (4.8)

and the turbulent kinetic energy equation (4.9), we have the equation of b^, which is described
by
~&t

+ Uk

~dx^

= Pij + Tij + DlJ +

£ij

'
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Let
x..
Pij = fi, - y

% =

T.
-Ll]• —
— T-LlJ• — —T
3

Hy —^-Hss

Dij — D^ — ~ D s s .
&ij

5ij
—

It yields
~lhJr^k~dx~

=

2K^ij~lrTij+Dij+Ylij—£ij) — (2bij + -^-)(Pss+Tss+Dss+Ilss—£ss)}. (4.10)

Here, Py, Ty, sTj. H t J , and D t J are the anisotropic tensors corresponding to the turbulent
production, transport, dissipation, velocity-pressure gradient, and viscous dissipation, respec
tively. The detailed deduction of the identity (4.10) is addressed by appendix A. Clearly, fey,
Tij, Dij, and ïïï] are symmetric, while Py and Hy are asymmetric. Since any 3x3 symmetric
matrix is six dimensional, by the Cayley-Hamilton theorem, three invariants of the matrix can
be used to identify the three eigenvalues of the matrix. The value of the eigenvalues reveals the
deviation of the matrix from the isotropy because, for the isotropic flows, all of the eigenvalues
are equal. The dynamic behavior of the second and third invariants of the tensor fey had been
anticipated by Lumley and Newman (1977) in the study about the return-to-isotropy. The
purpose of this study is to find out the major contribution of the anisotropy of fey in terms of
the second and third invariants. Note that the first invariant of by is zero.
After rearranging the equation (4.10), we obtain that

"

( p r ^ + DTi +W i - ^ )
2(P U + T u + D u + Hi - £«)

Ki^ + u ^ )
(P„ + r„ + fl„ + n„-E„)

For the fully developed two-dimensional turbulent boundary layer,

+

s„
6
~

1

'

where

X2 and V are normal distance and normal velocity. Thus, the identity (4.11) implies that the
dynamic evolution of fey- in the normal direction depends on the anisotropy of Py, Ty, Dij,
Hy, and £îj. Antonia et al. (1994) observed the correlations between the fey and £îj/£ss. It
is known that for the wall shear flow, £ss is a function of the normal distance from the wall.
Normalizing £jj by using ess would enable us to recognize the link between fey and £jj, but it
is not enough to identify the major cause of the anisotropy of fey. Here, we give a comparison
study of Py, Ty, £jj and fey.
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Figures 4.7 and 4.8 show the second and third invariants of the matrix. lib and Illb stand
for the second and third invariant of matrix b^, i.e. lib = — ^hjbji and 11lb = ^ijbjkbki- And
IIp and IIIp stand for the second and third invariant of matrix PtJ, i.e. IIp — —^PijPji and
IIIp = TjPijPjkPki• And so on. Fig. 4.7 and 4.8 show that comparing with the dissipation
and transport terms, turbulence production plays a more important role to the anisotropy of
the Reynolds stress anisotropic tensor. Although the third invariant of the dissipation matrix
is very tiny across the boundary layer, the results represented by Fig. 4.3-4.5 show that en,
£22, and £33 are entirely different. Thus, we conclude that the turbulent production makes the
major contribution to the anisotropy of bij. Generally, turbulent production keeps decreasing
as the wavenumber increases once the wavenumber is larger than that of the energy containing
structures. This feature is associated with the process of the return-to-isotropy.

4.4.2

Two-point Correlations of Velocities

It is known that the strong shear force near the wall will deform the vortices and develop
some stretched coherent structures such as streaks and hairpin packages, which eventually
cause the anisotropy of wall shear flows. The behavior of the hairpin packages in wall shear
flows like channel and boundary layers has been investigated for a long time (See Moin and
Kim (1985), Smith et al. (1991), Zhou et al. (1999), and Ganapathisubramani et al. (2005)).
Moin and Kim (1985) found the 45° lifting of the head of the hairpin vortices in a channel flow.
Zhou et al. (1999) reported a 15° lifting of the leg of the hairpin vortices. Note that the legs
of the hairpin vortices are in the inner part of the wall shear flows, while their heads are in the
outer part of the wall shear flows. Recently, Ganapathisubramani et al. (2005) investigated
the lifting of Ruu in an experimental study of the turbulent boundary layer. This study is
intended to investigate the influence of shear force on the two-point correlations by using a
numerical simulation. We focus on the two-point correlations of velocities and the lifting effect
of Rvv and Rww, where u, v, and w correspond to streamwise, normal, and spanwise velocities,
respectively.
For a flow that is fully developed, which is statistical stagnant, the ensemble average is
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equivalent to the average on time. The two-dimensional turbulent boundary layer is homoge
neous in the spanwise direction and the statistical qualities change only slightly in the streamwise direction. Therefore, the two-point correlation

can be reduced to

where (xi,yi,zi) is the location of the first point, the (x,y,z) is the location of the second
point, and r x = x — x\, r y = y — y\, and r z = z — z\.

4.4.2.1

The Formulation of R v v

Figures 4.9-4.11 give the statistics of the two-point correlation R v v , and illustrate the three
dimensional structure of Rvv(rx,ry,rz; yi), which is symmetric by means of rx and rz. Three
different first points are analyzed. For those three, the x\ and z\ locations stay the same,
where x\ = 31.6 and z\ = 6. But the normal distance is different, they are yf = 56, yf = 178,
and y^ = 378. Also the second point is taken arbitrarily in the numerical domain.
Figure 4.9 is the log plot of the R v v (0,0, r z \yi) at the three different y\ locations. The
results show that Rvv(0,0, rz;yi) is symmetric in the spanwise direction. As y\ increases, the
length scale increases. Rvv(0, 0, rz;y\) can be approximated by
0,0; ?/i ) exp(-(rz
where L v v , z (y\) is the length scale which is function of y\. More precisely,

#J(o,o,(W

^

when r z is small, identity (4.12) can be approximated by
R v v (0,0,r z ,yi) ^
Rw (0,0, 0, yi )

^

rz

^2

Lw,z (2/1)

The above formulas match with the facts that R v v (0, 0, r z ;yi) is even and symmetric. As r z
increases, the tail of Rvv(0, 0,rz;yi) decays faster than the power function. We notice that the
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exponential function describes the global behavior of

R

v v

( 0 , 0 , r

z

;

yi) more accurately than the

power function.
Fig. 4.10 shows the plot of the

R

v v

( r

x

,

0,0;

in terms of

y \ )

implies upstream of the first point, and the positive

r

x

and

The negative

y \ .

r

x

is the downstream of the first point.

rx

Three different first points are plotted by Fig. 4.10. From this figure,

Rvv(rx,

0,0;

symmetric if yi is in the inner part of the turbulent boundary layer. But as

y\

symmetry is lost. This is relevant to the increase of the intermittency. Indeed,

y{)

is roughly

increases, the

Rvv(rx

, 0, 0; yi)

can be roughly represented by
Rw{j"xi 0,0,
Rw (0,0) 0, yi) —
y i )

where

L

V V t X

RVv(0, r y ,

( y \ )

0;

yi)

r

x

ex Pl — l"

L*w,x (z/i)

is the length scale corresponding to the station
in terms of

The structure of

y.

Rvv

(0,

y i .

Likewise, Fig. 4.11 shows

has been stretched due to

ry,0; y{)

the lifting effects of the turbulent boundary layer. Convective effects relevant to the normal
velocity is not the only or direct cause of such a lifting phenomena. Indeed, the vortex plays
an important role on the lifting of the turbulent structures. Unlike the previous two figures, as
y\

increases,

becomes more and more regular. In other words,

Rvv(0,ry,0;y±)

has a tendency t o b e symmetric. B y selecting a proper length scale

L

V V t V

Rvv

( y i ) , R

(0,

v v

ry,

( 0 , r

y

,

0; yi)
0;

y i )

can be approximated by the following formula
R y y {

0, r

y

,

0;

y i )

A^(0,0,0;m)

_

r +

2

^

^

where r+ = ,ryuTlocallu00 and uTlocal is the local wall friction velocity. As a result,
f x

R v y ( r

4.4.2.2

x

, r

y

, r

z

\ y i ) =

The Formulation of

The side view of

R

\ 2

/

r

y

\ 2

i?^(0,0,0; yi) exp(-() - (—) -(
,,
J^vv,x{y lj
^vv,y{ylj
J^vv,z{yi)

w w

( r

x

, r

y

,

0;

R

y { )

w

w

is presented by Figs. 4.12 and 4.13. Those figures

cap t u r e t h e lifting effects of t h e turbulent b o u n d a r y layer, which cause t h e rotation of
Such a rotation angle

0

is an increasing function of

than 15 (Fig. 4.12), the rotation angle

0

y\.

When

yf

R

w w

.

is less than 100 and larger

is roughly 15°. Recall that, at the inner part of
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turbulent boundary layer, the mean streamwise velocity U is at lease 10 times larger than the
mean normal velocity V. Thus, convection is not the major or directly reason for the rotation
of R w w . We notice that, in a turbulent boundary layer experiment reported by Zhou et al.
(1999), the vortex structures have a 15° lifting angle. The other interesting phenomena is
the appearance of the anticorrelated kernels. Shown in Figs. 4.12 and 4.13, there exists at
least one anticorrelated region, region B, at the right downward side of region A. In region B,
the spanwise velocity w usually has a different sign than the spanwise velocity in the region
A. This phenomena is believed to be produced by the hairpin vortices. Since the hairpin
vortices exist in pairs, one rotates on the clockwise direction, and the other must rotate in the
counterclockwise direction. Hence, it is reasonable to assume that the lifting phenomena of
the two-point correlation Rww is relevant to the hairpin vortices.
Figure 4.14 is the plot of R w w (0, 0, r z ; y\) at three different y\ locations. Since spanwise is
the homogeneous direction, Rww(0, 0, rz\y{) is symmetric in this direction. The length scale
Lww,z(yi) of Rww(0,0,rz;yi) keeps increasing with increasing y\. And Rww(0,0,rz-,yi) can be
approximated by
Rwwj^j 0, r z'i yi)
R w w (0,0,0-,yi)

c

f

rz

/

\2\

L W W j Z (yi)

Lww, z {yi) is a nonlinear function of y\. Due to Figs. 4.12 and 4.13, we make a frame transfor
mation such that
X*
y*
rz

cos 6
=

sin 6

0

rx

— sin 0 cos 6 0

rv

0

0

1

rx
=: AQ

rz

rv

rz

where Ag is the rotation matrix. Fig. 4.15 plots R w w (x* : 0, 0; y\) in terms of x* and y\.
Rww(x*, 0,0; yi) can be roughly represented by
Rww(x ; 0)0) 2/1)
Rww(P, 0, 0; y{)

/ /
exp

x

s2\

L W W ) X (yi)

where L w u > t X (yi) is the length scale at the station yi. Likewise, Fig. 4.16 plots R w w (0, y*, 0; yi)
in terms of y. And R w w (0, r y , 0; y\) can be approximated by
Rww(0,y*,0;yi) _
Rww(®, 0,0; yi)

, ,

y*
\2\
L W W f y(yi)
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As a result,
#ww(r=,r%,r:;2/i)
_Rww(0,0,0;%i)exp(-(

Lww,x{yi)

)2-("

:)2-(
-f)
L w w ^y{tj\)
L „ z(m)'

/LWWtX (yi)
=

R w w ( 0 , 0 , 0 ; y i ) / exp(

Lww,x(yi) '

L W W,Y {yi) '

L XUVJ , Z ( JJi)

y /L W W ^ Y (yi)
r z/Lww,z(yi)

Let r

be the variable vector, r T = [ r x , r y , r z ] , D is the dilation matrix obeying

D=

L WW!X (yi)

0

0

0

1
Lww,y(yi)

0

0

0

Lww,z (yi)

and Ag is the rotation matrix. The representation of R w w ( r x , r y , rz; y i ) can be reduced to
R w w ( r x , r y , r z - y i ) = R w w { 0 , 0,0;y i ) / exp(rrA^D T D A e r )

where (-)T is the transpose of the matrix (•).
We plot in Fig. 4.17 the downward view of the two-point correlations of Rww and R v v ,
where X is the streamwise direction and Z is the spanwise direction. For the first and the third
images in Fig. 4.17, the first point of the two-point correlations is located on the Y+ = 378.
And the first point of the two-point correlations locates on the Y+ = 178 for the other two
images of Fig. 4.17. These results are in qualitative agreement with the PIV measurements
of Ganapathisubramani et al. (2005). Note that Rvv is the two-point correlation of spanwise
velocities by Ganapathisubramani et al. (2005), but, in this dissertation, w is defined to be the
spanwise velocity and v is defined to be the normal velocity. From the Fig. 4.17, we find that
the X-Z contour of the Rww develops a square-like structure as the distance increases from the
center. But that of the Rvv keeps the elliptic-like shape.

4.5

Conclusions

Based on the level of the homogeneity and isotropy, turbulence can be categorized into 16
parts, which are presented in Table 4.1. Some regions are understood very well, but the rest
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still remain elusive. It is possible that each of these regions requires a unique theory. The major
goal of this chapter was to conduct some theoretical and numerical studies to explore three
fundamental problems about the fluid physics of turbulence. This chapter included two parts:
theoretical part and numerical part. In the theoretical part, we dealt with regions 2, 3, and 9 of
Table 4.1. We proved that without external forcing, the strong fully developed anisotropic flows
cannot be globally homogeneous. Under the assumption (A1)-(A2), this chapter indicated that
small scale structures in realistic turbulence always obey the incremental homogeneity. This
answers Frish's paradox to K41 theory (see Frisch et al. (2005)) about the local homogeneity.
In the numerical part, the one point Eulerian statistics and the two-point Eulerian correlations
of velocity over a two-dimensional flat-plate turbulent boundary layer subjected to the zero
pressure gradient have been calculated by the direct numerical simulation. The anisotropic
effects and the structure functions of a low Reynolds number turbulent boundary layer which
corresponds to region 16 has been studied. The major goal of this study was to investigate
the anisotropic effect of the strong non-homogeneous flows and observe the similarity laws for
the two-point correlations of velocity in the anisotropic flows. The scaling exponents of the
two-point correlations of strong anisotropic non-homogeneous flow were formulated.
Results were presented for a region having a Mach number of M = 0.02 and a Reynolds
number 2000, based on displacement thickness. The results indicate that the two-point corre
lations are homogeneous in the spanwise direction and have a slight variation in the streamwise
direction. But, they change greatly in the normal direction. The influence of Reynolds stress
and the hairpin vortices causes the rotation and asymmetriy of the two-point correlations R w w ,
and the rotation angle is a function of normal distance from the wall. The length scales and
the formulations of the two-point correlations were addressed here. The two-point correlation
of spanwise velocities or normal velocities, namely Rww or Rvv, are formulated as
Rww{r x ,r y ,r z -,yi) = Ru, w {0,0, 0; y i ) / exp(rTAjD T D A e r )
or
Rvv(r x ,r y ,r z -, y i ) = R v v (0,0, 0; yi) exp(-(

Tx

•^vv,x \Ul)

)2 - (

Tz .
% . )2 - (
)2),
^vv,y {Ui )
h V v,z [yi )
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where y is the normal distance, and, r x , r y , and r z are the distance of two points in the
streamwise, normal, and spanwise directions respectively. This implies that Rww and Rvv are
self-similar.
The rotation angle 9 in the Fig.4.13, where

= 178, is roughly 25°.
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Figure 4.1 The comparison of the present mean streamwise velocity profile
with the DNS results reported by Spalart (1988) and experi
mental data reported by DeGraaff and Eaton (2000).
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Figure 4.2
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- Case2,
- Spalart (1988)
DeGraaff & Eaton(2000)
Degraaff & Eaton(2000)

Comparison of the present rms profiles of the turbulence fluc
tuations with the DNS results reported by Spalart (1988) and
experimental data reported by DeGraaff and Eaton (2000).
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Figure 4.3

Reynolds stress budget of u 2 normalized by u\)v.
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CHAPTER 5.

COMPRESSIBILITY EFFECTS AND VARIABLE

DENSITY EFFECTS OF TURBULENT BOUNDARY LAYERS

Two compressible turbulent boundary layers have been calculated by using direct numerical
simulation. One case is a subsonic turbulent boundary layer with constant wall temperature
Tw = 1.58Te for which the flow is incompressible, and the other is a supersonic adiabatic
turbulent boundary layer subjected to a supersonic free-stream with a Mach number 1.8. The
purpose of this study is to test the strong Reynolds analogy, the Van Driest transformation,
and the applicability of Morkovin's hypothesis. For the first case, the influence of the variable
density effects will be addressed. For the second case, the role of the density fluctuations, the
turbulent Mach number, and dilatation on the compressibility will be investigated. The results
show that the Van Driest transformation and the strong Reynolds analogy are satisfied for both
of the flows. Use of local properties enable the statistical curves to collapse the corresponding
incompressible curves. These facts reveal that both of the compressibility and variable density
effects satisfy the similarity laws. A study about the differences between the compressibility
effects and the variable density effects associated with heat transfer are performed. In addition,
the difference between the Favre average and Reynolds average are measured, and the SGS
terms of the Favre-filtered Navier-Stokes equations are calculated and analyzed.

5.1

Introduction

The compressibility of flows is a measure of the volume change or density change of fluids
as a response to a pressure change, /3=—Y^OV (3 — ^§P, under the circumstance that the
substantial derivative of the density is nontrivial or the velocity is not divergence-free. In this
manner, if the pressure gradient or pressure variation is large enough to effect a substantial
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change in the density of the flow, such a flow is compressible. The effects associated with
the volume change of the fluid elements in response to the pressure change are regarded as
compressibility effects (Lele (1994)). For gases, the density is a function of pressure and
temperature. Thus, for the flows with heat transfer, the major contribution of the density
change may be from the temperature change rather than the pressure change. Such flows
are nearly incompressible but the substantial change in the density is nonzero. Otherwise, the
system will be inconsistent because assuming the zero substantial derivative of density will add
one more equation to the Navier-Stokes equations while the number of the variables does not
increase. In order to distinguish such density changes from the compressibility effects, we call
the effects associated with the density change in response to the temperature changes rather
than the changes in the pressure the variable density effects. Clearly, for both situations, the
governing equations are the compressible Navier-Stokes equations. This will be discussed in
detail in section 5.2.1.
In low Mach number flows, the influence of density fluctuations on the turbulent boundary
layer is negligible as long as the mean density remains constant across the boundary layers
(Bradshaw (1977)). Such flows usually are treated as incompressible flows. However, the
density varies with the distance from the wall once heat transfer is involved. The density
changes that occur with heat transfer can greatly deform the turbulent structures. As a result,
the mean velocity profiles will eventually be deformed even though the Mach number is small
(Nicoud and Bradshaw (2000)). The nonzero gradient of the mean density will cause a nontrivial distribution of the substantial derivative of density. Thus, flows will be incompressible but
have large density variations because of the temperature fluctuations. For instance, owing to
the equation of state, ^

^

The magnitude of the pressure is significantly larger than

that of the density and temperature for the low Mach number flows. Thus, ^ is negligible
compared with ^ and

This implies that flows are incompressible.

Huang et al. (1993) and Nicoud and Bradshaw (2000) suggested using density-weighted
transformations, which are similar to the Van Driest transformation, to modify the velocity
profiles. In this manner the similarity laws for incompressible flows can be applied to com
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pressible turbulent boundary layers or incompressible turbulent boundary layers with a heated
wall. Note that Huang et al. (1993) dealt with compressible flows but Nicoud and Bradshaw
(2000) dealt with incompressible flows with strong heat transfer. Therefore, it is worthwhile
to compare the influence of the compressibility effects and variable density effects on the val
idation of the Van Driest transformation. Also, based on the assumption that u'v' profile is
not modified by the heating, Meignen and Berthoud (1998) formulated the law of the wall and
the defect law for strongly heated subsonic turbulent boundary layers. In this chapter, we will
check this assumption and test the Van Driest transformations by using the direct numerical
simulations.
When the adiabatic turbulent boundary layer is supersonic, the compressibility effects will
have a dramatic influence on the flows. Conversely, for a heated subsonic turbulent boundary
layer, the variable density effects will have a significant influence on the flows. More specifi
cally, compressibility effects and variable density effects will deform the first and second order
statistics of velocities and pressure, change the turbulent kinetic energy budget, adjust the
anisotropy tensor bij, and amend the energy transport between the different turbulent compo
nents. The compressibility or variable density effects on the turbulent flows are represented by
following components: density fluctuations, gradient of the mean density, pressure dilatation,
and temperature fluctuations, etc. To sketch the differences between both effects, the density
fluctuations and gradient of the mean density are calculated.
The magnitude of the density fluctuations may be independent of the Mach number. The
earlier experiments found that the density fluctuations can be neglected if the free-stream
pressure gradient is small (Bradshaw (1977)) for a compressible turbulent boundary layer with
a Mach number less than 5, especially in the outer part of the turbulent boundary layer,
which is fundamental to Morkovin's hypothesis. However, the very recent DNS results for a
supersonic turbulent boundary layer with heat transfer at a Mach number of 2.5 (Guarini et
al. (2000)) and a thermal turbulent channel flow at the Mach number 1.5 (Morinishi et al.
(2004)) show that prms/p is approximately 0.05 in the near wall region. LES results for a
turbulent channel flow at the Mach number 0.01 with the significant heat transfer show that
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Prms/~P is approximately 0.08 in the near wall region Wang and Fletcher (1996). Indeed, even

0.05 is not a negligible number for turbulent wall shear flows. (For instance, vrms/uT is of
this level in a large Reynolds number range from Reg = 1000 to Reg = 3000, where v rms
is the rms of the normal component of velocity and Ree is the Reynolds number based on
the momentum thickness). In this sense, the contribution of the density fluctuations to the
compressibility effects or variable density effects in the inner part of the wall shear flow is
underestimated for the wall shear flows that have a Mach number less than 5. To check the
value of prms/p, we calculate an adiabatic supersonic turbulent boundary layer with the Mach
number 1.8. Moreover, we consider the effect of heat transfer on density fluctuations for the
low Mach number flows.
In addition to the influence of density fluctuations, the large gradient of the mean density
profiles dpfdy has a significant influence on the mass and heat transfer of flows. It causes the
lifting of the turbulent coherent structures in the boundary layers, which further deform the
large eddies even when Me < 5 (Bradshaw (1977)). Eventually, the statistical profiles and the
heat and mass transfer in the boundary layer are modified. Such lifting behavior relates to
the mean density gradient. Usually, this lifting process is a part of the variable density effects
which change the convection of the boundary layers.
One influence of the compressibility on the flow is the energy transfer from kinetic energy
to internal energy. This process is not reversible. The extra dissipation resulting from the com
pressibility relates to the turbulent Mach number Mt = q/c (q is a velocity scale characteristic
of the turbulence and c is a representative speed of sound), the density variance prms/p, the
mean of the density, and the pressure dilatation (Lele (1994)). Note that, by the continuity
equation, the mean of density is associated with the mean of the dilatation 9 = ^ and the
density fluctuation is associated with the dilatation fluctuation 9' because

+ 9 = 0. For

an adiabatic compressible supersonic turbulent boundary layer (ACSTBL), the order of the
magnitude of density fluctuation, turbulent Mach number Mt, and the pressure dilatation de
pends on the temperature difference across the flow. Thus, its energy transfer from the kinetic
energy to the internal energy is driven by the gradient of the mean density, and the molecular
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viscosity and the solenoidal part of turbulent viscosity, which are dominated by dissipation
and largely independent of compressibility effects. The increasing Mt is usually associated
with the increasing density fluctuations prms/p (Lele (1994)). When Mt is in excess of 0.2-0.3,
the compressibility effects become significant (Bradshaw (1974)). DNS results reported by
Guarini et al. (2000) show that the local Mt exceeds 0.2 in most of the inner part of the su
personic turbulent boundary layer at Mach number 2.5. This implies that the compressibility
dramatically deforms the near wall turbulent structures even though the Mt is less than 5.
Thus, the local distribution of Mt must be argued in order to investigate the compressibility
effects. Unlike the isotropic turbulence, the pressure dilatation

:= p'9' makes a significant

contribution to the transformation of the turbulent kinetic energy (Lele (1994)). Rapid distor
tion theory (Durbin and Zeman (1992)) anticipates the dependence of pressure dilatation on
the compressibility. These features correspond to the acoustic waves and are distinct from the
subsonic wall shear flows. To distinguish the compressibility effects from the variable density
effects, the turbulent Mach number Mt, the density fluctuations prms/p, and the dilatation
fluctuation 6' are calculated for both compressible and incompressible flows.
An important issue associated with the compressibility and variable density effects is the
Favre average (Favre (1983)). To account for the compressibility and variable density effects,
a mass-weighted averaging, Favre-filtering, was suggested. This idea is similar to the Van
Driest transformation. Without the compressibility and variable density, the Favre average is
equivalent to the Reynolds average. Therefore, the influence of the compressible and variable
density effects on the deviation of the Favre average from the Reynolds average should be
discussed.
By using the Favre average, the Navier-Stokes equations are modified. Several additional
terms are produced. These terms need to be modeled for LES schemes. However, informa
tion about the influence of Mach number and heat transfer on these additional terms in the
Favre-filtered Navier-Stokes equations is lacking. To provide further information for the LES
modeling, we calculate both the compressible and incompressible flows by using DNS and then
evaluate these Favre-filtered terms.
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In summary, this chapter will focus on testing the strong Reynolds analogy, calculating the
density fluctuations for both of the cases, determining the difference between Favre average
and Reynolds average for velocities, and illustrating the influence of Mach number and heat
transfer on additional terms in the Favre-filtered Navier-Stokes equations.

5.1.1

Numerical Configurations

The fractional step method proposed in this dissertation was utilized for the calculation
of the turbulent boundary layers. A periodic boundary condition was utilized in the spanwise direction. A characteristic boundary condition (Liu and Fletcher (2006)) was applied at
the outlet and a dynamic recycling inlet method (Liu and Fletcher (2006)) was employed to
generate the fully developed turbulent boundary layer. Two cases were calculated by DNS:
The first case was a turbulent boundary layer with Reynolds number 2000 based on the dis
placement thickness at the Mach number Me = 0.06 with a constant temperature heated wall,
Tw = 1.58Te. Case 2 was an adiabatic supersonic turbulent boundary layer at Mach number
1.8, where the Reynolds number is 2000 based on the displacement thickness. Although case
2 was adiabatic, the wall temperature of the turbulent boundary layer was 1.58Te because of
the viscous heating effects.
The numerical mesh for all of three cases were the same, which was uniform in the streamwise and spanwise directions, but was stretched in the normal direction, and Ay+in = 0.38,
Ay+ax

=

65, Ax+ — 18.4, and Az+ = 5. The nondimensional time step At+ = 0.2^/C/qo .

The numerical mesh was 240 x 90 x 192 corresponding to streamwise, normal, and spanwise
directions, respectively.

5.2
5.2.1

Results and Discussion

Compressibility and Variable Density Effects

To check the validation of the numerical simulations, we plot the first and second order
statistics of both cases.
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For purpose of comparison, a density-weighted transformation proposed by Huang et al.
(1993) was utilized to modify the velocity,

where
A = qw/rw,

B = —w

,

D= \ / A 2+B

The subscript w stands for a wall property, and subscript e stands for the free stream property.
Figure 5.1 shows the comparison of modified velocity Uc and u+ with experimental results of
an incompressible turbulent boundary layer. This figure indicates that the velocity profiles are
deformed due to the change of the density across the boundary layer. Such a deformation causes
u+ to depart from the law of the wall. However, the modified velocity IIe conforms to the law of
the wall. These numerical results match the theoretical and experimental conclusions proposed
by Huang et al. (1993). The results confirm that the similarity laws can be approximately
satisfied if the density-weighted transformation is applied.
Although the wall temperature was the same for both cases, uTwall were different. Consid
ering that the maximum value of U+ is 1.0/uTwall, through Fig. 5.1, we see that both the heat
transfer and high Mach number will increase uTwall, but such a change contributed by heat
transfer is larger.
Fig.5.2 displays the rms profiles of velocities, which were normalized by the local properties
+
U local
as [/+
i uses the wall shear stress but local
rms = U T t i o c a i and Y = Y ^vlocal ,' where UTT,iI Uoca
UM

density. More precisely, U T i o c a i =
'— U
u. The magnitude and location of maximum
'
y Pwall T' w a
U+ms agree with Spalart (1988)'s DNS results. By using the local properties, the U+ms of
the turbulent boundary layer on a heated wall nearly coincides with the distribution for an
isothermal incompressible turbulent boundary layer. The DNS and experimental results are
both for a Reynolds number of 2000 based on the inlet displacement thickness. The agreement
is generally good.
Fig.5.3 shows —u'v'/U T : i o c a i plotted against Y + = Y ^'°c°'. The distributions agree well
with the corresponding incompressible curve, particularly in the inner part of the boundary
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layer. This does not agree the assumption made by Meignen and Berthoud (1998) for their
mixing length formula, which said that u'v' does not change with the heat transfer.
Fig.5.4 shows the mean and RMS of density for both cases. The results show that the
wall density is the same for both cases because the wall temperature is the same. But, over
most of the boundary layer, the subsonic flow with strong heat transfer has a larger density
compared with the supersonic flow. Since the mean pressure gradient is very small for both
cases, the larger density implies a lower temperature and internal energy. Although the wall
temperature is the same for both cases, the internal energy is larger for Case 2. For both flows,
the maximum value of the RMS of density is approximately equal. In the near wall region, the
RMS of density of Case 1 is larger than that of Case 2. Conversely, Case 2 has a larger value
of the RMS of density compared with Case 1 in the outer part of boundary layer. For both
cases, the amplitude of density fluctuations is over 5% of the free stream density. Morinishi et
al. (2004) found the density fluctuation of the compressible turbulent channel flows at Mach
number 1.5 is of the same level. Wang and Fletcher (1996) reported that the amplitude of the
density fluctuation can even be 9% of the free stream density for the turbulent channel flows if
the heat transfer is strong enough. These results show the influence of variable density effects
on the density fluctuations.
As we described above, there are five quantities associated with the compressibility of
flows, which are Mach number M, turbulent Mach number Mt, the mean of the dilatation
9, turbulent dilatation 9'2, and the pressure dilatation p'6'. To check the compressibility of
the turbulence, we calculated the mean and the rms of dilatation 9. Fig.5.5 shows the mean
of the dilatation, 95d/uT, and the rms of the dilatation, \f9^ôd/uT, where 5^ is the inlet
displacement thickness, 9 =

and 9'2 = (gj1)2. The results show that the value of 9 is

nontrivial and reaches a peak value in the buffer zone for both the subsonic and supersonic
turbulent boundary layers. Moreover, the heat transfer will lead to a nontrivial distribution
of 9' even when the Mach number is a factor 16 smaller than the sound speed. Again from
Fig.5.5, we notice that variable density effects make a larger contribution to the density changes
in terms of 9 compared with compressibility effects even though the flows have the same wall
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same wall temperature. However, compressibility effects make a larger contribution to the
turbulent dilatation. For the subsonic flows, although the heat transfer will cause the variable
density effects, the fluctuations of 9 or density are still very weak. They achieve the maximum
values in the buffer zone. For the supersonic flow, much of the kinetic energy is transferred to
internal energy in the near wall region. This feature leads to the strong density fluctuations.
Although Case 1 is incompressible, its governing equation should be the compressible NavierStokes equations because 9 and 9'2 are all nontrivial.
Morkvin (1962) suggested that the turbulence is weakly affected by compressibility provided
the RMS fluctuations of the Mach number M' < 0.2. Guarini et al. (2000) reported that
when the Mach number is 2.5, the peak values of M' and the turbulent Mach number M t ,
Mt =

of an adiabatic turbulent boundary layer are approximately 0.3. To illustrate the

compressibility of the cases 1 and 2, Mt is plotted in Fig.5.6. The results show that the subsonic
flow at a Mach number of 0.06 has a very small Mt, although its density and temperature vary
as functions of time and space because of the heat transfer. The supersonic adiabatic turbulent
boundary layer at Mach number 1.8 still exhibits a fairly strong compressibility in the inner
part of the turbulent boundary layer.
The strong Reynolds analogy was proposed by Morkvin (1962), which suggested that

~

T'
—— ~ 1
Cpuiu\

(5-1)

and
=

Fig.5.7 shows the value of Pr t and

agof/a;,) ^ j
T%2(asr/&/)

C p u\u\

as functions of Y + . The results show that the

strong Reynolds analogy was satisfied for Case 2, but was violated in Case 1. ——-^= was
C p u\u\
close to zero at all of the boundary layer region for Case 1, while the formula (5.1) was obeyed
at most parts of the boundary layer region for case 2. In addition, the turbulent Prandtl
number Pr t was approximately 0.88 in the inner part of the boundary layer, which is close
to 1.0. However, the lower Mach number subsonic turbulent boundary layer, case 1, does not
satisfy the strong Reynolds analogy even though the turbulent heat transfer is involved. The
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turbulent Prandtl number Pr t is around 0.9 in the inner part of the boundary layer for Case
1. However, case 1 violates the formula (5.1), which is based on the assumption that the total
temperature fluctuations are negligible compared to the static temperature fluctuations.

5.2.2

Favre Average

As we described above, the compressible Navier-Stokes equations should be solved if strong
heat transfer is involved in wall shear flows even though the Mach number of flows is low. To
account for property changes, a mass-weighted averaging is recommended. Favre-Altering
(Favre (1983)) are usually utilized for this purpose. Here, we use DNS to evaluate various
subgrid scale quantities that appear in the filtered equations used in LES, some of these terms
are usually modeled in LES but some are often neglected. The Favre-filtered compressible
Navier-Stokes equations are

8 * ^ djpùj)
dt

d(pùjùj) _
dxj

, a[(fÉ+p)ùj]

^

dp
dxi

a(a^)

dâjj
dxj
%

dTjj
dxj
op,

_

^

The effects of the small-scale motions are present in the above equations through the subgridscale (SGS) stress tensor, ry, in the momentum equation as
Tij — p(tljUj

UjUj )

and the SGS terms that are the last four terms on the right hand side of Eq. 5.5 as:
Qj = pc v (Tuj — Tûj),
7=

>

77 =

7-

and e =

% - àij1^- where Qj is the SGS heat flux vector.

The overtilde and overline, (•) and (•), stands for the Favre average and Reynolds average,
respectively. More precisely, </> =

A dynamic model proposed by Moin et al. (1991) and

recommended by Lilly (1992) provides a solution for the SGS stress tensor
vector qj in the Favre-filtered equations. The terms

7, tt ,

and heat flux

and e can be neglected for the low
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Mach number flows (Vreman et al. (1995)). However, for flows with moderate Mach numbers,
the influence of
7,

7,

TT,

and

E

on the heat transfer may be significant. Thus, the changes in

ix, and e due to the Mach number and heat transfer should be addressed not only for the

modeling of the Favre-filtered equations but also for the understanding of turbulent heat and
mass transfer. In this section, we are going to illustrate the effect of Mach number and heat
transfer on the Favre average, r^,

7,

and 7r.

Considering that
pu u — u = —— u = —zr,
P
P
~

_

to present the difference between the Favre average and Reynolds average, we plot Fig. 5.8.
More precisely, (u{ — u\)jur. The maximum value in Fig. 5.8 is a factor of 20 smaller that
of Fig. 5.2 for both of the cases. This implies that the difference between the Favre average
and Reynolds average exists but is small. And such a difference can be neglected under the
circumstance that 5% errors are acceptable for turbulence modeling.
The subgrid-scale (SGS) stress tensor can be decomposed as
Tij =

p(uîuj ~ ùiùj) = pu^u'j + p'u^u'j ~ p'u'jp'u'j-p

= T~ij t
the first term

+ T j j c + T ijp

= pu^u'j is associated with the mean density p and the Reynolds SGS stress

tensor u^u'-, where u\v!- = U{Uj — UiUj, the second term Tijc = p'u'ju'- relates to the compressible
part of Tij, and the last term TijF = p'u'3p'u' Jp describes the contribution of the difference
between Favre and Reynolds average. Fig. 5.9 gives a comparison of those components. The
results show that the major contribution of rn and T22 is from pu[u[ and ~pv!2v!2 respectively.
The compressibility and the variable density effects do not have a significant effect on tn and
T2 2 -

Fig.5.10 plots

7

and

7r

for both cases, where

5.10, we found that both of 7 and

TT

7

=

and

tt

=

— p^f:- By Fig.

take on larger values for case 1 compared with that of the

case 2. This implies that heat transfer has a larger influence on

7

and

TT

compared with the

compressibility effects if both flows have the same wall temperature. Clearly,

TT

contains the
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pressure dilatation p'gj2, which is the pressure dilatation relative to the compressibility. The
magnitude of 7 and

TT

flux. Thus,

can be neglected even though the Mach number of flow is 1.8 and wall is

7

and

TT

is of an order -3, which is much smaller than the amplitude of the heat

Tw = 1.58Te.

5.3

Conclusion

Two turbulent flows with a Reynolds number 2000 based on the displacement thickness was
calculated by using DNS: Case 1 was an subsonic turbulent boundary layer at Mach number
0.06 over a heated wall and Tw = 1.58Te and Case 2 was an adiabatic supersonic turbulent
boundary layer at a Mach number of 1.8. The heat transfer driven by the heated wall will
cause the variable density effects of the turbulent boundary layer even when the Mach number
of flows is as small as 0.06. The results show that the Van Driest transformation can help to
collapse the mean profiles of velocity to the corresponding incompressible curves. By using the
local properties, the RMS of velocities for both of the flows can approach the incompressible
curves. These facts reveal that both of the compressibility and variable density effects satisfy
the similarity laws. The compressibility effects have a different contribution to the fluctua
tions of the dilatation compared with the variable density effects. The turbulent dilatation of
supersonic flows is stronger than that of the lower Mach flows if the wall temperature is the
same. The calculation of Mt indicates that the Mach number 1.8 is large enough to produce
the compressibility in the inner part of the turbulent boundary layer. The strong Reynolds
analogy proposed by Morkvin (1962) was tested. The results indicate that the Morkovin's
hypothesis is obeyed by the adiabatic supersonic turbulent boundary layer at Mach number
1.8. The variable density effect has a large influence on the density fluctuations.
In addition, the Favre average is examined by this chapter. The difference between the
Favre average and the Reynolds average was measured. The results show that such a difference
is small compared with the rms of velocities for both cases. The SGS stress tensor
evaluated; we found that
shows that

7

was

can be approximated by ~pu'iu'-. Furthermore, the calculation

and TT are negligible even when the Mach number is 1.8 or for a low speed case
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with a heated wall, T w — 1.58Te. These features help to simplify the turbulence modeling of
compressible flows.
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Figure 5.1
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Comparison of mean streamwise velocity with experimental re
sults reported by Degraaff and Eaton (2000).
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Figure 5.2

Comparison of rms profiles of velocity with the DNS results
reported by Spalart (1988).
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Figure 5.3 The plots of \/—u'v'/U T j i o c a i vs. Y+.
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Plot of the mean density, p/p e , and the RMS of density,
(p'2)lf2/pe as functions of Y+.
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Turbulent Mach number, M t , as functions of y+.
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The components of rn. The solid line is rn, the dashed
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case 2.
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CHAPTER 6.

PROBABILITY DENSITY FUNCTION OF VELOCITY

FLUCTUATIONS IN A TURBULENT BOUNDARY LAYER

The probability density function (PDF) of velocities is central to the one point statistics of
complicated fluid phenomena such as hydraulic turbulence (Croteau and Ronis (2002), Serio
(1998), Falkovich and Lebedev (1997), and Jayesh and Warhaft (1991)), granual flows (Kudrolli
and Henry (2000)), cosmological flows (Tatekawa (2005)), magnetohydrodynamic turbulence
(Sorriso-Valvo et al. (1999), Sorriso-Valvo et al. (2000)), and the movement of the global ocean
(Gille and Smith (2000)). A number of PDFs of velocity or passive scalars have been reported.
However, the influence of large scale structures on PDFs and the corresponding mechanism to
produce such PDFs has not been documented. It is believed that the strong shear force in the
turbulent boundary layer will deform the PDFs of velocities and produce the non-Gaussian
distribution. It is worthwhile to conduct a numerical study to reveal the mechanism controlling
the production of the non-Gaussian PDFs of velocities. This chapter reports the numerical
results about the PDF of velocities.

6.1

Introduction

Boltzmann's pioneer study about the molecule-ordered distribution, namely the Boltzmann
distribution (Boltzmann (L.)), has proven pivotal to the development of classical statistical
mechanics. However, the Boltzmann distribution, which relates to a Gaussian distribution,
is valid only for sufficiently short range circumstances. A number of nonequilibrium fluid
phenomena (Croteau and Ronis (2002), Serio (1998), Kudrolli and Henry (2000), Tatekawa
(2005), Sorriso-Valvo et al. (2000), and Gille and Smith (2000)) have been reported to have
non-Gaussian distributions. Such a deviation of PDFs from the Gaussian distribution is a
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nonlinear process. These flows present a multiscale behavior. And the PDFs of velocity vary
over different scales (Sorriso-Valvo et al. (1999), Gille and Smith (2000)). However, detailed
information on the influence of multiscale structures on the PDFs, including the stochastic
process and the intrinsic physical mechanism relevant to such PDFs, is lacking. Similarly,
very little is known about how the multiscales affect the stochastic process and the deviation
of PDFs from the Gaussian distribution. It is not possible to rigorously assess the role of
scales in the nonlinear natural phenomena. Therefore, it is worthwhile to discuss the dynamic
evolving of PDFs in the complex flows.
Moreover, the evolution of PDF of velocity and velocity acceleration in turbulent flows and
the corresponding Lagrangian statistic are of fundamental importance to the understanding
of the physical mechanism of turbulence. In the recent two decades, the PDF methods devel
oped by Pope and other researchers (Pope (2000), Sawford and Yeung (2001)) have enjoyed
dramatic success in the study of turbulence. In order to close the governing equation, Pope
developed the simplified Langevin model and the generalized Langevin model (Pope (2000),
Pope (1994a)). The comparisons showed the success of these PDF methods in homogeneous
turbulence and uniform shear turbulence (Pope (2002a), Pope (2002b), Sawford and Yeung
(2000), Sawford and Yeung (2001)). However, for the complicated flows including wall shear
flows, the deficiency in the experimental and DNS data causes difficulty in the modeling of the
stochastic process and the PDFs. This obscures the way to close these governing equations.

6.2

Results and Discussion

In order to investigate the influence of large scales on the PDFs of velocity of turbulence and
provide information to understand the corresponding physical mechanism, a two-dimensional
turbulent boundary layer was calculated by a direct numerical simulation. The PDFs of velocity
fluctuations in the normal, streamwise, and spanwise directions were analyzed. The calculated
Reynolds number ranged from 1800 up to 2300 based on the displacement thickness 5d- And
the Mach number was low, 0.02, hence, the flow was effectively incompressible. The numerical
method proposed by Liu and Fletcher (2006) was employed. The numerical mesh was uniform
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in the streamwise and spanwise directions, but was stretched in the normal direction. It
was 350 x 88 x 192 in the streamwise, normal, and spanwise directions, respectively. In this
study, A:c+ = 18, Az+ = 5, Ay+in = 0.23, and
And At+ = 0.2 in the units of

= 50.0 based on the wall units.

A periodic boundary condition was unitized in the

spanwise direction. A characteristic boundary condition (Liu and Fletcher (2006) or Chapter
3) was applied at the outlet and a dynamic recycling inlet method (Liu and Fletcher (2006)
or Chapter 3) was employed to generate the fully developed turbulent boundary layer. Due to
the effect of the viscous terms, the numerical value of instantaneous velocity varies only over
a finite domain. This enables us to account for the PDFs numerically. An estimated velocity
domain was separated into 100 parts equally. The amount tj was defined by the times that the
instantaneous velocity was in the velocity range of the part i. The function pi was defined by
where n is the total number of the samples and dv is the velocity range of each part,
more precisely,
maximum estimated velocity - minimum estimated velocity
m
20,000 samples were accounted for in the statistics of the PDFs.
It is known that the turbulent production, dissipation, transport, and the mean flow con
vection are all the functions of the normal distance from the wall. To investigate the evolution
of the PDFs of velocity fluctuations in the normal direction, these PDFs were collected on the
six different normal stations described by Table 6.1.
Table 6.1

Table of the corresponding y + value of the statistical locations
Station
2/+

Y\

%

%

Y4

Y5

2.5

13.8

49.9

164.0

345.8

r6
570.0

Clearly, Y\ was in the viscous sublayer where the dissipation is dominant, Yg was in the
buffer zone where the turbulent production is stronger than the dissipation, Y3 was in the log
layer in which the turbulent production balances the turbulent dissipation, I4 was at the upper
bound of the log layer, and I5 and YQ were located in the outer part of turbulent boundary
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layer.
Numerical results presented by Fig.6.1 indicate that the PDFs of spanwise velocity are
Gaussian in the most of the boundary layer. Since the two-dimensional turbulent boundary
layer is homogeneous in the spanwise direction and the mean spanwise velocity is zero, the
stochastic process is non-biased in the spanwise direction and the Reynolds stress corresponding
to the w momentum equation is near zero. These features evidently lead to the Gaussian
distribution of spanwise velocity even though the flow is anisotropic.
The numerical results presented by Fig.6.2 describe the PDFs of the normal velocity fluc
tuations, which are approximately a Gaussian distribution. We found that the evolution of the
PDFs of the normal velocity fluctuations is related to the skewness of the normal velocity fluc
tuations, namely jlv. Shown by Fig.6.2, jlv is roughly an increasing function of the distance
from the wall except in the vicinity of wall. As 7^ increases, the PDFs of the normal velocity
persevere in the shape of the tail, but with a twisted head which tends to turn left. When 7^
becomes larger, the PDF is evidently approximately a beta distribution, just like the image
F in Fig.6.2. The evolution of the PDFs of the normal velocity fluctuations with respect to
the distance from the wall show us how the PDFs of the velocity fluctuations deviate from the
Gaussian distribution.
Figure 6.3 shows the PDF of streamwise velocity fluctuations in the different normal direc
tion. The PDFs of the normal velocity fluctuations is approximately a beta distribution. Due
to the viscous effect, the velocities only vary over a finite interval, i.e., p(u*) is nonzero only
in a finite interval [tz m in, "max]- By using the linear transformation u* —

, the p(u*)

evidently collapses the beta distribution. More precisely,
"

<

")=

j

W

Indeed, the beta distribution of the single composition has been reported by a number of
experiments (Rhodes (1975)).
We found that the coefficients a and /3 were relevant to the skewness of streamwise vorticity
7lu.

When 7lu is positive, the PDFs are the backward beta distribution roughly, i.e.,

Otherwise, the PDFs are the forward beta distribution roughly, i.e.,

a

>

/3.

a <

(3.

Clearly, when
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A < (3, the mean of the beta function is less than the mode of the PDF. This implies that the

velocity fluctuation has a higher probability to move backward. We outline the A, (3 value of
Fig. 6.3 in the Table 6.2.
Table 6.2

Table of the a, (3 values of the beta distribution shown by Fig.
6.3
r2
6.95
8.36

Yi
6.11
11.9

a
(3

*3

y4

y5

y6

17.9
13.9

17.8
15.7

15.7
11.5

57.3
54.4

In order to explain the relationship between the PDF and the skewness, we compute
=

( ( " - ( • » ) ) ' P A

p

~

)

A / ( ( U - {U)) 2

7L"

where

U

a

( u — ( u ) ) =

( " ) ) )

=

( ( " - (

u

) ) - P t (

u

~

(

u

) ) )

( ( " -

( " ) ) - p ~ ( u - ( u ) ) )

V(( u ( u )) 2 )

V((u- (U)) 2)

is the distribution of the energy of the fluctuations,

p ^ ( u — ( u ) )

given by

0

Otherwise

is the distribution of the energy of the fluctuations moving forward, and

0

p ~ ( u — ( u ) )

given by

Otherwise

is the distribution of the energy of the fluctuations moving backward. Thus, 7iu\/((u ~ (u))2)
represents the dominant direction of the turbulent structures. More precisely, when 7lu > 0,
the forward moving turbulent structures contain more energy. Otherwise, the backward moving
turbulent structures contain more energy. Therefore, the skewness shows us that how far the
PDF deviates from a Gaussian distribution. In this sense, the skewness of velocity is the
quantity associated with the non-Gaussian distribution. However, it is just an outcome, not
a cause of non-Gaussian PDFs. We are interested in finding out the mechanism causing nonGaussian PDFs.
According to Fig. 6.4, the skewness of the vortex takes the same sign with the skewness
of velocity in most of the boundary layer except the viscous sublayer in which the dissipation
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is dominant. More precisely, the skewness of the vortex is positive in the buffer zone region,
while negative at the other regions. Shown by Fig. 6.4, the one third power of the skewness
of the normal vorticity is roughly proportional to the one third power of the skewness of the
streamwise velocity which correlates to the PDF of velocity. As we know, the positive skewness
of the vortex implies the dominance of counterclockwise vortices. Otherwise, the clockwise
vortices are dominant. Hence, the counterclockwise vortices accumulate in the buffer zone,
and clockwise vortices occupy the other regions. Fig. 6.4 evidently verifies that the direction
and the strength of vortices have a significant influence on the PDF of the velocity. We have not
found out the direct correlation between the Reynolds stress and the skewness of the velocities.
Results suggest that the vortices may be one of the causes of non-Gaussian distributions.
In order to examine the effects of the distribution of initial data, two different initial
conditions were utilized: one case followed
U i { 0;fi) = h( x , y , z ) = B i ( x , y ) + 0.2r,

p(0; fî) =

where B i ( x , y ) was the Blasius boundary layer profile and r was a random function, and the
other case was given by
U i ( 0 ] Q) = B i ( x , y ) + 0.2sin(2.0x) sin(4.0y) sin(4.0z),

p(0; f2) = Pœ

Results show that both cases generate the same PDFs as shown in Fig. 6.1, 6.2, and 6.3. And
the influence of the initial condition on the final results is negligible.
To explain this phenomena, an exact implicit solution of the incompressible Navier-Stokes
equation:
dpuj
dt

d 2 Uj _
^ dxjdxj

dpujuj
dxj

dp
dxi

V • Ui = 0
Ui(t, dfl) = fi(t, <9ft),

Ui(0, Çl) = hi(Çî),

(6.2)
p(t, <9f2) = g(t, <9fi)

is formulated by using an integral method. At the above, fi(t,dfl) and g(t. dQ) are boundary
conditions and /i;(Q) is the initial condition. It is known that the pressure obeys

M
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which is called the pressure Poisson equation. By using the Green's function (Stakgold (2000)),
the solution of the pressure Poisson equation is given by
p(y) =

(6.4)

where G(x\y) is the Green's function subjected to the Dirichlet boundary condition. Likewise,
by using the general solution of the heat equation (Stakgold (2000)), the Eq.(6.1) can be
represented as

Jo Jo,

Cyj

ayi

Vn

K1

-1:

«

where T is temperature and
W - M :=

exp 'mt'-t)

'

(6 ' 6)

is the fundamental solution of causal Green's function holding
( ^ - pV 2 )ip(t; x\ti',xi) = ô(x - xi)ô(t - ii)

(6.7)

and H(t — t\) is the Heaviside function. Consequently, the identities (6.4) and (6.5) form the
exact implicit solution of the incompressible Navier-Stokes equation subjected to the Dirichlet
boundary condition. Obviously, the influence of initial condition on the solution is described by
the second term of the right hand side of Eq. (6.5), which decays in time because of ij}{t\ x|0; y).
Consequently, the above theoretical analysis together with the numerical simulation sug
gests that the initial conditions do not have a conspicuous influence on the PDF of velocity
and velocity fluctuations when the turbulent boundary layer is fully developed. In this study,
the outlet condition was a characteristic boundary condition by which the outlet data were
identified by the interior data and free stream pressure. And the inlet condition was generated
by a recycling and rescaling method, which recycles an interior station to the inlet and rescales
it due to the similarity laws: the law of the wall and the defect law. As a result, the boundary
conditions did not specify the PDFs. Thus, the PDFs of velocities should be identified by an
intrinsic mechanism of the turbulent boundary layer. By comparing the PDFs of velocities
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and the skewness of vortices, we propose that the sign and the strength of the vortices have a
significant influence on the distribution of velocity, and determine the deviation of the PDFs
from the Gaussian distribution.
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Figure 6.1 The PDFs of spanwise velocities. The solid curves are the nu
merical results, and the dash-dotted curves are the Gaussian
distributions having the same mean and variance with the cor
responding solid curves.
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Figure 6.2

The PDFs of normal velocity fluctuations. The solid curves
are the numerical results, and the dashed curves are the Gaus
sian distributions having the same mean and variance with the
corresponding solid curves.
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The plot of skewnesses and the Reynolds stress with respect to
the normal distance from the wall. The solid and the dashed
curves are the one third power of the streamwise velocity and
normal vorticity, respectively, i.e. 7
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The PDF of streamwise velocity fluctuations. The solid curves
are the numerical results, and the dash-dotted lines are the
beta distributions having the same variance, skewness, mode
and maximum value with the corresponding solid curves.
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CHAPTER 7.

LARGE EDDY SIMULATION OF TURBULENT

BOUNDARY LAYERS SUBJECTED TO FREE-STREAM
TURBULENCE

A numerical method is presented to simulate turbulent boundary layers subjected to freestream turbulence. The fact that free-stream turbulence can have a dramatic effect on the
properties of a turbulent boundary layer has been known for quite some time. However, even
now it remains a major challenge to capture this effect adequately in a numerical simulation.
A scheme is presented whereby the flow domain is considered to be composed of three main
components: an inner near wall part, an outer part, and the free stream part. Turbulent
boundary layers developing under the influence of a free-stream turbulence levels of 0%, 5%,
and 7.5% are considered. The influence of free-stream turbulence length scale and intensity on
the skin friction, mean velocity, and rms profiles are investigated.

7.1

Introduction

The turbulent boundary layer subjected to free stream turbulence is encountered daily not
only in a variety of engineering applications involving the design of aircraft, ships, automobiles,
and propulsion systems, but also in research about the fundamental mechanisms of turbulence.
The interaction between the turbulent boundary layer and the free stream and the effect of free
stream turbulence on the turbulent boundary layer have been of interest for quite a long time.
Developing appropriate algorithms to compute turbulent boundary layers with free stream
turbulence that capture such an interaction process continues to be challenge.
We consider that the external turbulent boundary layer involves three different regions: an
inner part, an outer part, and free-stream part. The inner part includes the viscous sublayer,
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buffer layer, and part of logarithmic layer. The outer part includes the rest of logarithmic layer
and the wake of the turbulent boundary layer.
In the turbulent boundary layer without free stream turbulence, most of the turbulence is
generated in the inner part because of the strong shear there. In the outer part, the dissipation
of turbulence will exceed its production. So the turbulence production will decrease with
increasing normal direction from the wall. In a statistical sense, the transport direction of
turbulent energy is from inner part to outer part.
But with free-stream turbulence, there exists the possibility of energy transport from the
free stream to the boundary layer. The skin friction will be increased due to the effect of
free stream turbulence (Blair (1983), Hancock and Bradshaw (1983), Simonich and Bradshaw
(1978)). The increasing skin friction implies the increasing of turbulence production. This
phenomenon was investigated in several experiments, but what is interesting is that when the
free-stream turbulence level is less than 12.5%, the effect of free stream turbulence on the
turbulent production in the inner part is not very obvious, but when the free-stream turbulent
level is beyond 12.5%, the turbulent production in the inner part suddenly increases (Barrett
and Hollingsworth (2003), Thole and Bogard (1996)). On the other hand, a smaller turbulent
free stream length scale makes a larger contribution to the skin friction compared with a larger
turbulent free stream length scale (Blair (1983), Hancock and Bradshaw (1983), Barrett and
Hollingsworth (2003)). Recall that the larger eddies correspond to larger integral length scales.
This fact, essentially, verifies that the smaller eddies or higher frequency structures more easily
penetrate into the boundary layer.
Moreover, the effect of free stream turbulence on the mean profiles in the wake region is
more dramatic than on the inner part (Blair (1983), Hoffmann and Mohammadi (1991), Freire
et al. (1995)). Since shear is not large in the free stream, there is not much turbulent production
there; therefore, the main feature in the free stream is dissipation. Length scale is a parameter
to measure the decay rate of the intensity of fluctuations. Usually, grid turbulence has a length
scale range from 105^ to 50S,{ (Barrett and Hollingsworth (2001), Barrett and Hollingsworth
(2003)). In this range, the dissipation of free stream turbulence is very strong. Therefore,
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the mean profile in the wake region of turbulent boundary changes rapidly in the downstream
direction compared to the case without free stream turbulence. In the other words, the defect
law does not apply with free stream turbulence.
Those features are extremely interesting, but very difficult to capture in numerical simula
tions. The difficult point is to correctly represent the correlation between free-stream turbu
lence and the turbulent boundary layer in numerical simulations. The goal of this chapter is to
evaluate a numerical technique to account for free stream turbulence effects on the turbulent
boundary layer.

7.2

Model

There is no shear force in the free stream, so the turbulent production is extremely weak.
And dissipation dominates the free stream turbulence. Therefore, it is essential to produce
inflow conditions so that an appropriate turbulence level and length scale can be achieved in
the free stream. In order to accomplish this, we propose advances to the inflow generator
concepts from the work of Spalart (1988) and Lund et al. (1998).
Spalart (1988) introduced a periodic boundary condition method to produce the inlet profile
of spatially evolving turbulent boundary layers. Lund et al. (1998) further developed this
concept. In their implementation, instantaneous profiles at a specific station were recycled to
the inlet at each numerical step after rescaling. This rescaling was based on the similarity laws
of the boundary layer: the law of the wall in the inner part and defect law in the outer part of
boundary layer. Kong et al. (2000) applied Lund etaVs idea to temperature, and formulated
an inlet generator for turbulent thermal boundary layers. Their simulation results showed that
this treatment also works well for the energy equation, when fluid properties can be assumed
to be constant.
Spalart (1988) decomposed the velocity into two parts, the mean profiles and fluctuations,
U = U + A(x, rj)u p {x, T), z, t)

(7.1)

where U is the mean profile A(x, ij) is the rms profiles, both are coming from experiment
or empirical correlations, and up(x,rj, z,t) is the normalized signal which was loaded by the
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corresponding data from a downstream plane. When the mean profile and rms profiles are both
known, this is a robust treatment. But for some flows like turbulent boundary layers subjected
to free stream turbulence, the existing database for the mean and rms profiles is limited, even
unknown. For evaluating such cases, Lund et al. (1998)'s treatment is more efficient. They
suggested to decompose the velocity into

lèrfoiu)=-new v LÙ +

(

7

.

2

U°nït r (Vinlt) — l{Urecy{Vinlt) + ^recj/{VinlU z i 0) + (1 ~ l)U T ef
where mner stands for the value at the inner part,
part, inn stands for the value at the inlet plane,
7

=

I

U Ti"'t
r

V T recy

recy

outer

)

(7.3)

stands for the value at the outer

stands for the value at the recycle plane,

, which is deduced from the law of the wall, and

77

= %, which is the nondimensional
0

variable for the defect law. The advantage of this method is that the exact mean and rms
profiles are not required, but sometimes, the desired skin friction may not be approached
correctly and efficiently. But, unfortunately, in the turbulent boundary layer subjected to
free-stream turbulence, the defect law does not work. Therefore, Lund et aVs method must
be improved for the calculation of the turbulent boundary layer subjected to free stream
turbulence.
The revised inflow condition for such flows suggested by present researchers is given by
^

z, z)

(7-4)

Uinlt { a inlt) = (71U reC y(tti n lt) + J2^recyi a inlti z i ^)) + (1 ~ 7l)^re/

+

(7.5)

(7.6)

0<i<m
where the inner part ranges from 0 to 200 in the y + sense.
Since the skin friction of turbulent boundary layers subjected to free stream turbulence will
be influenced by the turbulence level and the turbulence length scale, in order to accurately
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capture the shift of the skin friction, a flexible inflow condition should be proposed. The
increasing of the skin friction depends on the free stream turbulent length scale (Blair (1983),
Hancock and Bradshaw (1983), Simonich and Bradshaw (1978)), but such a length scale cannot
be known until the numerical simulation is accomplished. The inflow condition proposed by
Lund et al. (1998) offers a way to adjust the inlet skin friction in the case the length scale is
unknown. But this recycling and rescaled method is based on two assumptions:
1) The influence of the turbulent length scale on skin friction varies only slightly in the
streamwise direction.
2) The flow between the inlet and recycling station satisfies the law of the wall.
The integral length scale utilized in this chapter was defined by Hancock and Bradshaw
(1983), which is
(7.7,
where u' 2 e is the kinetic energy of fluctuations averaged in the spanwise and free stream part
of the normal direction, which decreases monotonically in the streamwise direction. U is the
mean velocity of the free stream.
Technically, the second assumption cannot always be maintained because of the inevitable
errors in the initial conditions. Since the recycling procedure couples the initial conditions and
inflow conditions, considering that the initial condition may not satisfy the law of the wall,
this coupling behavior may cause a lower skin friction. Liu and Fletcher (2006) suggested
a dynamic recycling procedure to reduce the effect of this coupling. This idea works for
turbulent boundary layers without free stream turbulence, but needs adjustments to achieve
an appropriate length scale.
In this chapter, we suggest a two step method to solve this problem. Firstly, Spalart (1988)'s
inflow condition has been applied for the inner part of the turbulent boundary layer up to t =
160where
rr^
is the nondimensional time. This idea works because the correlation of free
U f
Uref
re

stream turbulence and skin friction was successfully formulated by experiments. Experimental
results (Cebeci and Bradshaw (1977)) showed that the mean velocity profile works in the inner
part. If the free stream turbulence level is less than 12.5%, rms profiles without free stream
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turbulence can be applied. Therefore, Spalart (1988)'s inflow condition can be utilized as long
as the free stream turbulence level is lower than 12.5%. When the numerical time is larger
than t = 160

the inner part of turbulent boundary layer already contains the turbulent

structures produced by inflow conditions (Liu and Fletcher (2004)). The similarity law can
be satisfied in the inner part. It is hard to obtain the desired skin friction by Spalart (1988)'s
inflow condition above, because the appropriate turbulent length scale is unknown. In our
simulation, we initialized the length scale with 66^, but this was not maintained in the two
cases calculated. This will be discussed in detail in a later section. The main purpose of this
step is to build up a turbulent boundary layer satisfying the law of the wall. Skin friction
will be adjusted by the second step. In this step, the inflow method of Lund et al. (1998) is
used. The advantage of this method is to adjust the skin friction dynamically provided the
downstream and inlet satisfy the law of the wall.
The profiles at the outer part of boundary layer are more complex compared with the inner
part. In Eq. (7.3),

7

is identified with the defect law, and r) is denotes |. Currently, the

experimental database for the turbulent boundary layer subjected to free stream turbulence is
not complete enough to formulate a reasonable inflow mean profile for the purpose of LES or
DNS. Taking advantage of a recycling procedure, we do not need to know the details of the
targeted mean profile; it will be dynamically adjusted by the fluid itself. We kept Lund et al.
(1998)'s outer part treatment, but changed the coefficients. In Eq. (7.5):

Oiinlt =
where

o99

Vrecy

(7.8)

is the desired inlet boundary layer thickness, and 6gg is the boundary layer

thickness located at the recycle plane. This formula shows the geometric map between the
recycle plane and inlet plane. Since the defect law does not work here, 7^ was chosen such
that the inner part and outer part are continuous in the mean velocity, i.e.
_
^

1.0 - U(y + = 30)
10 - Urecy(y+ = 30)

(7.9)
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72 was chosen such that rms velocity profile was continuous at the edge of boundary layer, i.e.
TU
^^
where TU is free stream turbulence level.
Equation (7.6) represents our treatment of free stream turbulence. We need to maintain
the free stream turbulence level and turbulent length scale. Since the free stream does not
contain turbulent production, small eddies decay faster than the larger eddies. Thus, at the
different downstream stations, the ratios of energy contained by small eddies and the energy
contained by large eddies are different. Actually, this ratio decreases with distance. When the
scaled periodic boundary condition is utilized, we cannot obtain a perfect inlet profile by only
recycling a single downstream plane because that ratio is variable, which results from the fact
that small eddies decay faster than larger eddies. So we recycle several planes, and use those
planes to produce our inlet free stream profile. In Eq. (7.6), weighti are weight functions,
which monotonically decrease in the order of increasing downstream distance,
Weight = 1

(7.11)

0<i<m

and 73 is a coefficient such that the TU is maintained in the inlet profile. This we call a
multi-level recycling method. The weighting function used in this chapter is listed in Table
7.1:
Table 7.1

Table of chosen weighting functions

Station
Ï
2
3

Location
x = 0.8(5
x = 1.6(5
i = 8.0d

weighting
1.0/1.75
0.5/1.75
0.25/1.75

Three stations were utilized in our simulations. Such a weighting was chosen so that the
targeted length scale would be approached. In our simulation, a fully implicit scheme was
applied (Liu and Fletcher (2006)). A Newton method was utilized in the pseudo-time step.
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For accelerating the convergence, the preconditioning technique proposed by Fletcher and
Chen (1993) was applied. The equations governing the resolved flows were formulated with
the dynamic SGS modeling by Germano et al. (1991). An convective boundary condition was
employed at out flow.

7.3

Results

Turbulent boundary layers ranging from Red = 1800 up to Red = 2150 were calculated by a
Newton iteration (Liu and Fletcher (2006)). The simulated free stream turbulence levels were
0%, 5%, and 7.5%. Figure 7.1 shows the comparison of mean velocity profile in a turbulent
boundary layer at Resd = 2000 and the DNS profile calculated by Spalart (1988) and an
experimental profile by DeGraaff and Eaton (2000). Those DNS and the experimental data
are all at Re$d = 2000, but without free-stream turbulence. The LES results in the Fig. 7.1
exhibit almost the same mean velocity curve in the inner part of boundary layers as the DNS
and experimental data whose free stream is laminar, but exhibit a larger difference in the wake
part. Moreover, this figure verifies that the higher free stream turbulence corresponds to the
smaller wake in the mean profiles. These phenomena match with the experimental observations
by Blair (1983), Barrett and Hollingsworth (2003), and Hancock and Bradshaw (1983).
In order to examine the reliability of this inflow generator, we calculated a turbulent bound
ary layer without free stream turbulence, because in such a case, there are a lot of reliable
DNS or experimental results, such as Spalart's DNS results (Spalart (1988)) and DeGraaff and
Eaton's experimental results (DeGraaff and Eaton (2000)), for comparison. Figure 7.2 shows
the comparison of the rms of fluctuations in this case with Spalart's DNS (Spalart (1988)) and
DeGraaff and Eaton's experimental data (DeGraaff and Eaton (2000)). Fairly good agreement
is noted.
To investigate the distribution of first order statistics in the streamwise direction, we plot
the curve of UT vs x in Fig. 7.3, and the Reynolds number, Re(i- based on displacement thickness
vs x in Fig. 7.4. Red was calculated by:
Re d =

rv i

~
(1 - pU)dy

(7.12)

Jo
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where y\ is the upper bound of the numerical domain, the over-line, (•), stands for the Farvefiltering and (•) stands for the ensemble average in time and the spanwise direction.
The comparison of skin friction is exhibited in Fig. 7.4. The dashed line is the LudwiegTillman empirical curve (Hinz (1975)), where 1.38 is chosen for H. Figure 7.4 suggested
that the higher free stream turbulence level would produce a larger shift in the skin friction
of turbulent boundary layer. In our simulation, the skin friction coefficient Cf = 0.00438
(UT = 0.0469) and the length scale was 41.96j or 4.75 when free stream turbulence level
Tu = 7.5% at the station Re$d = 2000. And the skin friction coefficient Cf = 0.004232
(UT = 0.046) and the length scale was 29.25d or 3.65 when free stream turbulence level Tu = 5%
at the station Re$d = 2000.
Hancock and Bradshaw (1983) formulated the correlation between

and

2

q +l / 5 > which

is

where L is the integral length scale, and (3 is about 0.1. Since the skin friction calculated by
Spalart (1988) in the case of no free stream turbulence was Cf = 0.004159 or Utau = 0.0456,
hence, the contribution of free stream turbulence to the increase of skin friction is

"WHS
when Tu = 5%. Likewise, if Tu = 7.5%,

-Wj'rn
' • - s r - c - »
Therefore, our numerical results match well with Hancock and Bradshaw (1983)'s experiment.
Figure 7.5 examines the effect of free stream turbulence on the rms fluctuations in the outer
part of boundary layer. And Fig. 7.6 shows the effect of free stream turbulence on the rms of
fluctuations in the inner region. Those figures verify that free stream turbulence at the level
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Tu = 5% or Tu = 7.5% can deform the rms profiles of the outer part of the boundary layers,
but has only a slight effect on the inner part of the boundary layer.
Figure 7.7 presents the effect of free stream turbulence on the V r m s . In the case Tu = 7.5%,
a peak appeared about Y+ = 900. This peak is due to the interaction between turbulent
boundary layer and free stream turbulence. But in the case Tu = 5%, the location of the peak
is in the inner part of boundary layer. This implies that the larger the turbulence level, the
higher the peak station in terms of Y+. Figure 7.8 shows the effect of free stream turbulence
on the W r m s .
Figures 7.9 - 7.12 present the downward view of streamwise instantaneous velocity contours
at Y+ = 23, Y+ = 200, Y+ = 440 and Y+ = 1400, respectively. Those plots show the
different turbulent structures at the different normal distances from the wall. At the station
y+ = 23, the length of the streaky structure is about 106^ ~ 15(5^ or 909 ~ 1364 in terms of
Y+. Experiments by Smith et al. (1983) indicated that the streaky structure extends over a
streamwise distance in wall units of AL+ > 1000. In the case of Rerj = 2000, AL+ > 10^.
Y+ = 200 is located in the logarithmic layer. In this region, the eddies extend more in the
spanwise direction, but contract streamwise. Y+ = 400 is located in the outer part of boundary
layer. Figure 7.12 shows typical turbulent intermittency phenomena. Y+ = 1400 is in the free
stream part.

7.4

Conclusions

Turbulent boundary layers subjected to 0%, 5%, and 7.5% free stream turbulence were
calculated by LES. A method to generate inflows with free stream turbulence was discussed in
this chapter.
Our numerical results verified that as the free stream turbulence level increased, the extent
of the logarithmic region increased and the size of the wake component decreased, a trend re
ported by Blair (1983), Barrett and Hollingsworth (2003), and Hancock and Bradshaw (1983).
And the maximum Urms values increased with increasing turbulence level, but the location
of the peak remained fixed between Y + = 10 — 15. Likewise, the maximum levels of V rms
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and W r m s increased with increasing free stream turbulence levels. At the 5% and 7.5% free
stream turbulence levels, Vrms and Wrms tended to remain at elevated levels in a narrow range
throughout the wake region of the turbulent boundary layer. The increase in Cf with an
increase in free stream turbulence agreed fairly well with the experimentally based correlation
of Hancock and Bradshaw (1983).
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Figure 7.1

Comparison of mean velocity profiles in a turbulent boundary
layer Resd = 2000: The solid, dash dot, and long dash line are
LES results, the dashed dot dot line gives a DNS profile by
Spalart (1988) and the circle symbols are experimental data by
DeGraaff and Eaton (2000).
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Comparison of rms of fluctuations in a turbulent boundary layer
Resd = 2000, TU = 0% and Tw = Tref with DNS profile by
Spalart (1988), and the experimental data by DeGraaff and
Eaton (2000).
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Plot of Reynolds number based on displacement thickness vs
streamwise distance.
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Plot of Urms vs normal distance at Re$d = 2000 and Tw = Tref.
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The log plot of Urms vs normal distance at Re$d = 2000 and
Tw = Tref.
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Plot of Vrms vs normal distance at Re$d = 2000 and Tw = Tref.
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The downward view of streamwise velocity contours at
y+ = 200 and TU = 5%.
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Figure 7.11 The downward view of streamwise velocity contours at
y+ = 440 and TE/ = 5%.
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CHAPTER 8.

LARGE EDDY SIMULATION OF DISCRETE-HOLE

FILM COOLING IN FLAT PLATE TURBULENT BOUNDARY LAYERS

Large eddy simulation has been applied to an example discrete hole film cooling configura
tion. The computational domain included the coolant supply tube as well as the main mixing
region. A tube L/D of 8 and an injection angle of 35 degrees was employed for a simulation with
a blowing ratio of 0.5 and a density ratio of 2 to demonstrate that realistic cooling conditions
can be simulated. Comparisons with experimental data are presented in this chapter.

8.1

Introduction

The advance of turbine engine technology has led to higher turbine inlet temperatures,
which requires active cooling in order to maintain blades of the turbine engine at a safe tem
perature, since extremely high temperatures will reduce the life of blades and even cause the
failure of those blades. Film cooling is a widely used technique to achieve this goal. A number
of experiments (Ligrani et al. (1994a), Ligrani et al. (1994b), Sen et al. (1996), and Schmidt
et al. (1996)) have been reported that examine the performance of film cooling.
The effect of the length of the coolant supply tube has received considerable attention
in the literature. The tube L/D influences the tube discharge conditions and the resulting
downstream structures. A large L/D will produce fully-developed turbulence inside of the
pipe. This suggests that a long pipe would provide different counter-rotating vortex structures
and local jetting effect compared with the flow promoted by a short pipe. Goldstein et al.
(1974) found on appreciable difference in effectiveness between an L/D — 5.2 and long injection
lengths. As the L/D increases, the discharge velocity profiles become more uniform. For a
long tube, say L/D > 6, the discharge condition becomes nearly independent of tube entrance
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conditions.
Burd et al. (1996) compared the film cooling effectiveness of an L/D = 7.0 configuration
with one having L/D = 2.3. Their experiments showed that the short-tube injection flow
penetrated farther from the wall and influenced a greater extent of the region downstream
from the hole under low free stream turbulence, but no significant differences in normalized
mean velocities were noted with high free stream turbulence.
Ligrani et al. (1994b)'s experimental results examined the film cooling effectiveness of a
single row of film-cooling holes with or without compound angle orientations. Regardless of
the discharge angle, downstream of the hole at a distance X/D = 9.9, fluid properties were
periodic in the spanwise direction and remain so up to X/D = 86.
The experimental data are limited due to the difficulty of obtaining the measurements,
especially with a large temperature difference. In order to provide details for the optimization
of blade cooling, it is important to develop accurate numerical simulation methods. The
purpose of this chapter is to report progress toward the use of LES to simulate realistic film
cooling configurations.

8.2

Numerical Configurations

The Favre-filtered compressible Navier-Stokes equations were employed for the simulation of
film cooling. For accelerating convergence, a preconditioning technique suggested by Fletcher
and Chen (1993) was applied. A second order central difference finite volume scheme was
utilized. The time difference was represented by a second order Euler backward scheme. A
fully implicit scheme was implemented. The numerical procedure included two loops: inner
loop and outer loop, (or pseudo time step and physical time step). Thus, components were
represented as (•)m'Tl, where the superscript m stands for the pseudo time step, and the
superscript n stands for the physical time step. Newton iteration was applied in the inner
loop.
A long-tube configuration with L / D — 8 was selected for a LES film cooling simulation.
The blowing ratio was 0.5 and the density ratio 2.0. The wall was adiabatic. The arrangement
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of the computational domain is shown in Fig. 8.1.
The ratio of the diameter of the pipe to the width of boundary layer namely D / Z was
1/5. The ratio of the diameter of pipe to the boundary layer thickness namely D/8 was 0.44.
The calculated Reynolds number of the boundary layer range from 1800 up to 2700 based on
displacement thickness. The distance from inlet to the center of the hole was 56.5^, where 8d
is the inlet displacement thickness. And the distance from the hole center to the outlet was
72.55^, which corresponds to 22.6565. The Reynolds number of the boundary layer at the
discharge hole center was Re$d = 2000. The Reynolds number for the pipe was 9357.1. And
the injection angle was 35°.
The grid was non-orthogonal in the tube and near the injection hole. Conservation was
maintained by employing control volume concepts similar to those employed with unstructured
meshes. Figure 8.2 gives a downward view of the numerical mesh employed for the external
boundary layer near the injection hole. Figure 8.3 shows the mesh in more detail.
Sixteen processors were used to calculated this case. The LU-SGS scheme and dynamic
SGS model were utilized. The numerical grid for the external turbulent boundary layer was
591 x 85 x 101 corresponding to the streamwise, normal and spanwise directions, respectively.
And the numerical domain was 126 x 22 x 16 in the units of the inlet displacement thickness.
In the internal pipe domain, the numerical grid was 241 x 41 x 101 corresponding to the
streamwise, normal and circumferential directions, respectively. The total number of control
volumes used in the simulation exceeded 6 million. In units of the external boundary layer
initial displacement thickness, the pipe radius was 1.6 and the length was 25.6.
Since a long pipe was used, the flow at the entrance of the pipe could be treated as a
fully developed flow. In order to generate the fully developed flow, an isolated code was
executed synchronously. In this subdomain, periodic boundary conditions were utilized in the
streamwise direction. A velocity profile in the middle station of this subdomain was reloaded
to the entrance of the pipe. The isothermal and no-slip wall condition was used in the pipe.
A recycling and rescaling technique (Liu and Fletcher (2006)) was applied to generate the
inflow condition for the external turbulent boundary layer. Considering the effect of the hole
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on the upstream flow, the recycling station was kept at least 6D from the hole. The adiabatic
wall condition was utilized at the wall.

8.3

Numerical Results

Figure 8.4 shows the evolution of the coolant in the buffer zone of the turbulent boundary
layer. Due to the strong turbulence in this region, the coolant mixes with the external flow
very rapidly. Appearance of turbulence in such a region enlarges the convective heat and mass
transfer, which accelerates the mixing of coolant and main flows.
Figure 8.5 shows a side view of the instantaneous temperature contours. This figure clearly
shows the evolution of the coolant downstream. Although not discernible in the temperature
field, the flow reverses immediately downstream of the hole. Such a reversed flow can be visual
ized as a vortex. The coolant reattaches to the wall just behind this vortex. The reattachment
accelerated the mixing.
Figure 8.6 shows the distribution of adiabatic effectiveness, on the flat plate, which is
defined as
_ Tg :W — T r o o
"n - TL _ r pL
- r,c - r,oo
In this case, the Reynolds number of the external turbulent boundary layer ranges from 1800 to
2700 based on displacement thickness, the density ratio was 2.0, and the blowing ratio was 0.5.
The free stream turbulence level was zero in this case. This figure verifies that the distribution
of adiabatic effectiveness on the wall is nearly symmetric about the center line of the hole. The
magnitude decays in the streamwise direction as the cooled area increases in width.
Figure 8.7 shows the distribution of adiabatic effectiveness on the wall at the station X / D =
8.75 downstream of the hole. This plot presents a symmetric like shape, which matches with
experimental results (Ligrani et al. (1994a), Ligrani et al. (1994b), and Burd et al. (1996)).
Figure 8.8 shows the corresponding contours of the instantaneous temperature field at this
station. Denote £ as the expansion angle,
£ = tan~l(z(x)/x)
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where x is the distance from the center of the hole in the streamwise direction, and z ( x ) is
the minimum distance of the point with zero effectiveness to the center line at this specific x
station, i.e. z(x) = mmz(|zi(x, z) — ZQ(X, Z)|), where ZQ(X) is the center line in the terms of
spanwise, and z\{x) is the point with zero effectiveness. Clearly, £ represents the expansion
of effectiveness in the spanwise direction. Our numerical results show that £ < 18° when
4D < x < 10D. This implies that the spacing of discrete holes should not be too large.
Figure 8.9 is the plot of adiabatic effectiveness along the center line downstream of the
hole. Very near the hole, the adiabatic effectiveness decreases due to a region of reversed flow.
The local minimum was located at X/D = 0.9 from the center of the hole. The peak value
occurred at X/D = 3.2 from the center of the hole. The increase in adiabatic effectiveness
results from the reattachment of the flow, which increases the heat transfer at the wall. The
peak value of the adiabatic effectiveness for this case with a density ratio of 2.0 and a velocity
ratio of 0.5 was 0.78.
Figure 8.10 presents the comparison of central line effectiveness with Schmidt et al. (1996)'s
experimental results. Except very near the injection hole, the numerical results match well
with the experimental results. The reason for the discrepancy very near the point of injection
is believed to the difference in the length of the supply tube and Reynolds number of external
boundary layer. The experiments used a very short tube, L/D = 4, and the Reynolds number
of external boundary layer on the location of hole was 1,628 in the units of inlet displacement
thickness. But in our current numerical simulation, the Reynolds number of the external
boundary layer was 2,000 based on the inlet displacement thickness. And the jet was a fully
developed turbulent flow. Thus, the separation and reattachment of the numerical results are
different than in the experimental results. What is interesting is that the downstream center
line effectiveness seems depend more on the mass fluid ratio than density ratio. This feature
was reported by Schmidt et al. (See Fig. 4 in Schmidt et al. (1996)), and also described by
Figure 8.10.
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8.4

Conclusions

Film cooling predictions based on the Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes equations using a
turbulence model generally fail to accurately predict important features of film cooling flows.
The present work demonstrates the potential for LES where the modeling issue is kept to a
minimum. Comparisons with experiments have been initiated but more needs to be done. We
are optimistic the important features of this complex flow can be accurately captured by the
present LES procedure.
The numerical results demonstrate the ability of LES to reveal the significant features
of film cooling flows. The LES results indicate the effect of reverse flows on the adiabatic
effectiveness, which is expected, but is not revealed in experiments. Moreover, the expansion
angle of adiabatic effectiveness was measured numerically, which could provide guidance for
design purposes. The numerical results provide a measure of the cooling performance of a
configuration with an injection angle of 35°, blowing ratio of 0.5 and densities ratio of 2 .
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Figure 8.1 The numerical configuration for film cooling.
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The downward view of numerical mesh in the near hole region.
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Figure 8.3 The downward view of numerical mesh in the near hole region.
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Figure 8.4 The downward of temperature contours at the station y + = 14,
the units of axis are displacement thickness, and the center of
the hole is located at x = 56.5.
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free stream turbulence level Tu = 0.0. X is the streamwise
direction and Z is the spanwise direction.
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BR = 0.5 and free stream turbulence level Tu = 0.0.
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The upstream view of temperature contours at X = 84; the
unit of axis is displacement thickness, and the center of the
hole located at X/D = 8.75.
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The plot of adiabatic effectiveness following the center line of
the flat plate, where density ratio DR = 2.0, blowing ratio
BR = 0.5 and free stream turbulence level Tu = 0.0.
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The plot of adiabatic effectiveness following the center line of
the flat plate, where density ratio DR = 1.6, blowing ratio
BR = 0.362, mass flow ratio MR = 0.58, and free stream
turbulence level Tu = 0.0.
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CHAPTER 9.

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

A summary of the dissertation is given in section 9.1. Also the significant contributions
are outlined in section 9.1. Recommendations for the future study are proposed in the section

9.2.

9.1

Summary and Contributions

Several contributions were made to the fields of CFD, fluid physics, and applied mathe
matics.
In the area of CFD:
A novel numerical algorithm for solving the compressible Navier-Stokes equations at low
Mach numbers was proposed. Calculating the compressible Navier-Stokes equations at the
low Mach number limit is a challenge to CFD. Pressure-based methods like the fractional
step method or SIMPLE method work for the simulation of the incompressible Navier-Stokes
equations but lag some terms of the energy equation in time, which limit the application of
the pressure-based methods in the simulation of turbulence with strong heat transfer. The
density-based method can solve the energy equation but has a limit on the low Mach number
calculation. Although some semi-implicit schemes have been developed for the calculation of
the compressible Navier-Stokes equations, the method proposed in this dissertation brings a
new idea to handle this problem. The numerical results show that the method is faster than
the density-based method for the simulation of low Mach number flows.
Also, two boundary conditions: a dynamic recycling method and a characteristic boundary
condition were formulated. The dynamic recycling method provides a robust way to establish
the downstream turbulence. Compared with the previous inflow generator, the method helps
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to reduce the starting transient. The characteristic boundary condition is a modification of
Poinsot and Lele (1992) 's early work.
In the area of fluid physics:
The mechanism regarding the anisotropy and non-homogeneity has been studied. The
contribution of this study is twofold: theoretical part and numerical part. In the theoretical
part, the dissertation proves that the strong fully developed anisotropic turbulence cannot be
globally homogeneous without external forcing. Moreover, it was proven that the small scale
structures satisfy the incremental homogeneity. This answers Frisch et al. (2005)'s paradox
about the concept of the local homogeneity. In the numerical part, the three dimensional twopoint correlations and the one-point turbulent structure tensors are formulated. The results
indicated that the Reynolds stress and the hairpin vortices cause the rotation and asymmetry
of the two-point correlations of Rww, but such a rotation has not been found for Rvv. The
rotation angle of Rww is a function of the normal distance from the wall. And the tails of
the two-point correlations decay faster than the power functions. Furthermore, the numerical
results indicate that turbulent production makes the major contribution to the anisotropy of
the anisotropic tensor bij compared with the turbulent dissipation and transport.
The PDF of velocities has been studied. The dissertation focuses on the formulation and the
mechanism of the PDF. Results show that for the two-dimensional turbulent boundary layer,
the PDF of the spanwise velocity is Gaussian, the PDF of the normal velocity fluctuations is
approximately a Gaussian distribution, and the PDF of the streamwise velocity fluctuations is
a beta distribution. Furthermore, the mechanism for the generation of the PDFs in the wall
shear flows is relevant to the sign and the strength of vortices.
A comparison study among three different turbulent boundary layers was conducted, which
are a supersonic turbulent boundary layer at Mach number 1.8, a subsonic turbulent boundary
layer with heated wall Tw = 1.58Te at Mach number 0.06, and a subsonic turbulent boundary
layer without heated transfer at Mach number 0.06. The influence of the compressibility and
variable density effects on the turbulence statistics are discussed. The strong Reynolds analogy,
Van Driest transformation, and the applicability of Morkovin's hypothesis were tested.
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In the area of pure and applied mathematics:
A numerical algorithm for a class of nonlinear equations including elliptic and parabolic
types was proposed, (see appendix C), which is different from the previous methods. The
method is a Newton-like method, but the Jacobian operator is perturbed through the Fredholm
alternative theorem. The advantage of the method is not in the numerical simulation but in the
theoretical analysis because this algorithm provides a way to construct the Cauchy sequence of
the solutions. In this sense, this algorithm enables us to conduct the existence and regularity
study for nonlinear equations.
From chapter 2 to chapter 8, each of them, indeed, is a journal or conference paper.

9.2

Recommendations for Future Work

The following section describes recommendations for future work. Section 9.2.1 pertains to
the work presented in this dissertation. Section 9.2.2 includes the author's opinions of areas
that require attention.

9.2.1

Future Work Relate to This Dissertation

In the area of CFD, some modifications could be made to improve the fractional step
method proposed by this dissertation. Although no difficulties were observed for the flows
considered in this dissertation, it may be advantageous to include a more efficient pressure
solver for some flows with complex geometry. The use of unstructured meshes may also extend
the limits of the code. The modifications associated with the unstructured mesh should be
formulated. The treatment of the scheme at the block interfaces could be improved.
The pressure boundary condition should be improved not only for the inflow but also for
the outflow even though the free stream pressure gradient is zero. For the subsonic flows, the
numerical outlet pressure condition should be given for the LUSGS scheme or the proposed
fractional step method. Conversely, for the supersonic flows, the numerical inlet pressure
condition should be considered. However, when the energy equation is solved, the change of
the pressure consists in the variation of temperature and density because of the equation of
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state. This feature may help to close the numerical pressure conditions. How to formulate the
numerical pressure condition by using the equation of state is an interesting problem.
In the area of fluid physics, there are a couple of situations that could be improved.
Presently, the Euler statistics including the mean, rms, skewness, flatness, spectrum, Euler
PDF, and Reynolds stress budgets are done well. Agreement with previous DNS and experi
mental results are good. However, the Lagrangian statistics should be improved. An accurate
way to trace the particles should be determined. For the wall shear flow, the better way to take
the Lagrangian statistic is to use the unstructured or nonuniform mesh so that the longitudinal
spacing of the mesh is a function of normal distance from the wall. In this manner, the particle
can travel to the next cell at each time step regardless of the normal distance from the wall.
The LES model could be improved. Presently, the dynamic SGS model is utilized. The
method is based on the Smagorinsky assumption: which says that the SGS terms are symmet
ric. i.e.
i~ij —

(9.1)

= —2CdpD2A2S(Sij — -SkkSij)

Although Cd is variable, for any given specific time and location, the right hand side of the
above identity is symmetric, i.e.,

is symmetric. However, this is not true for any filter. This

is a fundamental problem for the application of LES modeling. A novel LES model is desired
such that the anisotropy of turbulence can be taken into account.

9.2.2

Future Studies

The simulation of turbulence subjected to complex geometry will be one of highlights for
future research in the CFD area. CFD is ready for the simulation of realistic flows. For this
purpose, the unstructured technique should be developed for the simulation of turbulence. A
volume-based finite element method may be a good candidate for this. Once the finite element
method is selected as the fluid solver, the following issues should be taken into account:
1) Accuracy: The comparison study between the finite volume method and finite
element method should be conducted.
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2) Robustness: The influence of the boundary and initial conditions on the conver
gence should be studied.
3) Mesh: The labeling of the mesh, the remesh process, and mesh resolution should
be taken into account.
4) Efficiency: The numerical solver could be improved in term of the numerical
cost.
In the area of fluid physics, the principle mechanism relating to the distributions of PDF
and coherent structures needs to be explored. The correlations among the different moments
of distributions should be formulated because these features represent the determination of the
nonlinear systems. Also, the mechanism relevant to the non-Gaussian distribution should be
discussed in detail.
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APPENDIX A.

GOVERNING EQUATION FOR REYNOLDS STRESS
ANISOTROPIC TENSOR

By the definition 6^ —

where k is the turbulent kinetic energy, k =

.

Thus,
dt

~+

dx k

= 7rrl
2k

+ U k—0~_
dxk

7t7
dt

k

l%r + U kâzr)\
dt
dx k

Due to the equation (4.8),
ô(up)

+U k

^à

=

p . . + T % , + D i t + nti - El,

(A.l)

and the turbulent kinetic energy equation,
die
dk
-rrr + uk— = pa + ta + z)jj + iljj — £a
at

(a.2)

it turns out that
..

f)h• •

1

—

lit - n • \

1
25- •
^[(-py + îij + Dij + iljj — £jj) — (2bij h 7^~)(Pkk + îfcfc + D k k +

— £kk

Let
Pij

Â7

=

-Pij

^--Pss

= a, -
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It ends up with
—r^~ + ^k~Q^k

=

2^ K-% + %j +

+ Iljj — Si j) — (2 bij + -^)(PM + Tss + Dss + nss — ess)]
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APPENDIX B.

LU-SGS SCHEME

The lower-upper symmetric Gauss-Seidel (LU-SGS) scheme was originally developed by
Yoon and Jameson (1987) for the Euler and Navier-Stokes system without preconditioning.
Dailey and Fletcher (1996) reformulated the LU-SGS scheme by using the preconditioning
technique. Usually, the dual time step was utilized by the LU-SGS scheme. The pseudotime derivative was discretized with a first-order Euler backward difference, and the physical
time derivative was discretized with a second order or higher order Euler backward difference.
Hence,

£[/] +

+ [r]-1 £ [([A]m + [B]„„ + [C]„,)S1„ >

AW = —5ft

m

(B.l)

where m is the pseudo-time step, [F] is the preconditioning matrix, [A] = dEi/dW, [B] =
dFi/dW and [C] = dGi/dW are linearized inviscid flux vectors in x, y and z directions,
respectively. W is the vector of variance and 5R is the preconditioned residual. The viscous
stresses and sub-grid scale stresses were lagged as the values of the previous pseudo time step
and included in the preconditioned residual. The surface index is defined as shown in Fig. B.l.
The inviscid flux Jacobians on each face are defined as
[Â]

=

([A]nx + [B]n y + [C]nz)5=ii3

[B]

=

([A\n x + [B]n y + [C]n z )s = 2 t 4

[C]

=

([A]nz + [B]n y + [C]nz)s=5>6

(B.2)

where n x , n y , and n z are the projection of the normal direction of the surface on the x, y and
z directions.
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Substituting invisid flux Jacobian by using Eq. B.2, the linearized equation, Eq. B.l, can
be reduced to

[r]-i[T]^ + [r]-i [[Â]i2i - [Â]3% + [B]2% -

- [C]6%] j AW = -R
(B.3)

The pseudo-time step, AT, was set to infinity, corresponding to a Newton iteration that drives
the Newton linearization error to zero in each physical time step. In the above, the F is the
preconditioning matrix. In this study, the preconditioning matrix F is given by Eq. 2.32.
Thus, it turns out that:

[A] = [rrMA], [ B ] = [r]-1[5],

[C\ = \T]- 1 [C]

(B.4)

To achieve the diagonal dominance of the solver, the shifting operator was used. In this manner,
the flux Jacobian were split as
[Â] = [Â]+ + [Â]-,

[ë] = [ B ] + + [ B ] ~ ,

[C\ = [C] + + [C\

(B.5)

where

[4* = i ([A] ±
[Bf =

I

([B] ± A[B] [/])

(B.6)

[cf = '([ci ± A,[Ô]
The quantities A^, Ar& and A^ are the maximum eigenvalues of the flux Jacobian [A], [ B ]
and [C], respectively. For the preconditioned system, the maximum eigenvalues are

=

1
2 2
2
2e (R + l)|û| + y/(R - 1) Ù + ARc
(E+l)|5| + y/(R - l) 2 v 2 + ARc 2

(B.7)

(R+l)\w\ + y/(R - l) 2 w 2 + ARc 2
where R is the gas constant, c is the speed of sound and ù, v and w are the Cartesian velocity
components in the x, y and z directions, respectively.
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Thereby, the flux Jacobians on the surface of the control volume were approximated as

([r][â]a^)3 = ([r][â]+a^)^i,,-k + ([r][â]-amw,k
(m[b]a^)2 = ([r][g]+a^),,,-k + ([r][b]-aty)^+i^
([r][g]a^)4 = ([r][b]+aw)^_i,k + ([r][b]-amw,k

(B.6

([r][c]aw)s = ([r][c]+aw)^,,k + ([r][c]-a^)^,+i
([r][ô]atf)6 = ([r][c]+atf)^t_i + ([r][ô]-aty)^t
After substituting Eq. B.4 and Eq. B.8 into Eq. B.3, it turns out:
([L] + [D] + [U})AW = - R

(B.9)

where the matrices [L], [D] and [U] are

[L] = -[r]-1 ([r][A]+)î_1J,fc53
(B.10)

+([r][g]+)ij_i,ts4 +
[D]

=

+ [r]-i [([r][â]+),,,.,gi - ([r][â]-)^.,%
+([r][b]+)^%-([r][b]-)^,g4
+(m[c]+)w,t%-([r][c]-)^5'6

(B.ll)

[U] = [r]"1 [([r][A]-)I+1J,fcS!
+ ( [ ! # - ) < , + ([r][ô]-)^k+i%

(B.12)

Note that [D] was only a function of quantities defined at the center points, [L] was only a
function of quantities defined at the lower points, and [U] was only a function of quantities
defined at the upper points.
Due to the splitting of the flux Jacobian,

[r][Â]+-[r][Â]+ =
[T][B} + - [r}[È]+ =

(B.13)
A[B]

(B.14)

[ r W - [T][c} + = a[c]

(B.15)
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Furthermore, it was assumed that S \ % S3, Sg % S4, and S5 % S Q . Thus, the matrix [D] can
be reduced to

[D] = ~lrr 1 |T] + (

[Â]

Sis +

A[S]

S24 +

a [c]

%6 m

(b.16)

where
S 1 3 = -( S I + S3), S24

Because the product of [F]

1

= -(S2 + S4), S56 = -(S5 + S 6 )

[T] is a diagonal matrix, the matrix [D] is also diagonal.

Equation Eq. B.9 can be approximately factored as
([L\ + [D])[D]- 1 ([D] + [ U ])AW = -ïït

(B.17)

and efficiently solved in three steps as follows:
Stepl :

([L\ + [D])AW* = -R

AW* = [2)]- 1 (-K-[L]AW t )
Step2 :

([D] + [17])AW = [D]AW*

AW = AW* - [D]_1[I7]AW
StepS :

Wm+1 = Wm + AW

Since [D] is diagonal matrix except for the control volumes in the center region of the pipe,
the inversion of [D] required a trivial amount of work and hence the LU-SGS scheme is still
very efficient compared to other implicit schemes.
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APPENDIX C.

EXISTENCE OF A STRONG SOLUTION FOR A

CLASS OF NONLINEAR PARABOLIC SYSTEMS

C.l

Introduction

We study the Cauchy-Dirichlet problem of strong solution for a class of nonlinear parabolic
partial difference equations

^
u(0, x) = g(x)

d
,

u

,d 2 ( 7 ) = / o

u(t,x) = h(t\x)

( c . l )
when x 6 dU.

(C.2)

in the domain [0, T] x U, where the nonlinear function / is a polynomial of linear operators
and can be represented by
f(u,x, Du, D 2 U) = Lu — L\u.

(C.3)

Here, Lu is a linear part of / obeying
Lu := —Di(a % i(x)Dju) + b(x)u,

(C.4)

and L\u is the high order part of / given by

m m

i

^=

(c-5)
i=2 n =l j=l

We assume that the Dirichlet problem of the system (C.1)-(C.2) hold following conditions:

(Al), U is a bounded connected open set in

satisfying C m + 2 s + 2 , 1 -regularity property,

and there exists a m + 2s + 2-smooth one to one transform of U onto disk(0,1), where oo >
m > N/2, oo > s > 0, and N is & positive integer.

(A2), a u (x) G C r n + 2 s + 1 , 1 (U) and b(x) are non-negative. L is self-adjoint, bounded and
strong elliptic, i.e. there exist positive number 7 1 ; 7 2 , and a non-negative number 73 such
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that

= o? % ,

> 7il^,

VTE[/,^€R^,

g|o%)|' < 72,

VT€[/,

(C.6)
(C.7)

and
Vx E U.

oo > b(x) > 73 > 0,
mo^er, g e

& g c^(0,r;^+^+i^)

(C.8)
^ ^ g

H m + 2 s (U) is a force independent of u.

(A3), each Fij < n is a linear operator from C (0, T; H a + P i -^ n ([/)) into C^(0, T; H a (U)) so
that
\\Fi,j,n{ u )\\c3 (0,T;H a (U)) — a ij,™ \\ U \\ci (0,T-,H a+Pi >i< n (U))

(^-9)

where m + 2s + 1 > a > 0, s > j > 0, 1 > Pi t j, n > —oo, and the space CJ(0, T; H a (U)) is
defined by definision 4.
/ is uniformly elliptic, but may not be convex or proper because of the condition (A2) and
(A3). When the condition (Al) and (A2) are held, the eigenvalues of operator Lu are positive
and the eigenfunctions IPX. E HQ(U)NHM+2S+2(U) span a Hilbert space H(U) (theorem 8.37,
Gilbarg and Trudinger (2001)). Moreover,

can be convolution, scaler multiplication,

differential or integral operator etc. Nonlinear parabolic equation (C.l) is a general represen
tation of reaction-diffusion equation and Burger's equation etc. Here, the i is the order of
i
the nonlinear operator JJ -Fij,n and the Ni is the maximum number of the nonlinear operator
i=i
i
JJ Fi,j,n with the order i.
j=i
There are some dramatic efforts carried out in the study of the fully nonlinear partial dif
ference equations including the elliptic and parabolic types during the last three decades. Two
main methods have been developed for solving fully nonlinear elliptic equations. One approach
is to prove the existence of classical solutions of the Dirichlet problem in a smooth bounded
domain U E RN directly using the continuity method (Evans (1982) and Krylov (1983), and
Caffarelli and Huang (2003)). For this, one needs to prove a priori estimates for solutions in the
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space C 2 ' a (U) for some 0 < a < 1. The second approach called viscosity solution method is to
prove the existence of some sort of generalized solutions and then to achieve their uniqueness
and regularity (Evans (1978), Crandall and Lions (1983), and Crandall et al. (1992)). A major
breakthrough in the theory of viscosity solutions was made by Jensen (1988), who proved a
comparison principle which turned out the uniqueness of viscosity solutions of the Dirichlet
problem for
f(D 2 u,x) = 0
at least for / independent of x, but the existence of solutions of the Dirichlet problem is not
proved. Indeed, our knowledge about the existence and high order regularity of fully nonlinear
PDEs remains elusive, particularly for the nonlinear PDEs which are not convex or proper. A
typical case is the Navier-Stokes equation. Although the existence of the weak solution (Leray
(1934), Caffarelli et al. (1982)) and mild solution Kato (1984) of Navier-Stokes equation are
known, the global existence of the strong solution still remains open.
The objective of this paper is to prove the Dirichlet problem of the strong global solution in
the space [0, T] x U for a class of nonlinear parabolic systems (C.1)-(C.2) under the condition
(Al), (A2), and (A3), where the system may not be convex.

C.2
C.2.1

Notation and Main Ideas

Notation

Definition 4 Denote Cs(0, T; H m (U)) by a vector space consists of all functions u such that
max
o<j<„ - -

< OO

H™(U)

where U 6 M. N .

Definition 5 Denote Bm q (0, T; U) by a vector space consists of all functions u,
u € n^oc*-j(0,t;#™+«([/))
where U G

and, q > 2.1 ||it||
IMIcs(o,T;iïm([/))

IMI b^"(0,t;[/)

=

(C.10)

defined by

53 W U \\c s ~j (0,T;H m +ii (U))
0<j<s
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Definition 6 Let the constant s* be arbitrary in the domain [|, 5], 6 = —r,
= 2^+^"+^ max(l,

mm(T,

v^xi

M Ni

v^3

i

n

q = m2^cf g g[(% - 1) (^,z,n)],
i=2 Ti—l
1=1

A = min(l,

M

%

i

)'

4MC^ max(l, Cf) g

^

i=2 n=l 1=1
and

^

^

e*)2

4 29 llroll_b^2s(0,t;f/) 4cy02 imibi,2+2s(0jw)
respectively. Here, C* zs a constant given by lemma 7, ro is gràen by C.13.

C.2.2

The Idea of Construction

The main idea of this paper is to construct a Cauchy sequence {u k } to approach the global
solution of nonlinear parabolic equation (C.l) in the space B^^(0,T;U). The theorems 5
and 6 will show that B^f (0, T;U) is complete.
Assume that u k is not the solution. It must have a nontrivial residue r&, where r& is defined
by
rk

(g? + L)u k — /o — L\u k .

(C.13)

Let p k s k := u k + 1 — u k , where p k is a constant less than 1. Since f(u k + 1) is a polynomial
of linear functional on uk+1, identity (C.l) can be decomposed into three parts;
r k + 1 =r k + Fi{p k s k ) + F 2 (p k s k )

(C.14)

where F \ ( p k s k ) is given by

„

M Ni

Fl(psk) := (— + L)(pksk) — ^ 2

i

^2 53 Fi,3,n{Pk s k){

i-1
Fi,i, n {u k ))

(C.15)

i=2 n=lj=l
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and F<2(pkSk) is denoted by

:

= r&+i - r& - fi(pt^)
M

=

i

, .x

~5353 L )
i=2 j=2

(c.16)

j

(Q

i-j

n

Fi,h,n(pksk)){

1=1

Fijun{uk))

t=l,ji^jt

where ji and j t form a partition of set {1, 2,i } . Clearly, F\(p k s k ) is a linear operator of ps k ,
more precisely,
F \ { p sk ) — p k F i ( s k )

And

F2(psk)

is a nonlinear operator of

psk

but is homogenous with order larger than 1.

In order to achieve the monotonie convergence of the residue
\\rk+l\\B^2+2s^T-U)

rk,

we want

- (1 " 0 hrfclls^2s(0,t;c/)

(^-17)

for some fixed constant f3 E (0,1). Since we want { u p . } to be Cauchy, we attempt to control
the step length,

pksk,

by

\\pks k\\ B ^ +2s+i ( 0t T- : U) ^ pk9 hrfcllb^2s(0,t;[/)

(c"18)

where 9 is independent of k and 0 < p k < 1.
However, there may not be an s k such that
F\{sk) = - r k

The idea here is to seek a perturbation

Rk

of

rk

(C.19)

such that

11% - rtllai^o/zw) ^

(^-^)

for some small s*, and there exists an s k such that

fi w =
The method to construct such a
existence of

Rk

and

sk

Rk

(c.21)

is proposed by theorem 10. This theorem proves the

and the regularity of the solution {s#-}.

In conclusion, we perturb

rk

such that equation (C.21) has a solution satisfying condition

(C.17) and (C.18). The inequality (C.17) and (C.18) will guarantee the convergence of the
Cauchy sequence { u k } in

B^2+2s+l(0,T; U)

for any T .
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C.3
C.3.1

Main Theorems

Preliminaries

We will show that the space Cs(0, T; H m (U)) and Bm q (0,T;U) are the Banach space for
any finite

s, m

> 0 and

q

> 2.

Theorem 5 The space Cs(0, T ; H m (U)) is a Banach space if U C R

satisfies the cone

condition and m > N/2.

Proof.

(1) Clearly, Cs(0, T; H m (U)) is a norm space. We will show next that it is complete.

Suppose that {u n } is Cauchy in C s (0, T; H m (U)). For every given t, {J^ju n } is Cauchy in
H m (U), where 0 < j < s, because for any pair of u n i and u n 2 , we have
d^Ur,
<9#

dP

Hm(U)

(t)

<

max
te[0,t]

<

&u,ni

d^u"2

dP

dP

Hm(U)

llu., - vîll C s (0,T;H m {U))

&
Following the fact that H m (U) is closed, for any given t, -§jju
n converges to function vj(t,x)

in the space C°(0,T;C r B (U)) for any

(2) In this step, we will show that Vj(t,x) =

0 < j < s. By the imbedding theorem, H m (U) —> C r B (U) where r is the largest integer less
than m — N/2, i.e., there exists a constant k such that
max sup
\a\<r x &U

i a#

d^u." 2 \
i )

d^u ni
<9#
<

<

where k is independent of j, n, and t. Thus,

k

d^u,n i

k\\um

d^u.n 2
dP

d^u,712
at;

it)

(t)

(C.22)
(C.23)

Hrn(U)

U n 2 \\cs ( 0 , T ; H m ( U ) )

uniformly converge to vj in C°(0, T ; C r B (U))

and u n , vj G C°(0, T; C B (U)) for any 0 < j < s.
For every given x in U, by the uniform convergence and differentiation theorem (theorem
7.17, Rudin (1976)), we have ^Vj_i(t, x) = vj(t,x) for this given x. Since x is arbitary, we
conclude that ^Vj-\(t, x) = Vj(t,x) in C°(0, T; H m (U)).
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(3) Now, we are going to show that

Vj(t,x)

=

d v £^

in the space C°(0,T;H m (U)) for any

0 < j < s. Let 3> 6 C£°(U) be an arbitary test function. Owing to the facts that limn
Vj-1, limn

=

= Vj, and u n G Cs(0, T ; H m {U)), we have

= limt

-ir1 (sr+,âS^-fr+1^,*)

= 0.
Since j and r are arbitrary, we complete the proof. •
Indeed, the step 1 of the preceding theorem proves that the space C°(0, T; H m (R N )) is
a Banach space. The Cauchy sequence in the space C°(0, T; Hm(WN)) will converge to a
limit in C°(0, T; Hm(RN)). Therefore, the I VP of the system (C.1)-(C.2) can be established
in C°(0, T; Hm(RN)). It is not clear whether Cs(0, T; Hm(RN)) is a Banach space or not.
However, once the existence of solution of the system (C.1)-(C.2) in C°(0, T; Hm{U)) for
any arbitary U in RN is proved, one can easily conclude that the solution is also in the space
Cl{0, T; Hm~2(U)) for some large enough m because it obeys the nonlinear heat equation (C.l).
Again, the solution shall be in Cs(0, T; Hm~'2s(U)) if the initial (or boundary) conditions are
smooth enough. Owing to this facts, the solution of the system (C.1)-(C.2) should be in the
space Bm q (0,T;U).

Theorem 6 The space Bm q (0,T]U) is a Banach space ifUc M. N satisfies the cone condition
and m > N/2.

Proof.

Suppose sequence {u n } is Cauchy in Bm 9 (Q,T; U). By theorem 5, sequence {u n } con

verges to v s -j in C s ~i(0, T; H m + q ^ {U)) for each 0 < j < s. To prove the theorem, it suffices to
show thatv s -j G C s-J-1 (0, T ; H m+q i +q (U)) for each 0 < j < s. Since Cs~~i (0, T ; Hm+q:> (U)) c

([/)), we ofdam

Thus, for any t and k, where 0 < k < s — j — 1,

converges to

uniformly. Since {u n } is Cauchy in Bm 9 (0,T]U) and q > 1, sequence

9

in H m + q : >(U)
converge in
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H m + qj(U) uniformly. For any 0 < k < s — j — 1 and 0 < r < m + qj + q,

where <£> E C£°(U) is an arbitary test function. We know that lim„ D r d d ^ k n exists in H m + q ^ + q
for each t and k. Thus,

This completes the proof. •
As a prelude to existence considerations we derive now some lemmas.

Lemma 7 Let u\,u2 6 C s (p,T)W m > p (U)) and «3, U4 E B^ P (Q,T\U). Let U be a set in ~R N
satisfying a cone property. For each

> pm > N, q > 1, and

00

00

> s > 0, there exists a

constant C* = C*(iV, U, m,p, s) such that
\\ u l u 2\\c s (0,T;W m <P(U)) — C* llul|lcs(0,T;Wm'P([/)) llu2\\c s (0,T;W m 'P(U)) '
||Ml%2|liy»,oo(0,T;Wm.P((7)) —

(C.24)
(C.25)

ll u l\\w 3 .°°(0,T;W m >P(U)) \\ u 2\\w s >°°{0,T-,W m >P{U)) '

and
IIu3"4||b^p(0,T; [ / ) - C * H^llB^ q p (0,T-,U) IIU4IIB^p(0,T;[/) •

Proof.
9 fas-" 2

Suppose U\,U2 6 Cs(0, T; W m ' p (U)).

Let

7

(C.26)

be such that s >

E W m , p (U). Note that U holds a cone property and

00 >

7

> 0 , then

pm > N. Due to

the theorem 4-39 of Adams (2003), there exists a constant c% such that for any pm > N,

<97ui <9s~7«2

97ui

< ci((7, at, m,p)
W m 'P{U)

W m 'P(U)

dts"f

W m 'P{U)

where c\ only depends U, N, m and p.
The boundedness of U\U2 in C s (0,T',W m ' p (U)) follows:

ds
\\ u I u 2\\CS(0,T;W™-P(U))

—

dt<

W m 'P(U)

\
<
_

max
o<«r

'

7 =o

c1
\

7

/

<97iti
W m 'P(U)

W m 'P{U)
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ds-fu2
dt s ~~t W m ' P ( U ) are in L°°([0, T]).
Therefore, ||uii<2||c s (o T;W m 'P(U)) ^ bounded. Furthermore, there exists a constant C*, which is
Note that for each given t e [0, T],

d~iut

Wm>P(U)

and

independent of T, such that
\\uiu 2 \\

< c : i k i i C s (0,T\W rn 'P(U)) W uÛC s (0,T\W™,P{U)) •

By repeating above deduction, we conclude that for each 0 < j < s, there exists a constant Cj
such that
\\U3U4\\c»-i(0,T;W m +ii<P(U)) — C j llu3\\c s ~i(0,T-,W m +ii'P(U)) \\ u 4\\c s -i(0,T\W m +vi>P(U)) '
Let C* = max(cj, c, C*), we obtain:
ll"3"4||B^%(0,T-U) ^ C * H U3 IIS^ p (0,T;[/) ll u 4\\B^%(0,T-,U)
and
|hl«2|lc s (0,T;M/ m .P([7)) —

\\ u l\\c(0,T;W m 'P(U)) W u, Âc a {0,T\W m *{U)) '

In the same way, we can prove the inequality (C.25). •
Preceding lemma enables us to bound the norm of a polynomial by the corresponding
polynomial of norm. With these inequalities, we can easily prove that the nonlinear operator
F2 is bounded by r&.

Remark 1 Suppose

to be the normalized eigenf unctions of the Dirichlet problem for the

operator Lu denoted by (C.^)- The solution of generated Dirichlet problem of the heat equation
Ut -\- Lu = f,
u ( 0, U ) = g ( U )

,

u( t , d U ) — h(t; d U ) ,

is given by

2 =1

0 JdU

'U

VÇn

Denote
Ai(t—r)

ip(t;x\T]Ç) =

(C.27)

i=1
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It yields
u= [

[ ip ( t -,x \ T - , £ ) f (i ~ , £ ) d £ d T + [ ip(t-,x\0 ] £ ) g ( £ ) d £ d T - [

Jo JU

[ h~-.
Jo JdU CÇn

Ju

Here, ip(t~, X \ T \ £) is the Dirichlet heat kernel. The regularity of I / } ( T \ X \ T ] £ ) depends on the
smoothness of the domain U and the coefficients of operator L.

Lemma 8 Under condition (Al) and (A2), the operator Lu has a set of eigenf unctions {y^.}
obeying (1)

form an orthonormal basis of a Hilbert space H(U), (2) <p Xi € H Q (U) and

the eigenvalues\ hold

0 < Al < ... < An <
and (3) VO < (3 < m + 2(1 + s) and

(C.28)

tpj G

=

i/if;

(C.29)
(C.30)

where

is given by condition (A2).

Proof. It is known that the eigenf unctions I P \ G H M+2 ( S+1 \U) D H Q (U) of operator L U span
a Hilbert space H(U), and the corresponding eigenvalues hold (C.28) (Theorem 8.31 and 9.19,
Gilbarg and Trudinger (2001)). Denote (p\. = lim £ _>o 7? e <8> <p\. where r] £ is a standard mollifer
and
z e

<p\.

=

Since U is a bounded open set in
H Q (U). Then,

when x G ~R N \U.

0,

, tp^. G H™ + 2 ^ s + l \U) and

span H(U). Meanwhile, eigenvalues of <p x . is equivalent to that of <p\ .

Thus, (C.28) is satisfied. The orthogonality of {(p X i }
onality of

= (p\, in iJm+2(s+1)({/) fl

H{U) immediately follows the orthog

in H(U). The reminded problem is to show the orthogonality of {D^tp^.} for

any 0 < (3 < m + 2(1 + s). Suppose that ip it tpj are arbitrary in
first identity Gilbarg and Trudinger (2001) and the facts

} and i ^ j. The Green's

yy G H™ + 2 ^ s + 1 \lJ) immediately
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follow

where operator L is defined by the condition (A2). Together with the strong elliptic condition
(C.6)-(C.8), we obtain:
A,-

+73

.

It is clear that A j > 73 because
Aj>

min

Thus, (_D / V i , D@ipj) <
ity (C.30).

(u , L u ) >

min

( D ^ ^ D ^ i p j ) = ( Aj7i73

71 IIDull + 73.

(C.31)

(Viifj)- Thi s proves the inequal

m

The following theorem deals with the upper bound of the heat kernel.

Theorem 9 Denote F(g)

J* f u i/)(0]x\T;y)g(t — T]y)drd£ and let X\ to be the space

Tyi'2(0,T;#r-i(;7)) n
for any

7 >

n

oW

1, if g e X\, then

(1) there exist follow inequalities;

II^G?)W c 1 ( 0 , T - , H r ( U ) )

— Cl \\9l\\w1'2(0,t;Hi-1(U)) +

^2

\\dl(fy x)\\H~t(U)

(C.32)

and
\W(9)\\c°(Q,T-,Hr+2(U)) - C l \\9l\\L2(0,t-,Hi+1(U))

(C.33)

where C\ = jV 7+1 max(-7=, min(VT,

i—)) and C2 = iV 7+1 .
73
(2) F(g) is a compact linear operator from X\ into
T]U).

V TL

Proof.

V

(1) Firstly, we estimate the upper bound of \\F(g)\\ c i^ 0 T . H T ^y It suffices to show

tw, /or am/ 0 < /3 < 7, ||-d^fx#)||co(o,t;f,2([/)) ^

61/ ||#|liyi,2(o,t;#'y-i([/)) ^
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\\9I\\L 2(O t-H~'+ 1 (U))- According to the Leibnitz integral rule, we compute
D^

t F( S I )

=

{

L 2 (U)

dx

So

JU

dT

lu D ^°' , x ^ T ' y ^ 9 l ^ t ~~ T ' y } d y

}l/2

rt
r
Q
{ [ dx
d r j D / 3 t p ( 0 ; x \ T ] y ) — g i ( t - T ; y ) d y }V2 +
/0
JU
Ju

<

{ f dx
d^(0;a;|(; 2/)# (0; %/)(&/
Ju
LU

} l/2_

It follows from the identity (C.27),

<

^ ^E

(z) ^^

^

il/2

i=1
=

(C.34)

:/ + //.

where
jl/2

y/2
Here, [ J Q e

XiT

7^] is a function of time, and can be treated as the coefficient of the

orthogonal basis
D^ip^x)
~ fiyjuj
'
of 11
H(U)J (lemma
8). Without
loss of generality, we discuss the case
'LiOVO IS
UJ
( 6C llbUbXJb VJ.
VV
(3 > 1 firstly.: Since D^ip^x) are orthogonal, thus,
OO

„
II^Oc
z —1

7 —1

2

/"*

^([/)

tae inequality (C.30) follows that
^-v,w
Clearly, ^ J 3 ^ <

By the Holder's inequality,

l
dt
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because
dgi
dt

= £<*«>.£>*
dt
i=i

Thus

1=1
Considering that D 13 ViM are orthogonal,
r t ^ -,

.1%
n/3-i^
dt 2,2(0,

\\Dp~lifi(x)

={/
J

° i=i

11

!=([,, \ V i < G ' ^ )

}1'2

In the same way for I, we have
OO

^ —2a;

(C.35)

i=l

<
because 0 < e

2Aii

-c^9i(0;2/)

< 1 and D^ip^x) are orthogonal. Thus, for any t G [0,T],

a
c>i

<

D? _ i %
at
v%7l

+ d%(0;3/)

(C.36)

For the case |/?| = 0, by the analogous method with above, we deduce

rw

oo
<

.f
)]2}1^2 + \\gi(0;y)|li,2([/)

fi(C),

2 (U) \i /I 6
] WVIJ i\\L
II R2ITT\

i=1

< (Zki
I'm
z=1
OO

So

e

2AzT } 1/ ' 2

+

•

In the lemma 8, we prove that A; > 73. Hence, yjf* e~ 2 X i T < min(VT,

%

Thereby,

+ llsz(0; y)|li,2([/) •

<9t
/n summary,
l l ^ ( â , ) l l c 1 ( o , r ; i/ r (c/))

-

fc

n/3-1%
dt 2,2(0,
1<I/)|<7

+ g

£

%
+mhi(Vf-^rJ

<

d^(0;:

+ \\gi(Q-,y)\\ L 2 (u)

dt

il9z|lm,2(0,t;^-i([/))

+
l/3|<7

llffKO;X)\\H-<(U)

z,2([/)

^ ^

^

^

*

l/3|<7
< ci lls/llwi.a^.^t-^t/)) + ^2 llffk0;x)iih-7((/)
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where C\ = N 1 + 1 max(—^==, min(VT, -y==)) and Cg = N 1 + 1 . This proves inequality (C.32).
(2), We will show the inequality (C.33) in this part. For the case \(3\ > 0. In the same way
for above, we have
r
L

(u)

rt
ft

JU

00

2

t.i/2

JO

°° 1
2\.

2

{X/

—

ft

I 2^'e

-2A,

vo

i= 1

2

rt

<

2 A ,;e — 2a ;T
7

^((/) Vo

*'51""'*'

<

b^ 15z

2,2(0,t;2,2([/)) '

For the case (3 = 0,
r

= {Lix

00

rt

j.1/2

vt5
00

1

ft

i=1

—

min(Vr,

) ||5/|lL2(o,t;L2(i/)) •

Thus,
\\F(9)\\c°(0,T;H r + 2 (U)) ^ Cl H3z|lL 2 (0,t;2f7+l([/)) •
fS,), A^oiy, we s/ioZZ prove that F is a compact linear operator.
Let g t be a bounded sequence in W1,2(0, T; H 1 ~ 1 (U))r\L 2 (0, T; H 1 + l {U)). Let 0 < (3 <
when a = 1 and 0 < (3 <

7 +1

7— 1

w/ien a = 0. By the Banach-Alaoglu theorem and Canton diago-

nalization argument, g t have a weakly convergence subsequence gi such that (a)

x)

is a weakly convergence subsequence in L2(0, t; L 2 {U)) and (b) D@gi(0;x) weakly converge in
L 2 ( U ) . i . e . f o r a n y e > 0 , t h e r e e x i s t s a l E , w h e n l \ , I2 > l e .

d0 1 'dt^( gh

~

9h ^

< c4g

(C.37)

2,2(0,t;2,2([/))

and
2,2((/)

< c4e

(C.38)
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Here, C4 is a constant. Now, denote Agi by

— gi 2 . The inequality (C.33) follows

The inequality (C.32) implies that
\\F (Agi ) \ \ c i ( Q p H ( U ) ) - cl
r

\\^9l\\w1>2(0

, T ;H- t - 1 ( U ) ) +

^ 2

||a^(0; x ) | |

H

l

^

•

Above inequalities together with (C.37) and (C.38) indicate that F is a compact linear operator.

C.3.2

The Existence of Global and Local Solutions in

T ; U)

Equation (C.19) is the linearization of the nonlinear parabolic partial difference equation
(??), which reads
M Ni

i—1

i

4- f/.sj. =
= — n. -4+
d t

h

(c.39)

i=2 n=1 j=1

The solution of above equation with respect to the boundary and initial condition (C.45) and
(C.46) in [0, T] x U can be represented by
pt
s

k

p

M

Ni

7p(t;x\t;y)[-rk + J 2 Y ^ ^ 2

( t ; x ) =

JU

i—1

i
F

i , j , n (

s

k ) (

i=2n=lj=l

H

F

i,l,n(u

k

))\dydT

(C.40)

1=1,1 ft

where if > ( t ; x \ r; y ) is the heat kernel.
Above representation can be simplified to

s

(C.41)

k = -A(sj) + f

where
j-t

A(s^)

: =

/

J

°

p
/

M

Ni

i

i p ( 0 ; x \ T - y ) J 2 ^ 2 ^ 2

JU

i=2 n=1

i—1
F

i , j , n (

s

k ) (

j=l

F

H

i,l,n(u

k

))\(t - T ; y ) d y d r

(C.42)

1=1,Ift

and function / is defined by

f

: = -

[

(

<0(0; X \ T ; y ) r *

k

(t

-

r;

y ) d y d r .

(C.43)

Jo Ju
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As we described above, equation (C.19) may not have a regular solution {s^}. By the
following theorem, we will show that, regardless of rk, there is a perturbation Rk of r& such
that
F\Sk = -Rk
where

||% - rt||gi,2^(0,!r;c/) < e*
for some small e*. The theorem concerning to the solvability of linearized equation follows.

Theorem 10 Under condition (Al), (A2), and (A3), ifr k e B ^ 2 2 ( 0 , T \ U ) , u k e
and ||%||#i,2

(o T - U ) —

U),

^ e n th e r e eiws a function R k e 5^"21,2(0,t; U) satisfying

||% - rt||gi,2^(o,t;c/) ^

^^(0,t;[/)

such that the system
-Fi(s/c)

st(Z,3[/)

=

—Rk

(C.44)

= 0

(C.45)

= 0

(C.46)

has a solution s k e B^~+f(0,T;U). And such a solution obeys

^^+2,+i(0,3w) - ^

(c'47)

where 9 is independent of r k and s k .

Proof.

Step 1: the existence and regularity of solution.

(1), DeûneXi by ^'2(0,T;^+^(^))n^(0,r;^+^+2((7))nC°(0;a''"+^+i([/)) and
X by X : = B^2s+1(0, T ; U ) . We assert that A(s^), which is given by the identity (C.42), is
a compact linear operator from X into itself. It suffices to show that
M Ni

i

i= 2 n=l j=z1

i-l

Z=l,l^j
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because the theorem 9 indicates that A ( s j ) is a compact linear operator from X \ into X .
Clearly,
M Ni

i

i-l

EÈEfw(s')(
i= 2 n = l j=l
M Ni

<

Il VMM)

l=lj^éj

i

W l - 2 (0,T;H m + 2 °(U))

i-l

E£EF«»(S*>(
i= 2 n= 1 j = l

II

l=ljykj

F '.',nM)

W1.°°(0,T;fl"rTl+2s(!7))

The condition (A3) and the lemma 7 follow
M

M

i

i-l

EÉEF«>')i n

W 1 ' oa (0,T\H m+2s (U))
i
i-l
53 a ij> llsfclltvl.°°(0,r;//"1+2s+pi.j."([/)) ( il ai,',n llufciim7l,oo(0)t;hm+2s+pi,!,n([/)))
l=ltl=/zj

i=2 n=l j'=l

M Ni
— 53 53
2—2 n = l

J =1

M Ni
i
i-l
< 5353^* 53ai'^''n llSfcllw1.°°(0,T;fl"m+2s+1(Z7)) ( U
i=2 n=l

a i,l,n

llufc ||^i,oo(o,T;fl'"l+2s+1(i7)))

1=1,1 ft

J=1

because P i , j , < 1- Likewise,
n

M Ni

i

i-l

II f.,',.(%))

j=l
l=l t ljÈj
L 2 (0,T\H m + 2s + 2 (U))
M Ni
i
i-l
/
C
a
n
S
oo
2s
< V T'53 53 * 53 i'j' ll fclli (0,r;JÏ"'+ +3(i7)) ( % % i , Z , n llufc |lL°°(0,T;ii'"+2s+3(i7))y
i=2 n=l
j= 1
l=l t ljtj
M Ni
i
i-l
tti
s
m
2s
3
= Vr^ ^ C* 53 J> ll fcllc°(0,T;H + + (?7)) ( H
llufc|lc0(0,T;H',n+2s+3((/)))i=2 n=l
j'=l
l=l t l^kj
i=2 n=l

a

The initial condition

is zero, i.e. s/e(0, x) = 0, it turns out that

M Ni i
i-l
53 53 53 fi,j,n{sk)(
2 —2 n—1 j=1
M Ni
— 53 53
2

—2 n = l

(,»(%))

L oo (0]H Tn + 2s + 2 (U))
i-l
i
a i,z,n ll'ufcllLo°(0;J/m+2s+3(f/)))
53 qi'i'n iisfciil°°(o;ff rn+2s+3(t/)) (
J =1
1=1,Ift

= o.
Above deductions indicate that A(sj) is a compact linear operator from X into itself.
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The inequality (C.32) and (C.33) immediately turn out that

=

II f \ \ c 1 ( 0 , T - , H m + 2 s + 1 ( U ) ) + \ \ - f \ \ c ° ( 0 , T ; H m + 2 s + 3 ( U ) )

< C'l(||rfc||1yl,2(0it;H-m+2s(y)) + \\r k \ \ £2 (Q ^ H m+2s+2 ([/)) ) + C 2 || Tfc (0; x) \ \ Hm+2 s+\([/)
< cl(llT 'fc|lwl,2(0,i;fl'm+ 2s( [/ )) + W k\\L 2 {0,ï,H™ + 2s+ 2 {U))) + ^2 11 (0; x) 11 H m+2s+ l ([/)
< 2VrCi(||rfc||c,i,oo(0 t;ym+2S([/)) + ||rA:|lc0(0,t;fl'm+2s+2([/))) + ^2 l|rfc(0; x)||Hm+2s+i((/) .
Since rfc E S^2s(0, T; Î7), we conclude

where C7 is given by the definition (6). This proves that / E X.
(2), In this part, we will prove that there exist rj and s k E b I^ +2s+ I( 0 , T] U ) such that
\V ~ 1| < £i <\

(c.49)

^ = a(^) + /

(c.50)

and
||(a -

^

Since B^ +2s+ i(0, T;U) is a Banach space, so the only limit of eigenvalues of A is zero. By
using the Fredholm alternative theorem Gilbarg and Trudinger (2001), we can find out a pair
of rj1 and %, which are in the resolvent of A, hold (c.49) and \r]1 — t]2\ > 2s i —e2 for any small
s2 satisfying 0 < £2 < £\. If
ii(a - wstllbl^^.y) > el ll^k||g^^^^o,t;[/) '
we assign

77

(c-52)

to be %. Otherwise,
||(a - ^l)^llg^^^(0,t;[/) <

^*=^^,+1(0,t;[/) '

We compute
||(a -

^
>

11(^1 -

m+2s + l

" ik^ "

u >- 1 >^0
" "J-'m+2s+l1.<o,t;

| 2 e i — £2 — s ' i l ||sfc|| R i,2
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Considering that £2 is arbitrary, thus, such a ry2 enables
il(j4
Now, we assign

to be

77

r}2.

i.e.

Since

s

k

6 S^2s+1(0, T ; U ) and

-1

a
-

(^-53)

QI

+

L s

k + ~

M Ni
r

i

Ls

k

R

k

i=

By taking a derivative

s

k

1

i

is a strong solution.

F

i,l,n(

U

(C.54)

k))) =

i - l

Y%

2 n=l j'=l

Fi,l,n{

u

(C.55)

k))•

1=1,1 ft

to the both sides of identity (C.55), the right hand side of (C.55)

is in C°(0,T;#™+2*-i([/)). Thus
~~

k

1 = 1 , 1 ft

4" 5 35 Z 5 Z

dt

m + 2 s

s

+ L)s;t, we have
M Ni

C2(0, T ; H

1,

i - l

H

k -

z = 2 n =1 y = l

Let i4 := rfc - (1 - 77)

s,m >

G C°(0,r;^+^-^[/)). This implies that

Taking a derivative

(U)).

e

to the both sides of identity (C.55) yields

6 C 3 (0, T ; fj m + 2 ( s -i)-i([/)), and so on. By induction, we obtain

G

B ^ ; f ( 0 , T - ,U ) .

Step 2: the upper bound of solution.
(3), In this part, we are going to estimate the B^_2s+1(0, T ; U ) norm of s&.
Equation (C.50) reads
= a(gh + /.

(C.56)

Hence,
a(sf) - 77^

bl+2,+i(0,t;c/)

Owing to inequality (C.51) and (C.48),
a

(C.57)

+i(0,?w) (4), Since

R

k

:= r

k

- (1 - 7 7 ) ( ^

+

L)s

M Ni

i

k

, we have

<

<

(i -^)

5 Z 5 Z 5 Z
i=2n=lj=1

i - l

j,n(W(

Y I

1=1,1 ft

F

i,l,n(

u

k)))

^+2.(0,t|[/)
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Considering |1 — r]\ < ei <
\\ R k - r k\\ B ^i m+2s
2s (o,T-,U)
v
M

NI

i—1

53 fi,j,n(sk)(

53
i=2 n

i

=l j '=l

fij^n{uk)))
Z=l,Z^j

m n,

1RFC 11 B^ 2S (0,T;[/) + 53 53 C * 53 0I'J> 11SFC 11 B^2+2S+1 (0,T;[/)

<
'

i=2 n=l

j=l

-1

n ai,z,n

M

Ni

i

Updating the right hand side of above inequality by using the inequality (C.57) and the con
dition IHIIB^2S+1(O,T;1/) < A < 1, % yields
\\ R k - r k\\ B ^ +2s (o,T -,u)
M

-

(1 +
M

—

~

i

53(11^) 11^11^^(0,
i=2

B^2+2S(O,T-,U)

NI

n = l Z=1

NI

i

(-I + ^AMmax(l, C^F) 53 53 TÏ 0i>z,n))%=2 n = l / = 1

Note that 0 < ^ < 2 and
A = min(1.0,

M

Ni

i

4MC7 max(l, Cf) g

a,,;,,

2=2 71=1 1=1
above inequality is reduced to
||% - r&||gi,2^(0,t;c/) ^
Recall that £\ is arbitrary. Assign £\ = e*/4. We have

||% - r&||gi,2 (O/ZW) -

'

(C-58)
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With this £i, inequality (C.57) can be rewritten as
4ca

where 9 is function of e*, N, U, s, TO, T, and A. It is easy to check R k 6

T;U). •

The preceding theorem proves the existence and regularity of the linearized problem of
system (??).
By the following lemma, we will show the monotonie convergence of r& and the boundedness
o f t h e n o n l i n e a r o p e r a t o r ^ ( s ^ ) b y r& i n B ^ 2 s ( 0 ,T ; U ) .
Lemma 11 Let
a = CQ9 llro||B1^2+2S(O,T;U) •

(C.59)

Under condition (Al), (A2), and (A3), if i) for every 0 < I < k, ri G 5^2'2(0, T; U) obeys
" n "^+ 2s (0,T;[/) ^0--P) W r l-Û B ^ 2 +2s (0,T-U)

( C - 60 )

where r\ are given by (C.13).
ii) there exists a function R k 6

U) such that the equation F\(s k )

—Rfc has a

solution SK and
(C.61)
where

Hi) UK 6 B m+ i (0, T; U) and ||itfc||B1,2+2

+1(o,T;U)

^

Then there exists a p k such that
\\F2(Pksk)\\B^2s(0,T;C) — Pka\\rk\\B^+2s(0tT\U)

(C.62)

and

<(!-/))
where i = 1, ...N, u k+ 1 = u k + p k s k , P k+1 = P k + Pk s N+i'
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Proof.

(1) we shall estimate \\F2(p k s k )\\ B i,2

^T.^ in the first part. Considering that U is

a bounded set in RN satisfying a cone condition and 2m > N, by the lemma 7,

m+2s V

M Ni

i

, .x

i

EEE '
i=2 n=l j=2

M Ni

i-j

n fi,

Z=1

i

/\

j

- 5 35 35 3 m ? ' ) i i ( l l - ^ i j l . r a ( ^ s ' = ) l l f î ^ 2 s ( 0 , t ; f / ) )
V/

i=2 n=l j=2

u

Z=1

(h-^jt,n("/c)||b^2s(0ir;i7))

Owing to the condition (A3),
ll^2(Pfcsfc)llB^2s(0,T;i7)
M Ni i
/ ,\ j
I

< 5 2 5 3 5 3 (V7 - /) I I K - " p f c S , c i i s m + 2 S + i ( o ' r ; [ / ) '
i=2 n=l j=2

%%

Z=1

( a i,jt,n

|| U A;||jgM

M Ni i
-

2

C*

i

££ n(0i'Z.")Sll^sfcllb^
î=2 n=l Z=1

Since ||itfc||Ri, 2

mT , n

£*m+2s+lvU'J

(0 ,t;lo

j=2

< A < 1, it turns out that

J

M Ni i
\\F2(Pksk)\\

" ufc "s^ 2 +2s + l( °w

B ^ +2s ^ T .u)

<

2MC*M

i

53 53

53 llpfcsfehs^2s+1(0,T;[/)

i=2 n=l Z=1

j=2

M Ni i

i

•

Due to the inequality (C.61),
\\ F 2 ( P k s k )\\

2
B ^ +2s (0

,T-,U) -

53 53 n(^.-) 53( pk® " rfc "s ^2s(0,T;C/))' 7 i=2 n=l /=1
j= 2

Note that the inequality (C.60) is satisfied provided I < k , thus
^ Tk ^B^ 2 +2s (0,T;U) - C1 ~ ^)fc Hr°lls^2s(0,T;[/) '

(C.63)

Hence, we compute
m ni i
\\ F 2(Pk s k)\\

B ^ +2s ( 0tT .u)

<

[2 m C™535;n(ai,
2=2 71=1 z=1

:-2
Jin ) £ w iNkw°
j=0

x

pt^l|r&||gi,2^(o/r.&0 '
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Let pk = min(

3 ' e||ro|li3 i; 2

+2s

(0't^)

(l-e*)(l-/3). . We have
2a
(C.64)

\\f2(pksk)\\ B ^ +2s ( 0 ,T-,U) - pkcs°2 II^Hb^2s(0,t;c/)
where

m

i
- 1) hk/,")].

ce =
i=2

Due to the fact 0 <

\ \

F

2 ( P k

s

k ) \ \

(3

B

n

=l

1=1

< 1 and the inequality (C.63), it turns out that
<

,0 T.U)

h 2

Pk

C

e6

2

{l - /3)

k

llro||Bi-2 (0T;[/)

W

r

k \ \

B

^

2

2s

(0,T;C/)

<
where a is given by (C.59). This proves the inequality (C.62).
(2), By the identity (C.14),

r

k +

i

can be decomposed into three parts;

r&+i = rt +
For simplification, denote

:=

F \ ( s

r k + i = r

Taking a B

1 ^

2 s

( 0 , T ; U )

k

k

) + r

k

.

Hence

+ PkOa-i

-

r

) + F

k

2

( p

k

s

k

(C.65)

) .

norm to both sides of the (C.65), it yields

HR*+111^+2, (0,T;LO
r

k + PkO^i

—

r

k ) + F 2 ( p s

)

k

3^+2, (0,7w)
k

I1 ~ Pk\ W rk \\B^ 2 +2s (0,T-,U) + Pk

-

+

' ?1.2

m.tw) -

Owing to the inequality (C.62),

W

r

k+l\\B]^

+ 2 s

Note that hf :=

(0,T\U)

—Rk

+

—

(I"*"

rk,

Pk \ + P k

a

) ll

r

fclls^

2 s

(0,T;f/) + Pk

hf

^+2,(0,^;^

(C.66)

thereby,
)U)

Inequality (C.66) can be reduced to
llrfc+l \ \ C 1(0,T]H m + 2s (U)) ^ [I1 ~~

Pk \ + P k

a

+ P k

£

* \

ll^fc Ile1 (0,T;H rn + 2s (U)) •
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Note that p k = min(!
|1

—

„

1

,

Pk\ + Pk a + Pk £ *

(1

P) ]

— 1 + Pk{ — ^ + £ * + Pk a )
e*;
< i+m-i+e-+(i~£'^i~'3)«)
2

,(i-m
< l + p,(_l + e* + (l-e*)- g
1 11
Consider that 0 < (3 < 1 and e* 6 [|,
5], (1-e*)
>
2
|1

—

Pk\ + Pfc a + Pk £ * < 1 - Pifc(
-

Hence,

^

g*
2

)

-^4'2g||ro||^^'

4a

'

= 1-/3.
This proves
"rfc+1"^+2s(o,r;^) - ^

® W

rk \\Bl?

+2s (o,T-u)

The preceding lemma shows the monotonie convergence of the residue sequence. By the
following theorem, we will prove the existence of regular solution of the nonlinear parabolic
equation (C.l).

Theorem 12 Under condition (Al), (A2), and (A3), if there exists an initial guess UQ 6
B^+^(0,T ; U) satisfying the boundary and initial conditions such that ro 6

T ; U)

and
^^+2,+i(o,t;c/) + ^
then the nonlinear parabolic system (C.1)-(C.2) has a solution u* in B^^f(0,T;U).
Proof.

(1), If

||ro||Bi

,2 ^

= 0, then the initial guess UQ is the solution of the nonlinear

parabolic system (C.1)-(C.2). This proves the theorem. So, without loss of generality, we
assume lko||Bu

2 s ( 0 ,r ; t/)

>

0.

(2), When k = 0. By theorem 10, there exists a function RQ such that
-Pi (so) = —RQ
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has a solution

sq

in [0, T] x U, where sq and R® hold
||% - ro||g^^(o,t;[/) ^ ^ inia^2,(0,t;c/) ,

(c-68)
(C.69)

Denote p k by
(1 — e*)(l — ft)
lko||gi,^(o,r;[/)

— minf^
^
3 g ||ro||gi,^(o,r;[/) '

(C.70)

Let u \ = UQ + P k S o , we have
"ul"5^2+2s+1(0,t;l7) =

ho + pfcs0||bl,2+2s+i(0>t;[7)

Owing to the inequality (C.69), (C.67), and the fact 0 <

^^+2 . + i (0,?w) -

(3

< 1 (identity (C.12)), we have

+

< A.
The identity (C.65) implies that
r \ = r 0 + pfc(h° - r 0 ) + F 2 ( p k s 0 ) .
Taking the bI^ +2s {0,T',U) norm to both sides of above identity and taking into account the
inequality (C.62) and (C.68) yield
H^llsmWo.TW) - " r °" B ^+2s(°. r ; !7 ) tl 1 ~

Pk \ +

Pk( £ * + Pk c e0 2 ll r °lls^ 2s (o,r ; f/))]-

Furthermore, considering the identity (C.70), we have
1 + a c ( ~ l + £ * + Pk^eq2 llr°llb^2s(o,t;[7)
< 1+

P k

( - i

4

+ £- +

Ï C e

f i \ y

a

29 " r0 "bi«.(°. t i 1 ')

C ^

T

ic "° 2

.

m

C

^

l|r ° l| s^=.(».r;") )

"r°"s"2„(0,t;t/)
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This implies that
[1

+ P k { -

1

+

£

* + P k

c

e

Hrollb^2s(0,t;c/))] - (1

(C.71)

ft)

Thus,
B ML2S(°' T ' U )

~ ^

INIIFI1'2

1^
\\ u i\\B
%2,+i(0,7w)
-

(2), Without loss of generality, we assume that, for any 1 < a < k ,

1^^+2,(0,3w) -

<

\S<T—1 ii gl,2

m+2s+l

|^_l||gl,2

.

By theorem 10, there exists a function R k E S^_2s(0, T ; U ) such that the system Fi(sfc)
-Rk has a solution {s^} in [0, T] x U. Such a solution satisfies that

m4-2svv'^ '^0
llSfc II %2.+l(0,t;dl
nl,2
„m < ^h'kllb^(0,r;[/),
By lemma 11, we have
||rt+i||gi,2

< (1

/3) ||rt||gi,2

.

Assign Uk+1 = Uk + PkSk- We compute:
||%+l||gl,2

(0,T;f/) ^

<

uo

+ 53
n=0

B,^2,+1(0,^;^)
k

<

||uo||bi,2
m+2s+l

r 1.2
(o ,T;T/) + 53 WPK $n || %2,+i(o,^;[/)
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Since 0 < (3, p k < 1,
k

n=0
k

~ " U °"^ 2 +2s+1 (0,T;[/) +

71=0

llrfcllB^2+2s+1(0,T;U)
k
71=0

< A.
Likewise, we can prove that

duk+i
dt

By induction, we conclude that, for any k > 0,

\\ r k + l\\ B ^ +2s (0,T-,U) ^
||ut+i||gi,^^o^.^

B^\2s{0,T-U) 1

< a,

Considering that (3 is a nonzero constant independent of k and 0 < (3 < 1, sequence r k+ i
monotonically converges to 0 in B^_2s(0, T ;U).
(3), Obviously, the sequence u k is Cauchy in the space B^_2s+1(0, T \ U ) . This implies that
u* where u* := lim/^oo uk, is the solution of the nonlinear parabolic equation (??). Note that
m > N/2 and s > 0, it is a strong solution in B^_1{2(0, T;U).
(4), Clearly, u* satisfies the initial and boundary conditions because UQ satisfies the initial
and boundary conditions and
s/c(0, U ) = 0

SK( t , d U ) = 0 .

,

Finally, we accomplish the proof. •
The inequality (C.67) is a sufficient condition for the global existence of the strong solution.
In the case that the inequality (C.67) fails, we will seek a rescaling of variables such that the
inequality (C.67) is held. The rescaling shown by the table C.l will transfer the system (C.l)(C.2) into
O—

M

- Di(ô%(z)D,û) +

Ni

i

+

(C-72)
2=2

71=1 j =1
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%z(0,c/)=g(c/) = cw)

û(t, #7) =

w) = cxc-tf;

-

(c.73)

where £ is a constant, 7r, a > 0.

X

u(t; x)

t

X

û(t;t)

t=

X =

v, =

t/C-"

X

fo

a

fo
fo =

a

i,j,n

a*

b

i,j,n

a1!

b
b=

i II
3

Relat.

t

:b

Ori.
Res.

The relationship between the rescaled system and original sys
tem

S j:

Table C.l

Note that the rescaling changes the norm but does not change the arguments x. The
residual r corresponding to the rescaled system obeys
r = Car

(C.74)

because
m %

%
d t

i=

2 n=1 j = 1

m

r du

i

i

' dt
i=2 n=1 j=1

=

car.

For the rescaled system, the condition (A2)-(A3) and the definition 6 are updated to:
(B2), a*-7(i) G C m+2s+1,1 (U) and b is a non-negative constant. L is self-adjoint, bounded
and strong elliptic, i.e. there exist positive number 7^ 7 2 , and a non-negative constant 73
s u c h t h a t a 1 ! =W 1 ,
vz e
<

72,

Va; e (7.

00 > 6(1) > 73 > 0,
where 7^ =

^ e

(C.75)
(C.76)

\/x G U.

(C.77)

72 = C_7r72 and 73 = ^CT-7r73, and a1^ = ay . Moreover, g G H m+2 ( 1+s \U),

e e ci(0,r;^+^(af)) n c°(0,t;^+2(^)(8f)), and

/o

e

is a force indepen-

dent of u.
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(B3), each Fij is a linear operator from C-^O, T; H a+Pi 'j< n (U)) into C^O, T; H a (U)) so
that
\\Fhj,n{ u )\\ C i (o,T;H a (U)) —

Qi ^' n

W U Wci (OJ\H a+Vi <i< n (U)) = ^

^

a M>

IMIcj(0,T;H a + P i >J>([/)) '

(C.78)
where m + 2s + l> a > 0 , s > j > 0 a n d 1 > Pij,n > —oo.
Definition 7 Let the constant s* to be arbitrary constant in the domain

[5, 5],

6

=

»

;

= 2#™+%,+!) majc(l, ^,min(T, -^)),
V7l

M
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(c.so)

26 l |n>ll b;4

Obviously, the rescaling is identified by the coefficient a and TT. By the following theorem,
we will show that regardless of the initial guess UQ, we can always find out a pair of cr, TT, and
T* such that the inequality (C.67) is satisfied.
Theorem 13 Under condition (Al), (A2), and (A3), if there exists an initial guess UQ G
B£Ïi 2 (0,T;E0 satisfying the boundary and initial conditions, then there is aT* such that the
nonlinear parabolic system (C.1)-(C.2) has a solution u* in B^^(0,T*]U), where
T* = min(l,(M-\i,T),

mi"(la

«,

(C.81)

,

4 M C j max(l, C ™ ) £ £ ( % %

)
a

i,l,n)

i=2 n= 1 Z =1

and the constant M is maximum order of the identity (C.5).
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Proof.

Assign a = M and

TT =

1 -y

1. Define T* — min(l,

1 ,T)

where £ is given by

(C.82). It is easy to check that CQ < Cg because
= 2#™+%*+!) max(l, ^,min(T*,

^ g,

Furthermore, 6 < 0. Considering that 0 < £ < 1, we have
(t*

A = min(1.0,

M

AMC 1 max(l,
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Ni

i

£
i=2 n=1
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Note that C* is independent ofT which is proved by lemma 7. Therefore, by the identity (C.82)
and (C.79),

-

" U °"^ 2 +2S+ I (0,t;[/)

^

min(L0'

+ J llr0lls^2+2s(0,t;t/)

£

M

Ni

»

)

4MC7 max(l, Cf ) £ £(%%

1=2 71=1 1=1
< a.
Hence, by theorem 12, we prove the existence of the strong solution in

T*;U).

Above theorem prove the local existence of the Dirichlet problem of nonlinear system (C.l)(C.2).
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C.4

Conclusion

This paper proposes a monotonie method to approach the strong solutions of nonlinear
parabolic system (C.1)-(C.2). By this method, we prove that if the initial data satisfies inequal
ity (C.67), then the global solution of system (C.1)-(C.2) exists in i?^{2(0, T; U). Otherwise,
there exists a T* such that the solution exists in B^£2(0,T*;U). And theorem 13 gives a
time interval that the solution will not blow up.
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